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published •very day (Sundays excepted) by the

Boom To Let*
board suitable for gentleman and wife, or
two gentlemen. Also a few table boarders accommodated, at 52 Free Street._
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Is published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
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To LeX

mar28dtf

with

the above store.

Repairer,

Desirable Stores to L>et.
116 ConuneiciKl su, and 2 and 3 Long Wharf,
foot of Exchange street. Suitable for any bustness.
For terms and to inspect premises, call on
CHASE BROTHERS,
120 Commercial st.
apr2eodlw

NO.

For Rem.
No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double counting room in 2d story. For terms apEDWARD FOX.
ply to
mch27

STORE
DENNISON,

E.

Successor to J. W.

Deering,

170 Commercial st., Head Merrill’s Wh’f,

Wood,

FIRST QUALITY ONLY,

OF

Having sold my interest in the above business to
Capt. Wm. E. DimnIson, late of the Steamer City of
Richmond, I beg leave to thank my friends for their
liberal patronage and recommend Capt. Dennison for
their continual favors.
My books will remain at the office of Capt. Denison, and I will thank those indebted to me to settle their accounts, and those to whom I am indebted
J. W. DEERING.
tl send in their bills.
March 5th-dlw-t eodtt

House to Rent.
23 Waterviile st, for two families; six rooms
WM. H. .TERRIS,
each. Apply to
mch30*lw
Real Estate and Loan Agent.

NO.

Oct 1st, the two end houses
brick block of tour,
the
ot
IFin the sold previous
Neal and Pine
will be rented
favorable
NO T

-AKD—

to

new

AVENUE.

JanSl

These

are

aiuiog

13

rooms,

front
second floor. Also
PLEASANT oc28if
third floor with board. 49 Franklin st.
oue room on

To

JLNT>

J. B.

WITH

QFFICKS

Attorney and

Counsellor
TAW !

Co.,

required

Boston.

COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons and
Dividends made with promptness on all points.

executed

oll&ter&ls.

and all first-class securities

dec22

Tum<1rv fha cirti.

«r

3*379*050 00

o

paid to the

holders
_i»

or

their

or their
thereof, «•___
«_*_T

3nl

Office, 166 Fore St., Portland,, Me.

H.

H.

McDUFFEE,

t

for

delivery

at the

ready

we

them is increasing.

fer to

BALANCE OF OUR

Flour, Grain and Provision

WINTER

Chicago
lllLUgU.
TlLLSOh-, 206StateBt„ Boston.v
nVABCV

IV

AHD OTHER

THS1T

we

fiumiua

a

Chas. Custis &,

we

IMPORTERS

tf

*

OF

will certainly cure.
They
Thau
..Amun.A.1
.M

the finest Kid, of three different sizes, and
with ease and comfort. Sold by Druggists
15,20 and 30 cents each.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Streot, N

are worn

Price

L.KEILEB,
Painter,

Fresco

WHITE

^<OUND
O

stant

Cffioe at Schumacher Bros, 6 Bearing Block

AND SWEET
use of

TEETH,
BREATH,

HEALTHY
are

GUMS,

secured by

con-

Irery Pearl Teothpewdrr.
It Is the best Dentrlice known.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price
25 and 50 coats per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

they

HAVE YOU

JyLTdtf

Broad’s

710 OPEK,

SEEN”

Shawl

Patent

Straps.

The only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. Acknowledged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
shawl strap ever Invented. Just the thing for holiday presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of
all kinds.
Sole Manufacturers of Broad’s Patents, 27 i Market
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD & CO,
decl9-dtf

UPHOb STE HER
13 Free Street,

.monmiRBS or

Pablob Suits, Lounges, Spbino Beds,
Matt aitss is,
■rD.u..gb Patent Be4 L...|rt, Eaa me led Choir., Are.
kinds ol iepairing neatly done. Furniwre boxed and matted.
oc2o-H*9r T&Stf

hereby given,
been
NOTICE
duly appointed and taken upon himself
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
that the subscriber has

is

J. H. LAMSOI,

JOHN G. JORDAN, late of Cape Elizabeth,
in the County of Cumberland, deoeased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make pavment to
THOMAS
Adm’r.
mch9-3w
Cape Elizabeth, March 5th, 1872.

PHOTOGRAPHER,
No 152 middle Street.

HANtfAFORD,

(PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done to order

... ---

___

_

__

Having

refitted his store and

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you "o out ?
Renovate those you have with
JOUVEN’S INODOROUS KID GLOVE

WHY

CLEANER.
It will make them equal to new with
scarcely any
trouble. Be careful to get the Genuine.
Sold by E uggists and Dealers in
Fancy Goods.
Price 25 cents per bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
102 Fulton Street, New York.

JEWETT

Italian & American Marble,
319 CONGBItl NTIIEET,

YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO BE SOFT
LUXURIANT AND GLOSSY?
POMADE
THOMPSON’S
OPTIME,
used daily, will make it so. It is entirely a Vegetable

DO

Vnrd 4.1 PREBLE MTBEET.
hand
good agforlment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders to
SHALL
on

a

see

put in

and fresh
his customers and show
a new

Dr. J. P. FESSEIVDEN
itoe oi uu*

i>roie»Biuu

OFFICE A.TvTI>

No. 43 Pine

iu

Forest

nrac-

x'oruana.

RESIDENCE,

te

Street, Brown Block.

EVAJSS,

COUNSELLOR AT

parties

a new

Bowling Alley

public and pri-

at

Ground Land Plaster

LAW.

FORT FAIRFIELD.
ti
Jyf

are

ShipiMid by R.

CUNDURANGO.
A SMALL supply of this invaluable remedy for
A Casrer, Bcrofula, Rhrumnliiiu, Balt
**■•■■■• Ulcer* and all Blaad Disease*, just

eod

dtl

5-d&w3m

a

or

Bbls.,

as

de-

w hidden

Bonds 8100 oach for municipal purposes, payable
with semi-annual Coupons in Sew York. Price 93
and Interest.

C
Locke‘km 1’SJvB!‘n!‘aliy’v,l“
^
Portlaad, March 4,1872.

Vessel in Bulk

lO PER CENT. BONDS.

^jaoatf _No. ^Exchange
Law Notice.
M.

or

Liberty City, Mo.,

Price of the bark, with full
sent to all parts.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
Place Providence R. I.

received from Ecuador.

aiI^t^onp, S3 per pound :

may be conT'- «Oa»AB»
th« offic« «f Joseph A.
Block> N°’ 74 MllWle
deify, at

R.

might

CHARLES M. HAWKES,

i

98 Eukaanll.) Portland.
w!3
meh27d&w3w

Diamonds,

Watches,

RHEUM,

nf

JEWELRY,

<1... ..1-1

J.l_

furnished during the hist twonty-fivo years, of the

city by II«

“THE SINGER”

SEWING MACHINE.
you wish to secure the best Sewing Machine in
existence for all kinds of work, do not fail to call
and examine THE SINGER, at

331 CONGRESS STREET.

SILVER

ON

PRICES!

[Incorporated

J. H. Chadwick &

Co., Ag’ts,

Office !H, 94 * 90 Oliver Street,

SHORT

wc

have adopted

genuine

W. F.

Phillips

&

Co.,

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

A&.*,48

MIDDLE ST.

Ware,

Class

REDUCED PRICES FOR 31 DATS.
No.

mch!9d2w

HOYT,

W.

J1 Preble Street.

STATE OF

MAINE, Co. of Cumberland as:
To Abner P. Hillman, of Cape Klispbeth,
in said County, and to all other persons
whom it may concern.
it known that on the twenty-ninth day of April,
A. D., 1867, Abner V. Hillman, of said Cape
Elizabeth, by his mortgage deed of that date, by him
duly signed, sealed and acknowledged, conveyed to
me John A. Strout, then of said
Cape Elizabeth, now
of Kennebunk, in tho Countv of York, certain real
estate situated in said Cape Elizabeth, and bounded
and described as follows, viz:
Beginning at the south westerly corner of land of
Aquua Jewett and running sixteen rods on the road
leading from Stroudwatcr to Long Creek Mills, to the
north corner of land ot Levi Skillen; thence by land
of said Skllleu south easterly
seventy-live rods to
Rooky Point; thence following the course of Long
Creek River at low water, to the south westerly corner of land of Aqulla Jewett; thence
by said Jewett’s
land, north westerly to first mentioned bounds. Said
deed being recorded
in Cumberland ss. Registry of
Deeds, Book 350, Page 457, to which reference is hereby made. Said Mortgage having been made as afore-

BE

Sleigh Robe. The
by calling at 152 Fore

ap4d3t»

have the aame
ADAMS HOUSE.

owner can

FURNISHED

13 Myrtle nrwi.

FRONT

Apjdtf
Coat

said to

secure the
payment of certain notes therein
and as the conditions of said
mortgage
have been broken, I
claim a foreclosure of the
same and give this notice for that
purpose according
to the Statutes In such cases made anu provided.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of March, 1872.
mcn28dlaw3w
JOHN A. STROUT.

described,

hereby

Wanted.
Address W. h.
mch29tf

as

NOTICE !

The representatives of the principal KuroParis, about the
rear 1857, presented Mr. Morse with the sum
>1 400,000 francs ($80,000) as a
recompense
or his invention.
In 1845, he first suggest-

Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acquintance in the West, as
as a business acquaintance of twenty years at
home in Portland, 1 am making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued.
Investigating thorn very carefully and buying and
for sale only those that I consider among the
offering
Hufeet for investment. They arc issued In $100, $300
and $1000 sizes, running ten or twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest and most
careful investors.
They are daily becoming more
popular, receiving more attention from capitalists
seeking both safety and profitable returns for their

or tranaient boarders accommodarooms and lioard.
Two connected

well

Insurance
SAN

To freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other

Company,

FRANCISCO, CAL.,

SKEELS, BOWERS

&

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

Boarders Wanted.
n OOD Rooms; board reasonable,

BOUGHTON,

febfitf

or

No 11 MYRTLE

MANAGERS.

Broadway, New Yorlt,
Statement. (Gold basis) January let, 1872.

Loans

on

AN

experienced

Bond and

Fore

a

GEORGE

ALIEN & CO.
a

AND ATTRACTIVE STOCK
-OF-

FOREIGN li AMERICAN

WOOLENS,
Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

Dissolution of Copartnership.
copartnership heretofore existing under the

HENRY GREEN’S,
29 Middle St.
All orders promptly attended to.
(^“Renumber Caali Paid.

firm
of LUBKIN & FOBES.
THE
limitation March
and is this
name

mchSdlm*

consent.
The business will be continued bv Mr. Lufkin, senior partner, under the firm name of LUB'KIN & CO.,
who will be happy to see all the old patrons of the
late firm and as many new’ ones as will favor them
with a call.
S. B. A. LUB'KIN,
GEORGE C. FOBBiS.
meb28d2w
Portland, March 27th, 1872.

Offers at Wholesale and Kelall

Copartnership Notice.

Bolted Yellow meal,
Bolted Bye meal,
Fine and Coarse Yellow meal,
Superior Scotch Oatmeal,
Ground Oats and meal for Horses,
Cracked Corn,
Shorts, Fine Feed and middlings,
nvi..

m.

muv

Portland,

RR_1..««

mchl'JdTT&Saw

Appointment of Assignee.

subscriber hereby gives public notice that he
was appointed
Awignee of the estate of Luther
J. Hill of Portland, In tneCoantv of Cumberland and
State of Maine, on the twenty-fifth day of March, A.
D. 1872, by assignment for the benefit of creditors
under the laws of the* State of Maine.
HENptY C. PEABODY, Assignee.
March 27,1872.
mar27-o3w

THE

•

OR&ANS!

Dissolution of Co-Partnership.
under the

name

by

consent.

CO^

HAWES & CRAGIN’S Music Store,
STREET.
dcl2cod-6m

Dissolution.
between
copartnership heretofore existing
CREECH Jt MEaNS, is this day dissolved bv

THE
mutual consent. O.

Wood l
WM. HUNK

the

late firm will be continued under the firm iu<me ot
PERKINS, JOHNSON A
pEBKINS(
S. H. LIBBY,
ENOCH PERKINS;
apldlw
Portland, Me., March -'?, 1872-

be obtained at

Dry KdRugf

SARGENT P. COE.

copartnership heretofore existing
THE
of PERKINS, LIBBY & CO., is Ibis day
dissolved
mutual
The business ot

A

A Ifo

the public with

by dissolved by mutual consent. Either party will
adjust the accounts of the arm.
C. W. GILKEY.
GEO. WATERHOUSE.
Portland. March 6th, 1872.
mch7

(Old Instruments taken in oxchango.)
CHOICE and large stock of dfaeet lllaaic,
BmUn, ValiM. Wrapper*. Also a line
lot of Vfoliaaa, Bapjaa, Prana, Gaitan,
Ceratla, Cencerlinaa, daring*, Iflnaic Bax-

street.

serve

THE

CELEBRATED

HA

BUSINESS,

Dissolution ol' Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing between
Charles W. Gilkey and George Waterhouse, under the ttrm name of C. W. GILKEY & CO., Is here-

BURDETl’ 6c WOOD’S

'.O and SOFT 'OOD tor sale at No. 43 Lin

DRUG

happy to

mch?

PIANOS of the best Manufacture,

Wood!

&

Physicians’ prescriptions will be made a s|>ecialty
of, as heretofore. The attention of the country trade
is particularly invited and out-of-town physicians
can
rely upon prompt attention to tlielr orders, and
the high standard of the goods forwarded.
CHAS. W. GILKEY,

2w

TT MIDDLE
WMusic sent by mall.

COE,

stand of C. W. Gilkey <& Co.,

Where they will be
pure medicines.

Top, Just

can

Copartnership.

CONOBKSS STRICT, Ctmr «f Preble

/VWl Bags prime Western Timothy; 300 bags
1
received ami
Xvfvrw
100 Red

All

20th,

APOTHECARY*

“SEED.”

Pinna dtaala.

Miuirt.

WILL CONTINUE THE

At the old

REED

m

RALPH BUTLER,
W. H. JOSSELYN,
T. A. JOSSELYN.
1872.
mar21d3w

GILKEY &

Falmouth Mills, at lowest rates, an J take It from
Elevator or Stores on Wharves, by boat to the Mill
and return.
dtf n 1 a w
April 3,1872.

CONSISTING OP

8r middle Street.

March

Notice of

At

will

.lav farmaH

The undersigned having associated themselves in
business under the style of

No. 87 Middle Street,
Musical Merchandise,
Where
make
we

♦ hit.

Commercial st.

Shaw, Hammond & Carney.

CUSTOM CLOTHING

l.ora

JL nership under the firm name of
BUTLER, JO88ELYN Ac BON,
Successors to Ralph Butler, and will continue the
General Commission Business, at the old stand, 29£

Ground Rock Salt, for Dairy and
Table Use,
Corn Ground for Dealers,

Clover;

expired by
dissolved

day

1st, 1872,

by mutnal

Market Square Grain Store

R1_is_wn_A_

sl fV'l|nt th?1

had a far clearer

.one

°«

h'H subordinates

insight than he had into the
mUitary “situation,” and greater discernment
of the movements required, at the
juncture
when the fate of the

decided ?

Confederacy

!
I

ness

at the old

F.Creech will continue the buslstand,

underarm n.mc^ ^

Freeport, April 1, 1872.

a[<S*3t

was

to be

Gen. Longstreet.
Hl8 VIEWS ON THE POLITICAL SITUATION'_
CONSIDERATION OF THE RECONSTRUCTION QUESTION.
The following letter from Gen.

James

Longstreet, giving his views on political aifairs and the question of reconstruction in the
Southern States, will be read with interest:
New Orleans, March 23, 1872.
Senator W. P. Kellogg, Washington, D. C.:
Dear Sib: Your esteemed favor upon the
relative merits of questions that should influence

the voice of the

people

approach-

in the

canvass, and the leaders who should be
chosen as their representatives, finds me in

ing

poor condition for

a

very satisfactory reply.

I have been content to occupy an humble position in the party, and have been so closely
confined to Louisiana, that I fear to attempt
to look beyond its borders in forming opin-

ions

or

making suggestions.

can

hardly

contain its hatred of

the United States.

Its issue for March

flows, incidentally,

with

gall against

over-

this

country, the direct subject of its comments
aud criticisms being the super-angelic charater of General Robert E. Lee. Its endeavor
is to hold up General Lee’s “example, no
less than that of Abraham Lincoln, aa^me of

the highest patterns” for ftiture generations
to follow, and to make his “memory a precious possession wherever the English tongue
is

spoken.”
The magazine speaks of General Lee’s “infinite purity, self-denial, tenderness aud gen
erosity.” In a Southern ante-Rebellion publication, such commendation might not seem
strange. Summon General Lee’s former human chattels, and ask what
they think of his
“purity, self-denial, tenderness and generosity.” Their answer would probably silence
forever any future shambling and causeless
eulogium of the traitor in Blackwood.
That periodical not only professes unter, but in addition labors to prove him
“third upon the list of English-speaking generals, and as having been surpassed in soldier-

ly capacity by Marlborough and Wellington
alone.” The name of Marlborough is fitly introduced in an estimate of the Virginian, who
could steal a way from his allegiance, taking
with him all theplans of his chief, after having,
only a few days beiore, declared the most unbounded regard for the Union, in order the

better to obtain information for the accomplishment of his traitorous purposes.
The passion for intrigue by Marlborough,
and his unbounded duDlicitv. are known
wherever Macaulay’s description of his qualities has reached. The duke was once arrested for high treason. General Lee escaped
his deserts in this respect by surrendering
himself as prisoner of war.
It is instructive to note how Blackwood elevates its hero by depreciating all the Union
commanders opposed to him in any way, as
thereby the intense animosity of the reviewer to the General Government in its
present
hands is clearly perceived. At the
outset,
the magazine states that the odds between
the two sections were, the first two
years of
the war, “ten to one;
during the last two,
twenty to one, against the Confederates.’’ So
much for Blackwood’s statistics. The battle
of Chanccllorsville is made to testify to “Lee's
tactical ability, as did Luthe to that of Frederick the Great, or Salamanca to that of Wel-

lington.”

So far as relates to strategy, it is admitted

by everybody that General Lee in the Chanccllorsville campaign was overmatched by
General Hooker. The tactics by which the
was restored
to
good fortune of the campaign
forced
Gener-

upon
the Confederate side were
al Lee’s acceptance by Stonewall Jackson.
a
will and deThey were executed withto fiery
the man who retermination known only
at
Chancellsorville.
ceived his death-wound
Following Bli-ckwood’s style of judgment,
it would be easy to strip Gen. Lee of nearly
all his military laurels. It says “Richmond
was not taken by Gen. Grant, but by Gen.
Sherman.”' By parity of reasoning, Gen.
McClellan was not driven off the peninsula
by Gen. Lee, but by Stonewall Jackson. We
do not propose to follow the Blackwood critic farther, as he admits that for offensive
warfare, in which Gen. Grant was constantly engaged, the rebel commander proved an
eutire failure. Lee should have annihilated
Buruside’s army after Fredericksburg, to have
satisfied his English eulogist, and at Gettysthe rebel
is declared to have

burg

general

been “too big for his breeches.”
B’aekwood intimates that if General Lee
had followed the judgment of one of his lieuteve of the second
enants, Longstreet, on the
at Gettysburg, and “had filed off the left

day

_

.1

E. Kerchorrizer is a physician of this city, never known in politics.—
Ira O. Miller was one of Governor Fenton’s
office-holders here. Edwin R. Reynolds is an
obsolete county judge in Orleans county.
William H. Briggs is ex-Mayor of Rochester.
Charles W. Goduard held office under Governor Fenton.
Henry O. Lloyd is a boyish
young man of no influence.
William W.
Goodrich is a digappointed seeker of the office of attorney-general.
Waldo Hutchins
any other man.

boanded admiration of General Lee’s charac-

March 20-d3w

CARPETS, BKDMfffO, dee., at

sale by

HUNT,

Agent,

ALSO FOR

tor

S.

111 Commercial Street.

Street, EDW’D IL
B1RG1A,

Establishment!

Portland.

ness are now

Ladies' aad

cash

J. W. MITKGER, Agent.

Have opened

or

a

highest
prices paid for
THE
CSeatleaaea’. Cast OffClathias.

59

"new

at.,

Wanted.

WANTED,
a?

Exchange

‘AS

Eagle Sugar Refinery.

Cook at No. 74 State Street.

a

iuchl4deod3w

Tailoring

dtf

mch22

Eagle Sugar Refinery having resumed busiwholesale
reliable man,
situation in
THE
prepared to otter to the trade Sugars
retail store; good references given. Address N.,
BY
of the usual grades of their manufacture.
Press Office.
mchlj
Mm

...

No. 166

ST.

dcWdtf_

_

$750,000

Mortgage... $592 500
Real Estate...
uovwi
U. S. 1881’s Registered.
50 000
South Carolina State Bonds.
15*07?
Loaiu» on Collaterals.
37*500
*
Cash on hand and in Bank.... $65,551 ,71
Cash with Agents... 51,262 88
116,814
Premiums m course oi

investments.
Particulars furnished on application.
Government Bonds converted on the most favorable
terms.
CHARLES n. RAWKEN,

Wanted.

114

Capital,

Wanted.

Baltimore,

Tousey

The Tory Love of Rebels.

of

BONDS

coins
board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklin*
febl7tf

UNION

i.

and

Washington

The great question in this quarter is the
problem of reconstruction, and 1 am inclined
to think that it is the most important national question. It is hardly worth our time, at
this late day, to ask whether the Reconstrucid. in a l**t,tpr to thft S«p.rfitarv nf
Tpaou.
tion laws arc the wisest that could have been
rry, the project of the Atlantic telegraph.
devised. They are laws and have been suffiMr. Morse was a writer as well as a painter ciently tested to convince us that their faithind electritian; but his fame will rest upon ful administration will lead to the results anticipated, by those who were instrumental in
lls substantial aid to civilization, in rendertheir enactment. I think it better, thereefficient
the
idea
of
ng
telegraphic communi- fore, to adhere to- the* original plan than to
:ation.
start off upou some other theory, that may
Many of our readers will remember the ex- lead us into new difficulties, and' possibly to
citement which pervaded both this country disastrous confusion.
ind Great Britain, reflecting more or less in
Our fihancial affairs are in such favorable
;very enlightened nation on the globe, when
condition, and are so dependent upon comhe experiment of connecting Europe and
fortable reconstruction, that we
may assume
America by the Atlantic telegraph was as
the solution of the first problem as
deciding
let undecided and in process of trial.
In
this also.
1858, the governments of Great Britain and
Our reconstruction is One of the
weightiest
he United States had sent,—England the
jobs that was ever saddled upon a GovernAgamemnon and this country the Niagara, ment: even more difficult than the effort of
heir noblest vessels, freighted with twelve
Prussia to reconstruct Elsass and Lorraine.
lundred and fifty miles of cable each, to solve
For with the latter it is an affair of a
lifetime;
me of the most interesting and important
with us, but four years are allotted
to^lhe
problems the world had ever discussed, and task—unless the people have that
patience
it would have been considered in one age of and forbearance
that are necessary to give to
the world a striking and hopeful omen that
time its healing and
salutary influence. Had
even the congratulations of the two powers
President Lincoln lived, it is probable that he
upon the apparent success of the undertaking
would have encountered as
great difficulties
should have been interrupted by a despatch as President
Johnson, and with as little sucin the interest of humanity.
The collision
cess.
Yet I would not like to say that they
between the steamships Europe and Arabia,
were not as able political statesmen as
any of
oil' Cape Race, was telegraphed in order that
their day. Upon the advent of the
present
the non arrival of the steamer bound for LivAdministration, the resnonsihilitv of nravimw
pool might not cause anxiety. Compliments failure was added to the already momentous
between the governments gave way to comundertaking. It is evident that the duty of
forting words for the people.
the times has been met with a spirit of
good
The moral of the lesson is obvious.
The
faith, and has been as successfully met aud
name of Professor Morse will be held in honas we should
in
so
discharged
limited
expect
or so loug as civilization exists, not in contime.
sequence ol his immediate personal power In
There was a time when I had serious
the affairs of the world, but because, taking
doubts of the possibility of success, but the
in hand an idea which in other minds was
law was before us, and we had no course to
only an intangible question of scientific pos- except under its mandates. I think that it
sibilities, he worked It out into practical has been faithfully executed; so much so,
results, giving a new and invaluable force to that in some instances it is said to have been
to the every day and commonests facts of life,
done with severe justice. I have said before
making, in short, a reality of the wildest con- that we have reason to hope that we shall
of
the
most
of
ceptiou
imaginative
poets, by have successful reconstruction.
I believe
putting a girdle round about the earth in this is due to the firm hand of the present adminutes.”
is
It
to
‘‘forty
only necessary
ministration. Will it not be better, then, to
reflect for a moment upon the deprivation it
forego the exercise of our good privilege of a
would be to all of us to lose the electric telequadrennial change of administration, when
graph, to appreciate in some degree, at least, we see, and feel, and almost realize that our
what we owe to Morse.
future will not be left in doubt ?
Then, again, the personal claims of the
Commercial Travelers as Seen from a Ru- President are very great. All
things considered, I am coustrained to say that I think the
ral Standpoint.
people owe it to themselves and to the PresiThe Utica Herald thus talks of that muchdent to return him to the office that he has
filled so well, aud with such entire good faith.
abused class, the commercial travelers:
I remain, very respectfhlly and truly yours,
Most noticable, both for voice and manner,
James Long street.
are hosts of “drummers,” who know everywhose
of
stories
is
fund
never
exhaustbody ;
Mr. Greeley’s Crowd.—Fourteen of the
ed ; who travel to the best of our belief all
twenty signers of the letter of “New York
night, and who sell goods and customers all Republicans” to the callers of the Cincinnati
day; (we never heard of one’s being caught convention belong to that city and vicinity,
asleep, indeed we believe they never sleep,) and the others* in the western portion of the
who keep one eye ever open for business, and
State.
The Times declares that no one of
the other constantly watchful for car flirtations.
them except Mr. Greeley controls any vote
Men whose clothes, although' of good materior represents any sentiment
except his own.
al, have a general air of having been worn Several of them have never been known in
several wee!-, without being removed; whose
politics or public matters, and many are disV.UCUIV
13 UUt
MU1COO) HUUJC LUllgUC 13 1111C
appointed office holders or seekers. Henry
less. They are ..e exclamation points in the
R. Seldon is of
an ex-judge.
He
history of modem travel..They are the most once wanted Rochester,
to be made judge of the court of
constant of all classes in the patronage of the
tels, flattery of the servant girls, and the appeals. Greeley—is Greeley; Frederick Aabuse of the porters. They are comets oi busiConk ling was formerly a member of
Congress,
ness astronomy,eccentric in orbit and appear“whose recommendations for office,” the
ance.
much
of the shrewdness
They possess
Times says, “have been
of the old Yankee peddlers, together with
notoriously based
more of their own, and they increase in numupon principles very different from
those
bers, in ingenuity, in persistency, and in ev- which lie at the base of civil-service reform.”
erything with every year. Wlilie they resem- William Durheimer is a lawyer of Buffalo,
ble each other, each class has peculiarities ot
formerly district attorney of the northern disits own. The New York drummer may be
trict of the State.
He has within a few
known by his diamond, by his restlessness, by
months been a persistent
applicant for aphis pocket full of illustrated papers, and by
pointment to an important foreign mission.
his assumption of superiority over all other
He has of late years voted the Democratic
drummers.
The Boston drummer wears
ticket about as often as the Republican. Sinclothes of a milder cut, displays the most
clair
was known as a
Tammany Refaultless taste as to traveling bags, is particupublican of the American News Company.
lar as to the gloss of his hat: but for all that
Sigismund Kauffman was once Republican
wears the distinctive marks ‘of his profession
candidate for Lieutenant-Governor.
On the
in his face and tells his profession In his manstrength of that he has been a most persistent
ner.
The Philadelphia drummer follows his
seeker of offices in the custom house and othNew York brother, and renders him the hom- er public
places. He probably stands sponsor
♦V ir in A rii man
in skn
i.
age of close imitation.

Blackwood

Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bonds of Missouri and Kanwith
semi-annual
sas,
Coui>ons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

Immediately,

Vessels

and Balti-

^ >ean Powers assembled at

Donas.

municipal

Boarders Wanted.
ted with good
PERMANENT
with

of

Emmetsborg road, the Confederto-day lie a free people.”
®
r- anio1n; ^paging criticism be made
utatenera. L?e 11 niilitary reputation than
would

nnn>

CONVENIENT rent for a small familv, Apply at No. 29 Winter st.
ap2dtf

AT SHORT NOTICE

trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, with
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure Lend. None
without it.
our

Crockery, and

____

American.

April,

shall sell

FURNITURE,

Cloth

aame

Tho

TOWN

Notice of Foreclosure of Mortgage

Book-keeper.
A SITUATION
A., Post Office, Portland.

A

ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
All work will receive our
personal attention, and
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
Perfect Mntitfactlta Guaranteed.
& FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC., AC.
Our Pare White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
We hope by strict attention to business to merit the
we warrant to be strictly
pure, and guarastke
that for fineness, body and durability, it is not snr- patronage of the public.
I>assed by any Lead in the market, either foreign or
ALLEN Sc CO.,
iKfr*In order to protect ourselves,

[I

Found.

mch28

Pure White Lead !

DOWN

About the Middle of

one

Wanted

etc., at

BOSTON

MOTE

TO

apT.-lm

BOSTON.
manufacturers of

HAYING CONCLUDED

fellow lining, containing about forty dollars: whoever will return the aame at 147 Oxford
at., will be
mitably rewarded.
apr4dtf

of money.
A SUM
«ajt?lyinB at

CO,

FORE ST.

March 27-dislm

Lost.

AT

Vicinity.

I82!i.]

173

afternoon between oxford, Kim
WEDNESDAY
and Middle street,
brown pocket book,with

one

accus-

GEO. W. RICH &

first class Coat Makers. Apply te
mch28dlw
FOUR
FRED PROCTOR, 109 Middle st.

APPROVAL

NEW

in

Smaller Profit than the

tomed to pay heretofore.

a pood
Pressman,
Coat Shop, at Cumherand Mills Village, In Westbrook, Me.
March 26th, 1872.
roch29dlw

Goods Procured

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

BOSTON LEAD CO..

a

People of this City hare been

States, between Washington

Wanted.

Machine* mold on Monthly In*tnlinent».
Igir^Machinc Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braidlug done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our “Medium Machine.”

and

large stock of

-AT-

help wanted immediately; 10 good
MORE
Makers, 2 good Machine Girls, anil
at HANSOOM’S

AYhieh will 1m* sold at

LIBERAL

a

ALL FRESH GOODS.

OF THE COMPANY

AGENTS
wl2

hand

on

W« shall sell at

Wanted.

WARE,

hand, a full asvarious styles of

Agents for Portland

We have

Fine RUBBER CLOTHING

Schuyler,

avwvl LOO..I

AND

IF

as

•

The issue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
Loea
and intermediate points for the celebrat*1 Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
also, lor the large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

..

Sole

Rubber Clothing.

Boarders Wanted.

H. Hay, W. W.
Collection.
61 068 79
and by H. Weed. Bills Receivable.
19922 24
Congress stM
wide,
by respectable Druggists Interest duo and accrued
2j’328
96
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very liberal dis- All other Assets.
13)306 49
count to the trade. Price $1, with lull directions.
For further particulars see tlie article.
$1,039.014 62
mch6d2m
WM. B. THUFANT, Bath, Me.
LIABILITIES.
Unpaid Losses, comprising all claims_ $179,238 32
PORTLAND OFFICE,
J.W Perkin*
Phillips,
111
and

Where wc shall keep constantly on
sortment of these Machines in the
finish.

KOHLING,

99 EXCHANGE STREET.
mchl9tf

Crawfordsville and
South*Western Railway of Indiana.

AND NICELY
CJOOD
IX HnnMQ on.)

ASSETS.

and
safety
efficacy of the remedy, gives us confidence
in ofiering it for tlie relief of sunerers.
A fresh supply just received and for sale Wholesale
and Retail in this

fel4

W. H.

the Investment.

on

AprU

Cash

And other diseases of the Skin, has consigned to us a
quantity of his Compound and Ointment. 'The eharoi'tar

BONDS.

Logansport,

DRY AND GROUND

consumers

sired.

Jan.

elTven A

SALT

excel-

an

Dry and Ground in Oil,

Portland Plaster Mills !
prepared to supply dealers and
WEwith fresh
groune (N. S.) Land Plaster.

_

Mr.#WM. B. TRUFANT, the discoverer of
lent femedy for the cure of

Dec. 23-dtf

A.

Assessors.

Diseases of the Skin.

NO. 16 SILVER STREET.
OEO. B. OORDOk

*©od3m

WILLIAM

)

[
)

FOX,

schedules will be furnished at the room
of the Assessors.
Portland, March 251872.
mar25d3w
Blank

VEST PATTERNS

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FIND GOLD
BONDS OF TRE

_Ufa-

to

S. B. BECKETT,
WM. C. HOW,

City Bowling Alley.

The subscriber has Just opened to

Office hours; 9 to 10 A. M., and 2 to 3 P. M.

jan23

9 1-2 Per Cent,

of

assortment

the very latest styles, and “nobbier" than anything I before had.

AXD

itreot.___'

necessary.

neglects
comply with this
notice, will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and bo barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for anv abatement of his taxes, unless he shows that he was unable to offer such lists within the time hereby api>crson who

WM. O.

GOVERNMENT

THIN

complete

of

Found

hereby'

Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapt-

ed for nourishing the Hair. Sold by Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 conts per
bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

Ml to .lee all kind, of Monumental stock, at prices
that will not lailto be satisfactory ro all marble workvis.
snga

Has removed from Lewiston, and resumed the

FIXING

owner can

1111111111 111!

Wholesale Dealers in

keep

will be

in

And all such persons are
notified to make
and bring to said assessors, true and perfect lists of
all their polls and estates real and
held by
personal
them as guardian, executor, administrator, trustee
or otherwise, as on the first day of April 1872, and be
prepared to make oath to the truth oft he same.
And when estates of persons deceased have been
divided during the past year, or have changed hands
from any cause, the exeeutor, administrator, or other
person interested, is hereby warned to give notice of
such change; aud in default of such notice will be
held under the law to pay the tax assessed
although
such estate has been ^wholly distributed and paid

pointed.

Security,

60 FEB CENT.

_

assort-

every

any

these patterns.

A

April 2,
ON Tucaday, have
the

IMPROVED

All theuew styles, Berlins, Kembrants, MedaMion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of treckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin
Call and judge for yourselves.
^iMolfe-Geed work at Moderate Prices.
A ini la Plea**._may 20

ORcr

secure

socular day, from
the first to the fifteenth day of April next, inclusive,
at their room in City Hall,'from ten to twolve o’clock
In the forenoon, and from three to five o’clock in the
afternoon, for the purpose of receiving lists of the
polls and estates taxable in said city.

And

TharitM’a

▲ CARD—In thanking my former customers and
have bestowed upon
friends tor the patronage
lue tor the last n teen years, l have the pleasure iu
W.
L. KKUKKtor
to
them
Mr.
recommending
a continiiHiice of the same, feeling confident that be
is able to please all who may give him a call iu his
UHAS.S. SCHUMACHER.
line.

~hUNT&

that to

over.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Soa. 31

.11;.....

noa

spread on

»48 tO.HOBBWI STBMT.

H.

§lrengthrning

Plasters.

Wholesale & Retail

JT.

#

•

Machine-spread

so

early application

they

a new style of mixtures and weaving, making the goods look richer and neater than
heretofore. All lovers of Scotcn goods should sec

is

Undoubted

ones.

directed

been

SUITS,

result is

and the

X..

us-

Assessors of the City of Portland hereby give
notice to all persons liable to taxation in said city,
THE
will be in session
that

DO

FRENCH WINES,
W.

Co.,

YOU FEEL WEAK AND LANGUID IN
CONSEQUENCE OF OVER EXERTION®*
Have you taken cold? Are you affiicted with Rheumatism, or pains of any kind ? try one of
Wells’

novTf.m

ments of sizes

received,

SCOTCH

TO

GENERAL AGENTS.
2S Nassau Street, New Yoak.

pre-

ASSESSORS’ NOTICE

393 CONGRESS STREET.

Ac Co.

Peyret

OB

W. B. SHATTICK At CO, Bankers

An

GOODS,

The attention of manufacturers has
to the immense run every season on

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

rather than to

promptly filled

All orders will be
are

Barrett, Bankers,

mchl9d&w3m

33, 34, 36, 38 North Street.

feblOtf

F. Hale's, Corner of Free
detlO

Messrs. Swan &

FINANCIAL

Middle & Union Sts.

stock, is now ready to
distance who them a fine
line of

would say that

“money order" by mail

charge.

PA.3STT

Ns. 19 Pine ®t,, New York.

nuus

mchl5d4w

WITHOUT REGAHD TO COST!

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
Order Slate at F.
and Cross Streets.

a

in pci son

From the plain patterns to the “high-toned"

Jones &

»-

uf tlicac

those from

To

application

on

by mail, to

JanllklAw 3m

great variety of

A

FuH particulars furnished
w

SPRING OVERCOATS,

small amount remaining, less

a

forth of the issue.

naj>s,

packages

money sent by express, for which there is

order they

GENT’S FURNISHING GOODS,

FRESCO PAINTER
N. B.

the

a

have hut

and

one

at 95
uid accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
hem for Government Bonds, or other marketable securities, at the rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with pamphlets and
furnished by us on personal or written appli-

CORNER

“OAK HALL,” Boston

GLOVES, HOSIERY,

no2~__

H.

STOCK,
OF

1 Chioa*°-

receive

have the

ually

Merchants,

as sown canal street,

J. W.

than

lu

All the desirable shades of Meltons for

1
.'T> wiQy
For the present we are offering these Bonds

the public.

for

have offered at $6 Each, and the demand

send orders for single suits

GAGE & DAVIS,

c.' ?. dAV

vestors,

desk.

nrtffto ttiii uvA-mnl urousuuu

which

COATINGS
German, English and French manufacture,
Straights, Diagonals, Kerseys, Hair-Lines, etc.
of

We are selling them dally to the most careful in-

j

Those who left ORDERS will find their

ready

stock surpasses all my previous efforts, and
comprises the very latest styles of

the first of April and October,

on

and in 1844 com-

l nore.

This

import,

9

HAVE BEEN RECEIVED
are now

the Spring and Summer of 1879.

For

ED,

“Communists Suits”
Hall,"

d

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD
INTEREST, PAYABLE QUARTERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND
ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

MUNGER, Correspondent,

mall._mcl»26d3m
lOOO

and

id his invention in

future financial

any

>y Dr. Jackson. He filed his caveat in the
’atent Office, Washington, in 1837; perfect-

the exposition of

Invited to

When only twenty-two he
xhibited his “Dying Hercules” at the Royal
Vcademy, and soon after received a gold
nedal from the London
Adelplii for a plaster
nodel of the same. Returning home in

1840;
NEW STYLE GOODS ; ileted the first electric-telegraph
in the Unit-

New York.

imW 95
2T7M45 01

THE

Commission

vunum, payable

217A00 00
386*739 41

j. D.

150 pages and 12 illustrative engravings. A new
medical work, written by Dr. F. Hallock, who has
had
success in the treatment of diseases which
are described in this work than ]>erhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood,
Nervous and General Debility, Seminal Weakness,
and all diseases of the Generative Organs in both
sexes.
Sent free on receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„
Boston, Mass.
N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can he consulted persona 1 ly or by

At “Oak

as

respectfully

of the

MORE INCOME
88 143 240 00

'VwABlS^S^VteSSSB&t,
HAW LETT,
Vlce-Pres’t.

-t
Vice-Pras’t.

SECRET MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

for

WE ARE SELLING

commission.
eod6m

on

$2,735,980 68

greater

NOTICE

RIJSINKSS PAPER Bought and sold, and
Corporation Loans negotiated.
DEPOSITS received, subject to check at sight,
interest on dally balances credited monthly.

ORDERS for Bonds

the Sixth of February next.
issue of 1868, will l»e redeemed and

dlm-codllm&wOw

7, 1872.

certain

are as

---

THE

sessed therein.
is hereby given that the subscribers will
be in session at the Towu House in said Town,
on the 10th, llt.h, 12th, and 13th days of April lust.,
from 10 o’clock In the forenoon, tili 5 o’clock hi the
afternoon, for the purpose of receiving true and perfect lists of the Polls and all the estates, real and personal, not by law exempted from taxation, which
such persons were possessed of in said town of Cape
Elizabeth on the 1st day of April inst; which lists they
are
to make and bring in, and be prepared
to make oath to the truth of the same.
And
who neglects to comply with this
person
any
notice will be doomed in a tax according to the laws
of the State, and be barred of the right to make application to the County Commissioners for any abatement of his taxes unless he shows that he was unable
to offer such lists within the time hereby appointed.
C. A. TILTON,
THOS. B. HASKELL,
M. J. PEABRJ.KS
Assessors of Cape Elizabeth.
Cape Elizabeth, March 30th, 1872.
ap2

BANKERS,

approved

Feb.

Inhabitant* of the Town of Cape
Elisabeth, and all persona liable to be as-

Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,

2nd

Are

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per

85 375 793 24
——1-

in Suit*

or

Ta the

Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepfey, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.jn3-6m

on

disconnected with

Tuesday

JOHN W.

Assessors’ Notice.

So. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.

MOORE,

none

as

814,806,812 37

H^ISSr’p

WH
W.
H. H.

These offices are the most desirable in the city, being pleasantly situated and heated by steam.
Also, LVsk roem and desks furnished it desired.
mar9dtt

(Late Assistant Attorney General, CJ. S.)

ADVANCES made

2*,033*675
$7,446,452~69

1

FLUENT BLOCK,

l

Either Single

jan24-ly___
THOMAS H. TALBOT,

Building,

wul

THE

GENTLEMEN

recommend them

his whole

1815,
profession at rates of remuj leration which, in these
days, would be conidered far from fluttering or lucrative.
In
,825, he demonstrated, by a model, the feasi>ility of a permanent recording telegraph,
1 he idea of which had been
suggested to him

small

seldom in the market.

hesitate to

Charlestown,

] le labored at his

jvent.

18

interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be
paid to the holders thereof!
on
on

die principal,

85 412 777 51

Total Amount of Assets,

LET.

TO

MIDDLE STREET.

Sears

upon Fire Risks

nor

Marlue Risks.

furniSSirMiSySm!1^
representatives,certificfto*
ami affcpr

are

not

Born In

lenjainin West.

&p3dtf

1872.

plenty,

so

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
Returns of Premiums and Exjienscs,
$973,211 W
The Company has the following Assets, viz:Lnited States and State of New York Stock,
Bank raid
er Stocks,
City,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and Mortgages,
Interest, and sundry notes and claims due the Company,
estimated at
*
Premium Notes aua Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

Ilegal

do

1849.)

the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks;

and after

the mile,

to

Corner of William, New York.

Total nmount of Marine Premiums,

Six per cent

01

COMPANY.

received on Marine Risks, from 1st January, 1871.40 31st December, 1871,
on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

Premiums

junSOtt

jy Particular attention paid to collecting.

3

The Trustees, in Conformity to
the 31st day of December, 1871.

without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free et. No

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !

No.

STREET,

While railroad bonds may be

both principal and interest being payable in gold in

$230,362.96

•

or

EDGAR 8. BROWN4

Richardson,

INSURANCE

its bonds.

:hoso upon finished and paying lines and for

Portland, April,

ornaments.

] ife has been
passed in the cultivation of art
ind science.
At twenty years of age he
vent to England and studied
painting under

Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

expenses

APRIL 6, 1872.

Jassachusetts, April 27th, 1791,

lowest market figures.

For sale at

The Bonds are for $1,000 each, have forty years to

I.

R.

190

Although the road is but just opeu-

paid,

nil

»u

Furnished Hoorn to Let.

jan22t£__

Hill &

NEWPORT,
Cash Capital k Surplus

$423,830.20

irightest

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

iy!8tl

CLOUDMAN,

A. T

on

WALL

iegal representatives,

THE

148 EXCHANGE ST.

No. 80

Surplus

(ORGANIZED IN

51

rooms, Sebago
LINCOLN

whole or part ot the block oi Brick Store*
Portland Pier.
Apply at the Merchants National Bank.

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

G.

Cash Capital £

$645,129.29

Fire & Marine Ins. Co

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

31

To be Lei,

Hamel, Jn.

jan2:i-ly__

J.

Co’y.,

Its mortgage debt is $2,500,000, or about $1
the mile.

8<1, it is already earning, after all operating
ire

700

direction

ates
,,

Western Clover,

New York and

HORNING,

Prof. Samuel F. B Morse.
In the death of Samuel
Finley Breeze
dorse, practical science loses one of its

bags Alstka Clover,
Hungarian Grass Seed.
bushels Millet,
bushels Orchard Grass,
bushels Seed Oats,
bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
bushels Buckwheat,

850

payment of the interest, and the final payment of

NEWPORT

Fire and Marine Insurance

aug23

Philadelphia.

L. Gekoo,

Let,

to let, containing 7
TENEMENT
water. For particulars call at
ST.
11

MERCHANTS !

'8 Walnut St.,
J.

on

room

Gregg.

SHIP BROKERS,

COMMISSION

comer

To Let

H. L. GREGG & Co.,
Successors to Warren &

on

on
ste,
tepee.
first class liousea in every respect, conhaving all modern improvements.
! end Bel*ogo water. Apply to JOnN T. HULL, 48
I Union St.
sep16

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
PHILADELPHIA.

EQUITABLE

I

Premiums

First- lass Houses to Let.

350

500 to

FRIDAY

bushels

150

Evansville and Nashville with the entire

of

t ons

175

incertainties of projected enterprises, and the prompt

ALBERT BOWKER, Pres’t.
E. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tern.

IRA A. FOSTER, Sec’y.

12

with the celebrated Block Coal fields of Indiana, and

mutually safe. They are attended with

BOSTON.

Cash Capital & Surplus

LINE,

26

We

COMPANY.

Rariak* Riaka Taken on Cargoes, Freights and
Vessels per voyage. Rates named and Certificates
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.
i
HENRY HARRIS, Pres’t.

FINISHED

corpAof his array behind the right corps, in
the
along the

2500 bushels unhulled
900 sacks Rod Top,

one of the richest portions of Illinois, and connecting Chicago by the shortest route

sum

American Fire Ins

|

I
;

jan 12-d&wtf

BROKER,
DELAWARE

HAVEN, Sec’y.

$778,830.80 North

& Surplus

MUTUAL

CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

(Formerly Warren & Gregg.)

SOUTH

Capital

PORTLAND STAR MATCH

CHAS. A. W ARREN,

434

C. D.

ATLANTIC

__

SHIR

GUSTAVE TOUCHARD, Pres’t.

I.

R.

$1,115,573,67

.....

A

LOWKNT IHAKKKT PRICK.

AT

PROVIDENCE,

ASSETS

Island to Let.
THOMAS G. TURNER, Pres’t.
J. H. DEWOLF, Pree’t.
N ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two ;
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.
febI0cod3m
J\. miles from main land, containing about 40 FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.
with
the
acres, together
buildings thereon, consisting j
of new iDwelliug House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish I
;y The atteatiaa of the pahlic i> reepertfitllr called te the a here aaated Ctapniei.
House, all in perfect repair.
1. W MINCER.
Tbjs is a good location for either Farmer or Fish- ;
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
erman.
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good Ashing grounds which with several
markets near at hand make it a rare chance to carry
Terms
on the market fishing and lobster business.
moderate.
For particulars apply to

Foot of Cross Street, Portland, Me.,

Dealer in Coal and

1

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

mch26tf

mar23dlm

Machines at short notice.

The cel-

the rear, from Foro st.

j

A.

'

bushels Western Timothy.
Canana Timothy,

3200

WORE THAN THE ENTIRE INTEREST

SAN FRANCISCO.

:

lar well lighted,cement floor, and Sebago water intro- j
duced. Enquire of A. R. ALDRICH, the present
occupant, who soon removes to Commercial st., to
Elias Thomas 2d, Commercial st., or W. W. Thomas,
at Canal National Bank.
Cash
Also to let a commodious office in the 2d story of

shop formerly conducted by W.
prepared to Repair all kinds of Sewing

WJI.

passage way in

Danville and Vincennes

Running through

by way

union Insurance Co.

NARRAGANSETT

THE

taken the
am

ME.

IS

South.

88 Middle street.

To be Let
tine store, numbered 22, west side of ExThomas
st.,
Block, adjoining Merchant's
change
Heading Room. Store about 20 feet wide, by 80 deep

158 middle St., Portland, me.
Having

ST., PORTLAND,

No. 166 FORE

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
For Bent
and Life Insurance desired a current rates.
marine
ffflHE Store 92 Middle street, now occupied by Hoyt, j
X Fogg and Breed. Apply to
MATTOCfcS & FOX,

W. H. OHLKK,

S. Dyer, I

Fire, Marine an4 Life Insurance Agency,

f |10 gentleman and wife, a second floor front room
X and bedroom, with board, at 38 STATE ST.
mchl7eodtf

BUSINESS CARDS.

Machine

ChicAgt,

] THE PRESS.

GRASS SEED.

RAILROAD,

BUICK

a

MUNGER,

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE

|

Let!

Store, No. 140 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Basinet*. Gas,
Water and all modem cooveaieaoe*. Apply to
A. E. STEVENsStO.,
146 Commercial treet.
janietf_

Rates of Advertising : One inch of space, In
length of column, constitutes a “square.” cent*
per
$1 50 per square daily first week: 75
week after; three insertions, or less, 91 00; continung every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00 : 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements ,” $2 00 per square
per week; three Insertions or less 91 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

Sewing

JOHN W.

WITH

Exchange St, Portland.
a Tear in advance

At 109

Terms:

BONDS.

MISCELLANEOUS

lias notorious affiliations with the
Tammany
His name appears in numerous tax

ring.
levies.

Hiram Barney was collector of the
port under President Lincoln.
Freeman J.
Fithiau was

judge

of our supreme court of

Governor Fenton’s appointment.
He has
since been an occasional Tammany receiver
and counsel, his last appearance
being in behalf of Oakey Hall. George P. Bradford is a
respectable merchant of this city. Benjamin
A. Willis is a lawyer.
Horace Betnis is an
ex-member of the assembly, and says the
Timet, “when the people refttsed to return
him the lobby lost a valuable tool and the bar
a frequent uractitioner.”
Aud who Louis
Lowenthal is no one seems to know.
The Kennebec JvurnaTa

“fttnny

man” has

wrestled with the muses with the

following

diabolical result:
“It doesn’t always take away

man’s hu-

a

'Vor,
*.? lose a lucrative position, as witness
the following epistle indicted
by the retiring
Pension Agent iu this city
incoming lucky fellow:

aud sent to the

Acousta, April 1 187!.
F. M, Drew, Pension Aoent, Sir:
When thero’s room for but one at the trough
A stronger chap comes and drives him ofl'.
Such the rule with horse, ox, **dorg” aud uiou
From old times, so long no one knows when.

Col.

Our Uncle Sam, that good, kind okl
Says that you go in and I depart:
So come along, Mr. F. M.
Drew,
The rolls I now hand over to
you.

heart.

Take’em, they are posted true anti square.
Work hard, pay
and fair.
promptly,
Greet every soldier like a readily
brother;
Pay widow, orphan, pensioned mother.

His Loving Nephew,
Bovston,
Retiritt.

General EdGenebositv Unlimited.
was standing in the Sherman
house yesterday, talking with a friend, when
he was accosted by a seedy looking individual
of woe-begone aspect, who approached and
in a voice quivering with emotion, inquired.
“Th!s is Gen. McCook, I believe?” “Yes,
sir,” courteously replied the general. Whereupon the man produced a dirty cotton handkerchief, and made an unsuccessful attempt
to hide the tears which welled up from his
heaving bosom. As soon as he could command his voice he faltered feelingly: “I was
with you at Memphis, sir.” “I never was at
“I—I meant
Memphis,” said the general.
Manassas,” hurredly rejoined the emotional
ward McCook

veteran.

“Ah,

yes,

Manassas,”

returned

McCook; “what regiment did you belong
to?” “The second Illinois battery, sir,” said
the other, with cheerful alacrity. “Just so,”
was the general’s dry comment as he pressed
a five dollar bill iuto the man’s palm, remarking to his friend as the Second Illinoisian
shuffled away, “I never had such a battery
in my command.”—Chicago Tribune.
A Fireman’s ball lately took place in Easton, Fa., and to the announcement the following “notice” was appended: “How is this
for high ? A nice thing for the boys.
Lively
times in prospect. A chance for some
good
fun. Everybody will be there, and all will go
merry as a marriage bell. Mirth, jollity, and
good-friendship. Put on your dancing-pumps
and be in at the death,” &c. The death of a
prominent citizen appeared in the same paper
and by a mistake the “notice” appeared under it. The editor’s widow has offered the
office for sale.

*

.A,_#Letter from Orono.

,■
er,” Fitz-Henby Wabben, unites with the
Reverend Honorable Grinnell, in a call upon
the virtuous men of Iowa to send delegates

THE PRESS.
18?L
FRIDAY MORNINdi APRILS,

“corruption/”
there Hank Smith, Rufus
meet
will
They
other incorW. Andrews, B. F. Mudgett and
the same kidney, and then, woe
of
ruptible*,

to Cincinnat i to

The Three Calls.
This Cincinnati movement will soon get
A few days ago anothtoo deep for anybody.
er call, spick and span new, was launched
This makes three. The
from Cincinnati.
first came from the “Liberal Republican”
State Convention of Missouri, held at Jefferson City on the 24tli oi January.
This call
invited Republican* only to a “conference”
to be held at Cincinnati on the 1st day ot May.
The Missouri Convention was not, as has
been sometimes supposed, a lineal descendant
of the celebrated Convention of 1870, which
nominated B. Gratz Brown for Governor in
opposition to McClurg, and swept the State
by taking strong ground in favor of removing
the limitations on the elective franchise incorporated into the constitution during the
reconstruction era The Liberals who gave
such a

vigorous support

to

Political.
A correspondent of the New York Poet
claims that Charles Francis Adams is now as
he always has been, a Republican, and is assured that he would make a most
candidate for

IMPORTANT TO SOLDIERS.

Senator Wilson has twice attempted to secure legislation to pay a bounty to soldiers of
the late war who were mustered into the service under the proclamation of May 3,1861, and
prior to July 22 of the same year. The Supreme Court has decided that these men arc entitled to bounty through they may not have
served two years, and Wednesday the Senate
military committee voted again in favor of a
bill ordering the payment of this money. The
bill will affect the members of eighty-two regiments.
A

a

Republican he-would make a good
the labor reformers, as he is more

candidate for
active in the cause of labor reform than any
other member of Congress.
A SECOND TEA AND COFFEE BILL.

There is a second tea and coffee bill on the
Senate table, and some Senators are in favor of
taking it up and passing it.
They say that of
course the House could not object to this, and
that it is well known that a good many representatives voted for the bill, expecting and
hoping that the Senate would reject it outright,
or so amend as to
secure its defeat indirectly.
There are persons in both Houses who believe
in high protection who have hopes that the

up to this

day if even such malcontents as
Schurz, Sumner, Trumbull and Tipton have
given it their adhesion, they have done it so
tardily and with such evident reluctance that
there is great doubt whether they have taken
that important step at all.
After many days a second call was let fly
from New York. This, unlike the Jefferson
City manifesto, came from the leading exponents of protection in the United States. It
seemed, as our readers must have observed,
like a concession, on the part of Horace
Greeley and the other gentlemen who signed
it, of all that the Missourians asaed. But
the friends of the signers
deny that such a
conclusion is the only fair one, and do not
blush to own that it was
deliberately and intentionally framed in such a way as to bear
any construction that persons holding different and even opposing views of the tariff
question might like to give it. And there is
no better proof
of the dominance of the
tariff question over all others in the minds of
the originators of the Cincinnati
movement,
than the manner in which they look askance
at the New York call .“in aid” of theirs be-

quarrel between the

the power
of the two branches on revenue bills may lead
to very little tariff legislation and an early adtwo

Houses

on

journment.
Dominion and Provincial Matters.
jruiNCE ldwabd g ISLAND.—it
may be remembered that sometime ago the elections of
Prime Edward’s Island resulted in giving the

Opposition

a majority.
The members of this
insisted upon the immediate resignation of the Ministry, against which the verdict
of the constituencies had been
passed. But
the Governor-General refused to
accept any decision except such as should lie given in due
form after the Legislature should have been
called together. That has since taken
place,
and a vote has been taken upon the
question
whether the island should or should not
join
the Canadian Confederation. The Ministry
were against this; but a vote in favor of it has
been carried by a majority of one. It is said,
however, that there is a strong feeling on the part
of the people against the change, and that, as a
new election is ordered,
they may reverse the

majority

of the very indefiniteness of its statetouching the tariff which so much
commends it to scheming, ambitious but uncause

ments

principled

persons in the East. The Grosvenor school of Western politicians are in earnest about free

trade, and they do not look
with any degree of pleasure on the adherence
of allies who are likely to banish that matter
obscurity

of an ambiguous resolution
in their convention. So that all the
genuine

;

I

enthusiasm elicited by the New York call also
comes from
the Democrats. They are in

J

ecstasies, and encore the performance rapturously, though it claims to be unimpeachable in point of pure Republicanism. One
would expect either of the gentlemen whose
names are appended to the New York call to
resort to phlebotomy
instantly if he suspected that a drop of Democratic blood flowed in

decision of their representatives.
The Kamouraska (Lower Canada) assizes
about to be opened are seized of several serious cases. One Tardiff, of Riviere du
Loup,
is to be tried for the murder of his child, and
the gaoler of Kamouraska for
and re-

opening

taining

the contents of the prisoners’ letters.
There is also a heavy civil action
against him
in damages for laying false complaint before
the Revenue Inspector, in the name and withthe knowledge of another, and for taking
letters from the post, opening, and not transmitting them to their addresses.
Grave ^charges arc made against the Commissioner of Crown Lands, that he has of late
disposed of more than three-quarters of the
remaining timber limits of the Province to po-.
litical friends and speculators. At large meetings in Quebec, Bellechasse and Montmagny
these charges were publicly made, and have as
out

his veins.

call,

from the “Cincinnati
Liberal Republicans, and

,

j

that of the Reunion and Reform Organizaization,’- is not at all in harmony with those
issued by either the Missouri or New York

1

purists. Here we hnd, to our surprise, that
“all voters, whether of Democratic,
Republican

NOMINATION FOR VICE PRESIDENT.

pronounced

contrary, everywhere received it
with great coldness and suspicion. It seemed too much like a device of the enemy. And

'■

other party antecedents” are inThe Cincinnati call exhorts all men !
aside “their former political affilia-

or

yet received

no

denial.

There is a great scarcity of fuel in Quebec.
Lewis P. Fisher, Esq., has been elected Mayor of Woodstock, N. B.

The half yearly meeting of the Grand Trunk
to lay
Railway will take place in London on the 35th
instant.
tions.” So the Democrats couldn’t
keep i A
correspondent of the Toronto Globe says
their hands off, alter all!
i
have
had
They
a most inveterate hatred has been exhibited
of
Their
plenty
more sagacious
warnings.
towards the colored people of Canada, particuleaders and journals have been
constantly j larly the Western portion, including the counsaying: “Let the Republican malcontents ties of Kent and Essex.
manage everything. It will not do for for us
St, John (N. B.) manufactures boots and
to be seen.
__
Zl.»
SI./VAA
It is our part to rush in and
yiwvjwv aiiuuuiij.
gather up the spoils after all our plans have
On the 23d ult. no train of ears had arrived
been successfully carried out
in
our allies.
N.
for 17
vited !

j

v»*v

|

by

But tor the present the movement must
to be

seem

wholly Republican.”

Who can longer have any doubt as to the
true character of the Cincinnati
gathering?
The first two calls have aroused Democratic
enthusiasm alone, while the third, which

to emanate from the most authoritative source of all, formally invites Democrats
to this “RpnilhUpOtl OAniofOnoo ID
seems

Pleasant Reading.
The debt statement of Secretary Boutwell
for March is a very agreeable document. The
decrease of the public debt for March is $15,481,968 64. Several of our newspapers have
stated this as the largest reduction in
any one

wtuv

Woodstock,
B.,
They have a dog tax

days.

permanent departure from this country during
month since the war, which is an error. In I the ensuing summer.
A bill has been introduced into the
June of 1869 the reduction was $16,410,132
Legisla54, ture of New
in June 1870, $20,203,772 04 and in
Brunswicjc to abolish the LegislaJuly tive
or
Council,
Upper House.
1870, $17,034,123 74. With these three ex
The union of the Maritime Provinces is beceptions, last month’s decrease is the largest
ing discussed anew.
since March 1, 1869, prior to which time, unThe Halifax Reporter in a long article advodecrease
was
unknown. Every
der^Johnson,
cates the union of Nova Scotia, New Brunsmonthly statement, since the accession of wick, Prince Edward’s Island and NewfoundGen. Grant to the Presidency, has shown a
land, with, we suppose, Halifax for the capital.
The hearts of the Provincials are gladdened
diminution, ranging,in amount from $2,240,700 90, the lowest, to $20,203,772
04, the high- by news from England that a great reaction
est and
amounting in the aggregate to the has taken place in favor of wooden ships.
The Halifax Reporter of the 1st inst.
enormous sum of
$315,131,730 67 with a corsays
responding reduction in the annual interest Rev. Alex, McArthur, pastor of the TTnivercharge of $20,484,552. And all this in the salist Church, is dangerously ill.
A movement is on fobt in Ottawa to secure
face of a steady reduction of taxation. The
the celebration of Dominion Day there on an
proof of a marvelously faithful and economiunprecedented scale of magnificence. Already
cal collection of the revenues, deducible from
a large sum has been raised for this
purpose,
these figures, is absolutely conclusive. Clearnearly all the citizens subscribing liberally.
no
more
and
ly,
effective campaign
cogent
The Ottawa Free Press, March 23, mentions
document in favor of the renomination and
the arrest by Detective O’Neill, of Capt. Arre-election of President Grant can be issued thur W. Kennedy, son of an
English Baronet,
than these little, simple, statistical arrays of for forging the Governor General’s name to a
figures. They come to us every month with check. He came to Ottawa about a week ago
fresh reassurance that, in
spite of the savage aud has been drinking freely and ostentatiousattacks of
jealous and disappointed ly exhibiting invitations to dine at Rideau Hall.
This morning he showed a check with Lord
men, the affairs of government are well administered and that we have a man at the Lisgar’s name signed to it, for which he was
taken in charge.
head in whom the nation can trust.
The new British-AmeriCan cable will not
“go
down” until the issue of the Alabama
The letter of “Vindex” this
difficulty
morning
might convey the impression to some not it ascertained.
It is said that the ex-Prince Imperial of
present at the opening of the new' Custom
House on Monday night, that the services of France will make a tour to the United States
aud Canada next summer.
Mr. Fessenden and Mr.
Lynch in securing its
A bill has been introduced into the Legislaerection in its present
elegant form and fin- ture of Nova Scotia to extend the
railway from
ish, were not
sufficiently recognized. The Annapolis to Yarmouth. This contemplates a
fact is quite otherwise.
Collector Washburn, short route, partly rail and partly steamboat.
when introducing Mr.
Lynch, took occasion between Halifax anil Portland. The distance
to call special
attention, with the strongest will be only about SOO miles. The distance
commendation, to his services and those of from Portland to Yarmouth is 170 miles.
other members of Congress. In our
necessaThe New Governor General.—Canada
rily condensed report of the exercises we were
unable to give in full Mr. Washburn’s re- cannot complain of having inferior men foisted
marks in calling out the speakers or their re- on her as Viceroys. Lords Monck and Lisgar
were both
worthy of their high office, and Lord
sponses.
Some most valuable suggestions and state- Dufi'ejjn is most certainly the same. His lordship, who is Sheridan’s great grandson, sucments of fact were thus omitted.
For in- ceeded
very early to his title. His father died
stance Mr.
Washbum’sstatement,in calling for on board a Dublin packet from an overdose of
Mr. J. II. Hamlcn, that the lumber trade and
a sedative which threw him
into a sleep from
interest ot Portland had reached
dimensions winch he never awoke. Lord Dufferin is an
admirable
resident
Irish landlord. His properlittle understood by the citizens
generally and ty lies in a nourishing part of the country
not
UU8‘"e83 “Olds its
far from Belfast. Both he and Lady Dufferin
present prosperity, Portland will very soon become the sec- have been unwearied in their efforts to do their
duty in their state of life toward all around
ond port in New England for
the reception them. Although Lord Dufferin has not
writand distribution of lumber.
Also, in calling much, he has written well. Few books of modern travel have found greater favor than
upon Mr. Kimball and Mr.
his
Waite, he spoke Letters from High Latitudes. He is a felicitous
ot the good conditions of
and
and
himself
distinguished
manulacturing
in
specially
speaker,
the mechanic arts in
this respect at the Scott centenary meeting at
our city.
In fact the
whole course of the
Belfast. Socially tlio new Viceroy is extraordispeeches showed a vitaliWhen at one
narily popular and attractive.
ty m our affairs and an extent,
time
and
his name was mentioned as a probable
vavigor
riety m-our enterprises which should be bet- Viceroy of Ireland, it was observed by his
friends that
hoped not, for he’d surely
ter understood and appreciated
l,y our citi- ruin himself they
in liis efforts to maintain liis office
zens.
with becoming splendor. It may, therefore, he
presumed that the dignity of tile Vice-royalty
The New York Tribune is scolding its
of
the Dominion will not be lowered while in
new
his hands.
allies because
failed to

ambifious,

they
carry Connecticut.
peevishly, that “their slack-feeble
campaign might have been a vigorous, effective, successful
one; but a good many of them
so
d'8S:ltisfiod with their progressive
W,e^
platform that they courted defeat and
secur^ Wage of
J
cliaPPa<lua
repeati_ over
r the
mg
Connecticut election returns"Of all sad words of tomrn«
The saddest arc thcao:

That illustrious

Johnson, and,

as

lt^nilgbtjjavc

citizen,
the

followTr of

Democrats,

Mr. Murat Halstead, of the Cincinnati
Commercial, has written a personal note to the
lower house of the General
Assembly of Ohio,
ill reply to a re-cut assault made
upon liis personal character by Mr. Tuomas A.
Corcoran,
a member of that body.
Mr. Corcoran called
Mr. Halstead a festering wretch,” and a "disand Mr. Halstead
solute Cato,
promptly assures the public that the
proper wear of Mr
Corcoran is “the uniform of the convicts of the
peuiteutiary.” This iuterebauge <>f views bas
the merit of frankness, at least.

boo.”

Andy

when he

was Assistant Postmaster
General in President Taylor’s time, used to call
him, “Butch-

|

Farmers.

Orono, April 2,

fjj<72.

To the Editor of the Fress:
A majority of the people of Maine lack a correct idea concerning the State College at Orono
and the purposes for which it is designed. 1
have recently passed several weeks there, ant
Will embody some of my observations in a 'et
ter to

the Press.

The name Agricultural College, often appliet
to this institution, is too limited in its signifies
tion, and tends to mislead as to the true pur
pose of the institution. Civil and mechauica
Engineering, Chemistry, Astronomy, and ai
Elective Course, receievc equal attention witl
agriculture, and all are under the care of pro
fessors of distinguished ability and culture
In a broad sense this is a school for Industrie l
Science; the studies pursued here and the sys

iustruction,

which includes militar
almost precisely similar to those o E
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The State College is pleasantly situated 01
an eminence between the villages of Orono am
Upper Stillwater, overlooking Stillwater Rivet
The college buildings devoted to the use of stu
dents are three in number, one of which is ;
tern

drill,

of

are

dormitory;

connected with it is

KENNEBEC

boarding

a

th

attendance of whom six will graduate nex
summer. In the outset the State College ha
labored tinder the many- disadvantages inciden
to the founding and commencement of an insti
tution of so novel a character, hut it is nov
fairly under way and its management has beei
sufficiently systematized, and adequate ar
rangements completed, to 'entitle it to a ver;
liigh rank among the scientific schools of tin
Ecsticclus.
country.
A Small-Pox'Sensation.— A genuine small
nov ‘sensation wn.u insixmrated
few davs sine)

Driftwood,

It ap
pears that a scavenger made his appearance a
the hotel in that village, and was given lodg
ings for the night, retiriug iu a state of iutoxi
near

Williamsport, Pa.

__

I

The “loughers” and “catchers” in the iron
mills of Pittsburgh, Pimiu., demand an advance
of fifty centy per day, and yesterday a number
of them struck.

7’s

ATCHISON, TOPEKA

7’s

FOR

$10,000.

GREAT

SALE

-OF-

DRY
S.

My

9tock is

B.

AKOOSTOOK

large

gard to

ity.

qual-

The New Brunswick and Canada
Railway remains passive under the snow injunction and is
in
this
to
remain
condition
for
two weeks
likely
—to the great detriment of all interests.
concern”
“lumber
returned
last
The
from its
four months campaigu a day or two since. Thu
following is a partial schcdulo of freight; two
men,(the operator and “boss,”) two women and
two children Jwives and children of aforesaid,)
one dozen
hens, one cat, two dogs, cook stove,
pots, fry pans, grindstones, three dozen axes,
four bushel of clams etc., all covered
by a canvass over bent
poles in emigrant style. Tile

can

Youth’s

show

GRECIAN,
All

the:

city.

IMPERIAL & DERBY SUITS

colon, styles

Varying

prices.

aid

from 3 to 18 years of age.

in size

Our stock is large, well selected, made firm the
materials, ana as we manufacture all the clothing we sell, wc can guarantee the make in every
particular.
Our assortment of Furnishing Goods is well kept
up and almost everything needed bv man or bov can
be found on our shelves.
We also keep constantly on hand a full stock of the
latest styles Hats and Caps.
Patronize horde manufactures by giving us a call
and thus save one profit Oti'your purchases.
OPPOSITE PREBLE HOUSE.
mch29snGm
4

Stui sets.6.31

a

of

monthly.

CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coujons, anil
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in

Government ami other Investment

STERLING BILL S drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight bafts on Paris, Beiim ami inurr
European cities, Mi ntreal, St. John and Halifax.

Currency Drafts

on

Agents for the sale of the
Bonds of the Portland & 0?deusbur? R R
su
jii3

Rath..>

1

!

Ton

will be sold without

season

consulted

West Wisconsin R. K.. Oold.

7’s

Oold..

as

all

WARRANTED

BOOTS,

All Widthe, can fit any feet with
them.
11 MARKET SQR.
AND CHILDREN’S GOODS

I

a

Great Variety.
F..1I_a_a

-r

hlipper„

i

I As low

t
as

the lowest, at GOLD11 Market Sqr.

|TH WAIT’S,

AND

BOOTS
OF

At

YOUTH’S
Sc

SBCOKS

EVERY DESCRIPTION

prices within the reach of all.

Left, will soon be

_

NHOP.WORK

all

gone.

Secure these bargains
you mav,
at
81

U

while

Ladies’Hose
Ladie*’ Hose
Ladies’ Hose, all price*
Children’s Hose, col’d and

and

spirits

should ask a medical man
whether an invigorant is necessary. Common sense
tells us that it is. The only question to be decided is,
what the invigorant shall be. A standard tonic and
restorative, which has been many years before the
we

in which millions of the
intelligent classrepose the fullest faith, seems, in a case like
this, to present the strongest claims to the confidence
of the prudent invalid. Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters
may be

truly said to possess these high recommendtions. Its triumphant progress during a period of
twenty years, its present popularity, and the uniform
which attends its use in
indigestion, nervous
debility, biliary complaints, fever and ague, anil all
ailments which depress the physical
system and enervate the mind, entitle it to the rank of a standard
national specific. It is regarded in that light by the
community at large, and hundreds uf thousands of
both sexes resort to it at this season as a preventive
of that numerous and harassing class of diseases
whicli take their rise from the miasmatic winds and
vuporB of spring. It is a stimulant, a tonic, an alterative and a mild aperient—four essential restoratives and protective elements of the materia medica—
united in a single agreeable preparation. Every ingredient is vegetable, of the finest quality, and absolutely pure. Hostettcr’s Bitters is better known,
held in greater esteem, anil commands a larger sale,
than any other proprietary medicine manufactured
success

in this

country

or

imported from abroad.

hite
he

to

95c
$1 OO
8c
tie

19c
6c
5c
4c
4c
6c

lOc
6e

2<i,

j

M.

advantage

PEABODY,
Ponlind.

Marriage.

CHILDREN!

MULTITUDES of them suffer, linger, and die, beof Pin-Worms. The only known
for these moat troublesome and dangerous of all
worms in children or adults is DH. GOULD’S PINWORM SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all worms; a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health. Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
1Kittle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
w5-4m
jan3ld«fcw
SN

cause

remedy

For Sale
two story French roofhouse just
THE
Cushman st.; house piped for Sebago,
the
Uie modern
new

ou

«

improvements. Enquire

No 25 Emery st.
sn
sep5dtf

J.

JUST

on

A.

finished
and al

premise

TENNEY

Apples.
Choice lot Apples, just received and for sale by
JT. 9. CROCKETT.
mr30sn2w
85 Commercial street.

For Sale.
A tfirst-class Hack and Livery Stock; all in good
eonflition. Location one of the best in Portland.
Tl>e Stable can be purchased or leased on very faFor particulars address Box lfiWt
vorable terms.
marl2d4wsn
Portland. Maine.

(UP STAIRS:,
Entrance 5» Middle Street,
Emery, Waterhouse

we

our

&

Co.,

the public 10

customers ami

Stock* of Harass
this State,

In

apSdlw

Our facilities in these spacious rooms enable u
to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomers inducements that will pay them the trouble of one fight of
stairs
Please remember we manufheture every ham. se
we offer for sale, and hold ourselves resjtonalble for
»

GOOD

GAGE

_ApriI

Carryall Harness,

W Commerfial Street.
ep5dlw

5.

Harness,

Express Harness,
Heavy Harness,

CO.,

&

wobkhaxship

and

Business Harness,

RECEIVED.

SMITH,
6.

STOCK

Pleasure

BY

Light Double Harness,

New N. Y. BI TTER. Heavy Double Harness,
DADE EXPRESSLY FOB THE RE.
TAEL TRADE.
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

40 Tub^ Extra Clioice.
FOR

SALE

BY

A. L,. JHIMiETT,

Our

Rooms

No. 388 CONGRESS ST.
ap5*lw

G.

j

A.

Middle

59

R.

The regular monthly meeting of Boswonli Post,
No. 2, Department of Maine, G. A. Republic, will be
held Friday Evening, at 8 o’clock P. M.
Fine for

is

requested.
April 5.

neat below the Poet

are

Office,

ENTRANCE

mrl2-d3m

non-attendance 25 cents.
Bnsiness to complete arrangements for producing
the Drama of the Drummer Boy.
A full attendance

Street.,

1

8TAIR8.

1*

ICE!

ICE!

Per Order.

AMERICAN

COPPER

The

SEASON 1872.

PAINT !

days;

Clara

!

other

Wells; Addle. Richards, York.
Cld 3d, schs Snow Bird, Cripps, and Russian Councillor, Watts, St John, NB, via Portland; M S Lewis,
Lewis. Galveston; L Newton, Gray, Stamford, Ct;
ship Volunteer. Brown, New York.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 3d, schs Juliet, Strout,
Mayaguez; Potomac, Carver, Elizabeth port; Eleanor, Arey, Boston; Adelaide, Chase, Machiae.
Sid 3d, schs Harriet Samantha, for Boston; Orono,
Walker, Portland; Iowa, Perry, Rockland.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 4th, sch Willie Seavey, Tarlton, Portland.
FOREIGN FORTH.
At
from

Hong Kong
Cardiff.

22d

ult, ship

Garibaldi. Bowden,

Leavitt,

Burnham &

Having secured their

PURE

........___

it

Families, Hotels, Stores and Vessels any quantity wanted
DAILY OK FOR THE SEASON.
S3T ORDERS

J. B. FOLGER ft

Office,

GliOf,

WILLARD

No. 14 Cross

Street,

rarlMifitf
-——-

C L A R K,

ap3dlw
JL

Administrators’ Sale.
to a licenie from the Judge of
PURSUANT
bate for the
county of Cumberland, I shall
for sale at Public

Prooffer
Auction, on the premises, on Tuesday, the fourteenth day of May, A. D. 187L‘, at two
o'clock p. in., the following describe! 1 Renl
Estate, belonging to Win. H. Lnvejoy, late of Portland, deceased. sltuuted on the easterly side of
Emery st.. In said
Portland, commencing at the south-west corner of
land owned by Chas. Frost; thence
naming southerly
from tony to forty-two teet ou a line with Emerv
st;
thence naming easterly on a |*rcllel line with
Spring
street flfty feet to land owned
Henrv Cheney:
by
thence running northerly on the
llne of laud
owned
said Henry Cheney to laud owned by Chas.
FroBt; thence runulng westerly Ally feet on the dividing line ofland owned by said Chas. Frost, to the
tirst mentioned bounds.
The above described lot of land is one of the most
desirable locations that is available in that part of
the town, it being a portion of a corner lot situated
oua line of the horse railroad.
3If TermB made known at t me of sale.
CHAS. H. LOYEJOY,
Administrator of Estate of Wm. H. LotcJov.
Fri
up5 law 3w

dividing

by

Paper

!

Try

It! !

The Hfieatidr Anaericnw la the cheapest and
beat illustrated weekly paper publish*'*!. Every number contalus from 10 to
original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions, Bridges Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
every new discovery in Chemistry. A year’s numbers contains 832 pages and several hundred eugravfor bindings, Thousands of volumes are
ing and reference. The
receipts are well
worth ten times the subscriptions price. Terms, $3
a year by mail.
Specimens sent free. May be bad ol
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained ou the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are published In the Sci entitle
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws and full of directions for ob-

preserved
practical

IciSD-t*.

DKALR.H

U K nniiSK

BNf

virvct
AND

No. 3Q

Exchange Street,
PORTLAND, ME.

Customers supplied with the best quality

Crystal

ol

Pure Ice

—AT THE—

LOWEST

RATES

»

mchZltf
_V

__

ALLAN LINE!
4

Monlrful Oceau Nloaninhip («.
CARRYING

TUB

Canadian and United States .Unite.

Passengers Booked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
Pie turn Ticket h
granted at Red need Rates.
The

.**

Steamship

PRl'MIAN, Capt. Dalian.

taining Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patents, MT7NN
& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F.and
7th Sts. Washington, I). C.
apr5t4w

Will leave ibis port Ibr Liverpool

IS HEREBY GIVEN, that the subscriber has been duly appointed and taken
upon himself the trust of Administrator of the estate of

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from. Mont real.
To he followed on the 13th of April by the Steamship
niHRH.XIAS, Capt. R. R. Watts.

NOTICE

ABIGAIL CHASE, late of Portland,
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said deceased, are required
to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called u|*on to make payment to
Pi inland,

April 2d,

SAMUEL CHASE, Adm’r.

1872.

ap5d3w

Market Sou are Grain Store

EDW’D IV. BlIRGIN,
pfters at

Wholesale and Retail

Bolted Yellow Meal,
Bolted Rye Mcul,
Fine and Coarse Yellow Meal,
Superior Scotch Oatmeal,
Ground Oats and Meal for Horses,
Oats suitable for Seed,
Cracked Corn,
Shorts, Fine Feed ami Middling*,
Family Flour In Bbls. & Halves.
Ground Rock Salt, for Dairy and
Table I'se,
Corn Ground for Dealers.
At Falmouth

Elevator

or

Mills,

Stores

at lowest

on

rates,
Wharves, by

1 take it from
bout to the Mill
au

AprilS, 1872.

Passage

cording

aSx
OFFICE
Blue,

will not receive

Sedgwick,

or

as

a|4-2t

WOOL

COATS.

and ]Past

W.

RICH

&

Londonderry and Liverpool,

27-eodia 4w

M.

_

L,

aphid

St.

inward and outward, and lot

England for small

amounts ani>h

TAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Stieet.

Portland. Dec. 5-tf

is hereby given, that
NOTICK
been duly api«inted ami

to

the subscriber ha*
taken upon lilmsell

the trust of administrator of the estate of
CHANDLER RACKLEFF, late of Dcerlng.
in the County of Cumberland, deeeaned. and
given
bond* as the law directs. All persons having demands upon the estate of said
are required
deceased,
to exhibit the nmr: and all
person* Indebted to said
estate are called upon to made
payment to
GKO. RACKLEFF. Adm’r.
»
Match
1872.
5th.
mcb22-3w29,-5
_Deering.

COCOAINE,

i:iR>ETT’S
FOR

THE

PROMOTING

GROWTH

OF

AND

BEAUTIFYING THK HAIR,
AND BF.NDEIU.NO

IT DARK AND GLOSSY.

The COCOAINE holds. In
proportion of deodorised

NO

O T H K R

liquid form,

a

larse

_

A.

THIS

PURPOSE.

t • K P « |- y o

posesses the peculiar properties
suit the various conditions of the

STONE

which

so

human hair.

eodly_

exactly

no29

sn

DAM.

will be received bv WesthmnL a
u factoring Co., for
building a stone dam 0,1 U,<
G s
lower falls at Saccarappa, Me.
*—** *»- «• -.

PROPOSALS

ml*

Saccarappa, Feb.

CO.,

annual meeting of the Mercantile Library
Association tor choice of Officers, will be held at
their Rooms, comer of Congress and Temple st«.,
Tuesday Evening. April 0. 1*72. at 7A o’clock.
Per Order
A. 11. (TSMING. Sec

THE

ALLANTno. 1 India

H. & A.

aJ™
Sight Drafts on

«AS?** *****£&&
Notice.

173 Fore Street.

March

Cabin tae-

vs

For sale by all Dsugglsts.

Colors,
AT $2.00 EACH.

GEO.

6ik.

accommodations).
#70 in #*+
in fWd or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to

PREPARED EXPRESSLY FOR

Special .Steamboat Notice.

STEAMER

to

to

on

COCOA-NUT OIL,,

dtleod

(m$ of Richmond
freight this week tor Deer Isle
the Ice will not permit a landing.

April

Halurda),

and return.

i

SOLICITED.

PORTLAND, HAINK.

D. W.

107 State Street.

j

furnish

to

it mu nr.

t ft

The Best

Co.,

stock of

ICE!

prepared

Are

Marine Paints.

WHOLESALE PAINT DEALERS,

14

ting, Preble, Bath; Citizen, Upton, Portland; Geo
Brooks, Hamilton, do; Emily A Staples, Staples.

the

fwommeniling

Agents in Bsslss,
C. E. FGE«Om * CO.,

JL

Cooper,

|„

fully to all
who may wish to protect their vessels from
Barnacles,
Grass and Worms.
We Gusrantee it Equal and
cqnslder it Superior to any la the market, and solicit
orders from all who may wish a suhstltut.- for Metal,
and Invite the most rigid test in
cnmfsrison with any

Florence N Tower, Per-

for Portland.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid ftl_ hrl* 1.1a r.
r'iu,v
Wood’s Hole, to load tor Phfladelphib.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 1st, barque
Gertrude,
Carlisle, New York for Portland; brigs M A Chase,
Dolan, Baltimore for do; Iza, Thompson, Ponce 21
days for do; schs Alruna, Mitchell, Coamo, PR, for
Boston: Jas O’Donohue, Warren, New York for do:
Hattie E Sampson, Davis, Weehaw ken fordo; SE
Nightingale, Hilliard, New York for Calais; F A
Pike, Gove, do for
Ar 2d, barque Endeavor, Mountfort, New York for
Portland; brig A Thaxter. Parker,Weekawken; schs
Saarbruck, Clark, Charleston for Boston: Whitney
Long, Hayes. Hoboken for do; Adrian, Hunt, New
York for Portland; T S McLellan, Farr, Port Johnson for do; Mary Louise, Simpson, Cardeuaslbr Portland; SP Adams, Tabbut, Wilmington for Boston,
(with loss ot part of deck load); Marion Draper, Mea£
dy, Hoboken fordo; J B Marshall, Marshall, and
Geo Pales, Hall, Baltimore fordo; Silas Me Loon
Spear, New York for Rockland; Commeroe, Torrey,
do for Portland; Casoo Lodge. Pierce, Elizabethan
for do; Rio, Nutter, do for Lynn.
Ar2d, schs V'enilia, Sheppard, Philadelphia for
Boston ; Boaz, Foss, Baltimore for Belfast; Maggie
D Marston, Marston, do for Portland; Jedaie, Turner, Port Johnson for Portsmouth.
BOSTON—Ar 3d, schs D K Arey, Ryan, Belfast;
CamCynosure, Young, and Lizzie Williams,
den; Forest King, Dailey, do; Wiuslow, Bums, and
Cornelia, Jellerson, Hook land; Celestia, Reed, WestMiller, Shea, Wiscasset; Robt Woodruff,
port: J II and
Williams,
Exchange, Rowe, Bath; Emma A Cut-

routiui o fniiv

vesssto, feel justified

sch Carrie E

Hook, Barstow, Sagua

taken the agency lor the
Paint, manufactured by the

AMERICA* COPPER PAINT CO.
aAd bavin0-

Niniwaukie,

Montgomery, Borden, Baracoa;

undersigned haviug

sale of the above named

Lynn.

mcbl6dsn3m

SAVE THE

NEWS!

Munson, Cadiz 54 days: sch
brig
L&M Knowles, Peterson, Anguilla, PR, 14 days;
Nilsson, Keene, Guantanamo.
Cld 3d, ship Orpheus, Smith, Hong Kong; brigs
Hattie, Cates, Galveston: F H Todd, McGuire, Kingston, Ja; scb Azelda & Laura, Mcliuloe, Baracoa.
Passed through Hell Gate 2d inst, schs C F Young,
Richardson, New York for Portland; Gen Howard,
Johnson, Hoboken for Plymouth; H T Townsend,
Hersey, Weehawkeu for Bosotn; Pinta, Clark, Philadelphia for Rockport; Mary Ellen, Smith, Now York
for Providence.
PROVIDENCE—Cld 3d, sch G D King. Eldridge,
Savannah.
NEWPORT—Ar 3d, schs Alice Oakes, Marsen,
Hoboken for Fall River; Abbie E Willard, Weeks,
do foV Bristol.
Sailed 2d. brig Mattie B Russell, York, Rondont

Happy Relief for Young .11 r 11 from the effects
of errura and abupea in early life. Manhood restored.
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to
marriage
removed. New method ot treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Books and Circulars free, in
sealed envelopes.
Address HOWARD ASSOCIANo. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.

TION,

Manufacturers,

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

MTKICTI.Y CHOICE,

Willey, Willey, Darien; Enterprise*, Leighton,Savan-

I

NTRKET,

12

nah 27 days.
Ar 3d, barque Sandy
L M Munson,
days;

Our whole stock Is new, bought for cash,
bought low,
will be sold for cash and sold low.

CONOBEhR
apSsulw

RECEIVED BY

Porto Rico Molasses,1

! pool.
Ski fm Tybee 1st, ship Golden Rule, Hall, for New
York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 2d inst, ship
Alice M Minott, for San Fra iciaco: barque Don Juste, for Bordeaux; brig Harry, fof Porto Rico.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, brig Jennie Morton, Gamage, Arecibo; schs CH Kelley, Haskell, Cardenas;
Annie Murchie, Gibbs, Boston; F A Bailey, Coombs,
New York.
Ar 3d. brig Daphne. Fountain, Sagua.
Cld 2d, sch Abbie Pitman, Lombard, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, sch Harriet N Fuller.
Oskins, Portland. (?)
Below 1st, brig Addle Hale, from Matanzas; sch
Onward, Bunker, from do; S S Bickmore. Barter,
from do.
At Lewes 3d, brig Abbie C Titcomb. Hall, from
Cuba, (ordered to New York); Helen G Rich, Strout,
from Matanzas, wtg orders.
NEW YORK—Ar 2d, ship Bertha,
Humphrey,
Newcastle Dec 23 and Falmouth Jan 21; barques
Pohouo, Thompson, Matanzas 9 days; M W Brett,
Blanchard, Cay Francis 12 days; brigs Pidelia.White,
Messina 71 days; Hermon, Hichborn, Cardenas lu
days; schs Lizzie Lee, Stubbs, Belize 1C davs; Annie
Powers, Sparks, Martinique 20 davs; J K Lawrence,
Torrey, Jeremie 11 days; Virginia, Small, Matanzas

Splendid assortment of FRINGES

34S

Harness

invite all
examine one. of the

"new-

Hall, for Portland.
Cld 2d, ship Southern Rights, Weymouth, Liver-

Ac.

your

Son,

SADDLE

and Cnstom Made.

W C.mmrrcial 81.

water. 9.00 AM

| Harrington,
In
port 29th, brigs Kossack, Elliott;
Perkins, and Frank Clark, Morton, ldg;
Woodbury, do.
Woodbury,
SAVANNAH—Ar
sch

7c

®3F*We are confideni it will be to
to examine before buying.

&

-AND-

BOXES

_

FERNANDINA—In port 30th ult, barque Thomas
unc: brigs Frontier, Morgan,
and Nellie Clifford, Littlefield, ldg.
GA—Ar
BRUNSWICK,
27th, sch Abbie Hodgman,
f
Savannah.

Plgnes, Cambric*, Linens, Lawn*, Nniunooks; (ntriped and plain,) Lining Cambric and Selenia, Linen Bonom* and
Calls, Raffling,Edgings, Tisnne,
Barege, Velvet*, Collar* and
Cuff*, Forms, Panier*,
Children’s
Cornet*,
Elastic*, Tape*, Ac,

On

Plain Worts for the
People
necessary that

w

Linen Handkerchief*
Brens Braid (6 yd)
J. Clark’s Spool Cotton
machine Milk, (lOO yd)
machine Silk (50 yd;
Spool Tw^Ine
Holyoke Cotton
Linen Thread, (llank
Hadley Cotton
Knitting Cotton {Ball*)
Best Pins
Needles
Linen Thread on Spool*

A.

Market Square,

health, strength

1.00
95c
75c
58c
19c
17c
90c

GIG

Where

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

Woodbury, Ut Ilia.

90c

ONLY.”

Henry Dunn

Large*'

JfNT

Sch Henrietta, of Saco, from Philadelphia for Boston, with coal, went ashore at Hog Island, New York,
2d Inst. A wrecking steamer went to her
assistance,
and after throwing out 2ft tons coal, she was pulled
off and towed up to New York. She has sustained
but little damage.
Sch Jessie, from Boston, arrived at Mill bridge 27th
with loss of part of deck load, flying jib, &c, in a gale
on the 22d.
Sch Enterprise, Leighton, at New York from Savannah, reports heavy NE and NW gales the entire passage ; stove bulwarks, split sails, and was 26 days
North of Hatteras.
Brig L F Munson, Munson, at New York from Cadiz, reports having been 15 days North of Hatteras
with SE and NW gales, lost and split sails.
Barque Eureka, (of Yarmouth) Prince, at N York

ry, Rockland.
Sid 30th, sch Armida
f

PRICE

“ONE

Choice Vermont Cheese! j

Fletcher, Pendleton,

READ THE PRICES.

aprillsn eod lm

When broken down in

choice varieties of

Beat German Cornel*
Beat Kid G lore*
Hoop Skirt*, (30 Springs)
Hoop Skirt*, (23 Springs;
Hoop Skirt*, (20 Springs)

Brothers,

All of Home Manufacture

28th, ship Ella S Thaver,
Thompson. Liverpool.
Sid fm SW Pass 28th, ships Coronet, and Hampden;
barque Halcyon.
Ar at Pass POutre 29th ult, sch Lady Woodburv.
J

We buy and sell for Cash, and by so doing can both
buy and sell at the Lowest Prices. We never deviate
in price, consequently we must offer our goodsMit the
very Lmccst Price.

GOLDTHWAIT’N
GOODS

and

SHAWLS.

Corner Congress & Elm Si s.

DYER,

300

Pensacola.
NEW ORLEANS—Below

SPRING STYLES.

At GOLDTHWAIT’S. 11 Market Square,
A FEW

new

AND OTTOMAN

VERMONT CHEESE.

DOMESTIC POSTS.

(»ent«’ Half Hone

FAIL

IR

of

S.

*>-J KIDDLE ST.

GALVESTON—Cld 28th, sch Alpha, Salisbury, for

stock of

cur

Ladle*’ Ho*e

mar25-dly

LADIES’,

Exchange St.

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS!

TO SEE GOLDTHWAIT’S

^

67

PAISLEY, CASHMERE,

Turner

apSd4w

ready

LADIES,

Consisting

the above as well
and experience.

CALF

7’s
SO’s

Oold.7

mch23imtf

*p3sntf

on

DON’T

MEN’S,

R. R.

...v.....

BLACK SILKS,

Next above

Vineyard-Haven

WM, E. WOOD, Agent,

Every Man.

an

6’s

..... ..

Bargainii

apSdtf

W. 8. DYEB, AGENT,

Balls, sprung yards, iStc.
Briz Iza, Thompson; from Ponce tor Portland, pot
into Vineyard-Haven 1st, and reivorts heavy NW
and NE gales, split Bails, &c.
Sch Mary Louise, Simpson, from Cardenas for Port2d Inst, with sails
land, put into
damaged and cargo shitted.
Barque Victor, AVass, from Buenos Ayres Jan 2 for
Rangoon, put iuto Cape Town, CGH, 'Feb 7, where
she fitted with new foremast and proceeded Feb 17.
Brig Proteus, Hall, from Matanzas for Philadelphia
before reporter! at Bermuda in distress, completed
repairs 2!>th, and would proceed first wind. The brig
Hattie Eaton, also, had repaired and was nearly
for sea.
Brig Scotland, Stuart, from Demarara for NYork,
was abandoned at sea 27th ult.
Part of the crew
have landed at St John NB.

re-

reading. 190th edition, revised, much enlarged, illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth.
Price only SI. Sent by mall post-paid on receipt of
price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bultinch Street, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
W. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
skill

r

We would call your attention to

worth

diseases requiring

.....

6’s

6’s

thous-

The “SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRESERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure of
Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in Man, Nervous and Physical
Debility,Hypochondria. Impotenev,
or Seminal Weakness, and all other
Spermatorrhoea
diseases arising from the errors of youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature years. This is indeed a book for every man. Thousands have been
taught by this work the true way to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work
ever published, and the
only one on this class of ills

it is not

6’s

LouIh....i.

St.

Now is your time.

price._~

author may he

of Maine.

Fabric* !

MEMORANDA.

Boston and New' York.

APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES afforded for the transaction of the
Si>ecial as well as the General Business of correspoudents.

and

-IX—

PlherilT.

This machine will fasten off each end of the sewing
before the work leaves the machine. It will darn
nicely. The best kind of Stamping is done at this
place for Braiding. Necdlin, Mhntileu, Bobbins
for all kinds of Machines, Codon and Milk of
all colors and sizes. These machines are sold on
weekly instalments, or on the work plan.

CLEARED.
Steamer Franconia, Bragg. New York—Henry Fox.
Sch Empire, Johnson, Calais—Nat hi Blake.
Sch Calvin P Harris, Phillipps, Rockport. to load
<... tiii|.
Sagitft xS'-TV*

Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.

Gold and

Special

Four Different Stitches, and has the
BEVER8ABLE FGGB.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Carlotta, Bennett, Halifax, NS,—passenand
mdse
to
John
Porteous.
gers
Steamer N. w Brunswick, Pike, Boston for East port
dan St John, NB.
Brig Laura B, (Br) Merriam, Sagua 16 days,—396

DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allowred on all Daily Balances. Accounts rendered and itierest credited

i

Which makes

4

hhds 100 boxes sugar, to order. Has been nine days
North of Hatteras. with heavy weather. Spoke, 16th
lat 36 24, Ion 74 30, brig Cora, from Havana for Boston, 9 days out; 23d, lat 29 50, Ion 79, barque Harrisburg, from New Orleans for Boston; 31st, lat 39 50,
Ion 72 15, barque St Peter, steering South.
Sch Sapho, (Br) Spragg, Boston, to load for St John.
Soli Bramhall, Hamilton, Boston.
Sch L W Pierce, Hill, Boston.
Sch Gazelle, Gardiner, Pembroke.
Sch N Berry, Pendleton. Belfast.
Sch Pearl, Lewis, Belfast.
Sch Ianthe, Johns, Rockland.
Sch Mountain Laurel, Pierce, Bristol.
Sch Sarah Jane, Spurling, Bristol.
Sch Gcorgiana Young, McFarland, Bristol.
Sch Win Keen, Colley, Bremen.
Sch S L Foster, Trowant, Bremen.
Sch Oregon, Dun ton, Bootlibay.
Sell Emily F Swift, Martin, Southport.

«

foumi in the h’tv York market.

To bs

DATE

Tharaday, April

Style*

Desirable

Florence Sewing Machine,

OF PORTLAND.

PORT

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction
General Banking Business.

I High

MARINE

SONK,"

J. B. BROWN &

T

The Floreace Sewing Marbiur C.uaau,
have taken the store formerly occupied by Henry
Dunn, where can be_secn the

York.. Havana.Apl 4

York..Livorpool.Apl

STOCK

April l-d2wis

Miniature Almauar.April «l.
Sun rises..... 5.35 I Moon rises.4.60 AM

best

j

W.

Prussian.Portland-Liverpool.Apl 0
Baltic.New York. .Liverpool. Apl 6
Parthia...Boston.Liverpool.Apl 6
Anglia.New York. .Glasgow. ApJ 6
Pereire.New York. .Havre.Apl 6
Deutschland.New York. .Bremen.Apl 6
City of Montreal.. .New York.. Llveri>ool.Apl 6
Java.New York.. Liverpool.Apl 10
Missouri.New York. .Havana.Apl 11
City of Merida.New York Hav & V' Cruz. Apl 12
Hibernian.Portland.. ..Liverpool.Apl 13

THAN CAN BK FOUND ELSEWHERE

in

PERRY,

Portland, April 4, 1*72.

Hammonia.New York..Hamburg.Apl 4

finer assortment

a

oar

Cum prising the m^t

or

FOR

above

as

SHAWLS,

OCEAN STEAMER*

FROM

Crescent City.New
City of Limerick... New

Clothing,

FOR SALE BY

es

—

And

Days!

Dry Goods.

in

A Book for
■

to 60

public, and

S.u,'',av

DEPARTURE OF
NAME

«oys’ ancl

•

G. N.

only

in

well selected, comprising

and

Goods out of

argument

COUNTY.

8|*ecialty

a

We shall open

—AND—

the “Nuisance Law,** so-called, will be enforced
against them when violations are detected.

mouths.
In Saco, April 3, Belle, daughter of George Parcher
aged 2 years 6 months.

New Material* and Style*.

GO WELL'S,

Dollars must be raised.

has been enjoying a wonderful revival of religion, ami the city papers
show their enterprise by publishing the names

[South Aroostook Correspondence.)
"'KhC 31st lilt., there was another
installment of snow, full
eight inches.
Large quantities of hay are accumulating at
the railroad
depot in lloulton awaiting sliipment.
Pressed hay is selling for #17 to $18 at
the station and loose at barns for $14 to $15—
about $4 less per ton than early in January
Oats sell quick at .50c to G0c, according to

SACK AND FROCK COATS

BROTHERS’,

Monday, Tuesday, and Hedui v
day, April 1, 9 and a.

Intoxicating

that

In this city. April 3, Edith, only child of Alfred J.
and Laura E. Haskell, aged'3 years 7 mouths 3 days.
[Funeral services Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
at No. 4 Atlantic street.
Iu Brunswick, April 1, Mr. Charles C. Ham, aged
G5 years 9 mouths.
In Bowdoinhnm, March 27, John Graves, aged 25.
In Saco, April 3, Irving Marshall,
bou of Al-

All color* and Grades.

We make

TURNER

SPlilNG

To Owner* of BaUding* where Intoxicating Liquor* are Sold

DIED.

Pants & Vest “to match.”

Northern Pacific R. R

To Continue 30

Lawrence, Kansas,

NEWS.

In Blue, Black and Mixture*.

Rurliugton Jk Cedar Rapids

-AT-

gashes from the flying glass.

STATE

l

Drab, Brown and Mixture*.

DERBY,

-AT—

DRESS GOODS

Notice is also given

bunk.
In Lewiston, March 27, Geo. C. Nason, of Auburn,
and Fannie V. Evans, of Newry.
lu Coi lima, March 25, Mark Bond and Charlotte
M. Milliken.
In Norway, March 20, Isaac F. TitcQinb and Lydia
A. Parsons.

Dre.ss & Business Suits,

GOODS!

pistol

to capture and turn over to the
civil authorities for trial all persons making
raids from Mexico into Texas.

OVERCOATS,

Portland.

The 8.30 train on the Boston & Maine Railroad Tuesday morning, bound to Portland, met
with a singular accident between Reading and
Wilmington. The glass over the baggage cat

ordinary efforts

In

STREET.

$10,000.

DISEASES.

In Yarmouth, April 3, Howard S. Babb, of Westbrook, and Miss Maggie L. Wagg, of Yarmouth.
In Kennebunk, April 3, byltev. W. E. Darling,
assisted by Rev. John Parsons, George Leighton, of
Kenton, Ohio, and Miss Sarah Parsons, of Kenne-

part of

i

SHAWLS !

law, without further notice.

MARRIED.

FOR MEN’S & BOYS’ WEAR.

SPRING

Spring Dress Goods,

REMO V A L

BONDS.

mr88N mwf

MISSES’

in the United States would buy 1,844,000,000
whiskey cocktails every year.
Marshal Murray of New York has ascertained that six slave-traders, fully equipped, have
sailed from that port for Cuba within the past
few weeks.
Generals Sheridan and Augur have been ordered by the War Department to make extra-

Gold

of any violation of the

CLOTHING AND FURNISHING GOODS,

Consisting in

-OF—

I

In Portland who have not been personal!) untitled
by
myself or deputies, on account of our inability to find
their places, are hereby notified that
Immediate Prosecution will Follow Detection

For Ifloth Patches, Freckle*,
and TAN, use PERRY’S MOTH AND FRECKLE
LOTION. The well known reliable and harmless
remedy for Brown Discolorations of the face. Pre-

SPRING 7b SUMMER

State

HIDDLE

A fan

an

CO„

large and varied stock of

new,

OPENING.

LIQUORS.

IMPROVED COMEDONE and PIMPLE
REMEDY.—The Skin Medicine of the Age. Is warranted to cure Flesh Worms, Pimples, Eruplions
and Blotched disfigurations of the face. Sold by all
Druggists. Depot 49 Bond st., New York.

Bankers and Brokers.
lOO

Hews Items by Mall

against dogs the other day by swearing that the
money expended in supporting '.’1,000,000 dogs

a

BARRETT,

and

of the converts every day.
A Missouri legislator clinched

Sc S. P.

BY

SALE

everything usually kept

uy

be lound

now

SPECIAL NOTICES.

SWAN &

as

shot and a young man named Frederic Cromwell, of South Berwick, received twenty-three

cau

■

acknowledge God

or

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

& 292 CONGRESS ST.

290

Mr. Joseph Russell, formerly of Pittston,was
one of the sufferers by the Peshtigo fire.
He
lost all he had there, and he and ms wife barely escaped with their lives. He died in Richmond on Tuesday from the effects of disease
aggravated by his sufferings in that conflagration. He leaves his family in a destitute condition.
WASHINGTON COUNXX
has elected Republican town officers
Baring
I by a majority of fopr.
No new cases of small pox have appeared in
Calais, and the excitement with regard to the
disease
has subsided, and its spread is no longer
|
feared.

CENTRAL IOWA R. R. Gold.

The Unlawful Sale of

superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridiculous tint# or disagreeable odor.
The genuine Wm. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dve produces IMMEDIATELY a
splendid Black or Natural
Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof,tbeautiful; does not
contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
Sold by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. Y
SN
D&W
Jylt
|Y

SKIN
&

for Boa-

—-

This

BY

IIAWKEK

Belle,

Ocean

ALL PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

PERRY’S

OF IN

Hon, 16th ult, brig

MISCELLANK< )US.

Sheriffs Notice.

and Ohio 6s. 94

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowed full price in exchange.
meh23sn eod3m

—AT—

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

government of the United States under the
present Constitution, inasmuch as it docs not

stone

g>„

SPRING 187M

|

j

Mac Idas.
At Belize,
ton 19th. |

Connecticut Valley 7s.
95
New York and Oswego 7s.93

EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.

ap2sntf

[
j

A Singular Reason.—Judge Blatchford of
the United States district court received from
one Walter T. Miller,
Wednesday, a singular
communication claiming exemption from jury
service on this ground: That he is a member of
the Reformed Presbyterian church, the testimony of which church maintains that it is
wrong for its members to incorporate with the

a

Chesa]>eake

s

H. M. PINSON,

j

j

mucr

SALK

---

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Railroad, lawn, Gold,
7>a
Atchison, Topeka 3c Saule Fe, Gold
7’s
Northern Pacific, Gold,
7>.‘t0's
5 shares Ocean Ins. Co.
Stock,
P< 'tt

SPECIAL NOTICES.
k
w

Logansikort, Crawfordsville and S. W.. 8s.95

7

"

MoUendo 13th ult, ship Ogean Express. Horton f
for Puget Sound and hack to Callao.
Ar at Grenada 2d lust, seta Sarah B, Sanborn, from
At

Burlington. Cedar Kapids ami Minnesota 7s.92$
Indianapolis, Bloomington and Western 7s.90

Central

her supper, Monday, and died in thirty
minutes. Apoplexy was probably the cause.

j

Biudoiicu

g,,

3S

Alabama Question —Benjamin Disraeli, iu a speech at Manchester Wednesdaj
night, made several references to America, hei |
William Duren was elected Mayor of Calais
form of government as compared with Greal
Britain and the difficulties growing out of the j last Monday. He is a Republican. For two
! years past the Democrats have elected their
Alabama claims question. He condemned th*
candidate for Mayor.
course of the Gladstone ministry and admitted j
Calais is now receiving her mails by the old
it was impossible for America to recede from i
i stage route—the Houlton Railroad being blocked
her position in regard to questions to be
pre•
with
snow.
sented to the Geneva board. He thought min- 1
——n^———————m——
isterial incompeteney would he sealed
by the
ultimate acknowledgement of the principle oi
indirect claims. The results must be fraughl
with the utmost danger to England. Ear!
Derby and other prominent gentlemen followed
in speeches of similar political import.
BONDS!
James Stanfield, radical member of Parliament from the borough of Halifax, addressed
ids Constituants’Wednesday night in a speech
STATE OF MAINE.v.
which was mainly confined to local questions
but in which the Alabama treaty was touched
PORTLAND.
O’s
He
said
the
upon significantly.
treaty with
America seemed to be in jeopardy; if it failed
BELFAST.
«>.
the fault would rest with the American Government.
England did her best to settle differ- CHICAGO. r>»
ences and set a good example to the world.
cook countt...TrrrT.V”:'.’.»>«
The New York Herald closes one of its slashCLEVELAND, OHIO.. »>„
ing articles on the Connecticut election thus:
DAYTOST, OHIO,.
$>,
This brings up again the perplexing conundrum. Why should the great Democratic par- i HHUM & FABHYGTOI R, 8.
fi>
ty be merged iu the flack-o’-lantern adventure I NORTHERN PACIFIC R. R. 7-30
of the Cincinnati Convention? There is a mouth
yet for the discussion of this question among
EUROPEAN & N. AH. R. R
«>>
G«ld
our Democratic contemporaries, and by
the
end of the month it is probable that Cincinnati
CHICAGO, DANVILLE Sc VICENand the passive policy will be dropped by the
NEg R. R. Gold.
7’s

vxw/io

gi„

Bangor
Chicago

The Bangor Whig says Wednesday morning
Michael Schwartz, Esq., found upon his doorstep forks, spoons, &c., to the value of about
I ten dollars, which some repentant burglar had
! returned to their rightful owner,
The Whig says a very valuable horse belonging to Mr. Wm. Lunt o#* the Orono House, fell
! through an open place in the ilor of a stable in
Upper Stillwater Tuesday evening and broke
his back. He was killed.
The Commercial says Mr. David' Barnes, an
aged citizen of Lee, (lied on Monday of apoplexy. He lived but one hour after the fatal
shock.

The

injjwhich

Bath

1

from the window, and in the execution of thii
task the coffin burst; and the body fell t<
the ground, also bursting. Six men gatherei
up the remains, and the burial was performet
as speedily as possible.
To the utter astonish
ment of the people of that place, six inmate:
of the hotel were taken with small-pox, one ol
whom, a son df'the landlord, died on the iiotl
inst. A guard has lieen steadily maintained
day and night around the hotel to prevent th(
inmates from escaping, and to keep outsider:
away; but in spite or all theil vigilance one ol
the patients, suffering from delirium has es
caped, and at last accounts had not been cap
tnred. The business of the hotel previous tt
this visitation was about $100 per day. Some
of the patrons escaped upon the outbreak ol
the disease, and now demand their baggage
but the landlord refuses to deliver it, a conclusion In which he will receive the indorsemeni
of the inhabitants..

One excuse which the Ku-Klux apologists
iu South Carolina have been accustomed to
make for the lawless deeds of their midnight
asassins is, that misrule and corruption had
a burden of taxation
upon the State
imposed
which it could not possibly sustain. But this
if
it ever had any force, is uegntivcd by
excuse,
a comparison between the States of Massachusetts and South Carolina on this same
question
of taxation. In South Carolina the rate of
taxation is $13.30 on the thousand dollars; in
Massachusetts it is $11.08, while in Maine it is
$15.30. In Massachusetts the average rate of
taxation for each person is
$17.10, while in
South Carolina it is only $3.92.
The public
debt in the former State amounts to $47.49 for
each person, while that of South South Carolina
is but $18.53.
It may be added that the average amount of property possessed by each person iu Massachusetts is $1403 as
against $295 in
the southern State. These figures do not
prove
that South Carolina is better governed than
Massachusetts, or that the necessary burdens
falling upon its people arc easier to bear than in
New England; but they at least show that even
now taxation in South Carolina is not more burdensome than in other communities,
no serious complaints are heard—A. T.
Ei-eniiM
Pont.

g,
g>„

j

body could not be conveyed down thi
stairway, owing to its narrow, winding course
It was thereupon resolved to lower the bod;

the author of national existence and the source of all power and authority in civil government, and Jesus Christ as the
ruler of nations, and the Bible as the foundation of law and the supreme will for the conduct of nations. The judge holding that a man
who could write such a letter was incapacitated
from acting as a juror, promptly ordered that
Miller’s name be stricken from the panel.

Municipal

:ii

_

i

Portland aid P4R

Portland 7b Rochester R. R.
I.eeds Ac
Farmington R. R.

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

that the

bull, Logan, Brown, Greeley, McClure, Tipton

OFFICE 315 Congress St.
sn
ap2*2m

j ting

cation. The next morning he was found to lx
sick and unable to rise, and died the eveninj
of that day. A coffin was procured, the corps:
laid out, and upon removal it was ascertains

and all the other aspirants for the Cincinnati
joint stock nomination will in May find themselves the victims of a miserable delusion. Connecticut establishes the fact that the lines oi
the Republican party remain unbroken around
the administration, and that the bolters will be
as powerless against the re-election of Grant iu
1872 as were the bolters of 1832 against Jackson, or as were the malcontents of 18U4 against
the re-election of Lincoln. Your disappointed
politician is an old customer, and the American
people have learned his tricks and know how tc
deal with him, whatever the fancy costume in
which he may appear.

Orders left at onr Dye and Cleanalng Works
No. i74 UNION NT., will receive prompt attentions.
A. FOSTER 7b SON,

He has arrested Hiram
tured three of them
Pease and Weston Pease of Appleton, for
and
entering the house of Mercy
breaking
Wentworth of China, last January, and also
the house of Capt. Seth Fisher of Albion, some
time last fall. Green wood Arnold of Augusta,
is also implicated in the last transaction, and is
in jail.
The Journal says the Maine Central Railroad
Company's wood-shed at Belgrade took lire
Tuesday afternoon from a frieght traiu’s locomotive, and came near being destroyed with
its contents. The citizens rushed to the rescue,
and after hard fighting, succeeded in subduing
the flames, but not until a large portion of the
roof was burned and also a considerable qnanity of wood.
The Journal says the little son of Mr. P. H.
Sheahan was in Granite Hall, Augusta, Wednesday afternoon, when another boy took up a
revolver that was loaded with powder, designed
for use in the play at the Catholic levee, and
discharged it into the littlp boy’s face, placing
the pistol at the distance only of about a foot
from his face. The face was lacerated in a
horrible manner. The little fellow was placed
under the influence of ether, while the powder
was extracted.
The Gardiner Home Journal says Miss Betsey Pierce, who recently moved to Gardiner,

every-day drill of the students in chemistry.
The college buildings are adapted for the ac
commodation of about a hundred and twentyfive students. At present there are fifty-one ii

in

which essentially improves the colors.

hi

iis

'jiiij*-111

At Cw* Haytien 12th ult, sth M M Pote, Ablaut.
r. 4. HAWLEY A CO,
for Boston 5 days.
At Mayaguez 2d ult, brig Eugenie, Larrabee, for :
I New York 10 days; sebs Lizzie l och ane. Cochrane.
BANKERS.
j wtg cargo; Leonessa, Meyers, for Baltimore, ldg: !
and others.
IVo. 1 Dev on* hire, rw. Htatr Ml., Hmiob.
Ar at St .John. N'B, 1st Inst, sell Ida May, Drisko,
Machia* ; 2d. brig Mary Given, Bunton. Portland.
Four per ceui. intercut allowed on d»q>osit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.
MPOKKN.
Out-of-town depositor* will have their remittances
Feh 26, Ht 20 S, Ion 26 W. barque Samuel E Spring,
and collections promptly acknowledged.
from Buenos Ayres for Boston.
1
We do a General Banking and Commission BusiMarch 19, lat'23 57 N. Ion 65 40 W. barque Savannah. from Montevideo for Delaware Breakwater.
ness, negotiate Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other SecurMarch 24. lat 31 51 N, Ion 70 50 W, barque Reunion, !
ities, make collections throughout United States and
from Montevideo lor Boston.
March 27, lat 31 25, Ion 75, ship Lydia Skolfleld,
Europe. As
from New Orleans for Liverpool.
DEALERS IN SECURITIES,
April 3, off Wood’s Hole, brig Arthur Eggleso, from
Goree for Boston.
we invite inquiries relating to investments, and give
below the prices of a few of the most desirable Bonds:

Carpets perfectly on both sides. Yaftcr
removing the dubt,) with our

Portland

—-

la._

BANK OF DKP08IT.

SUPERIOR CLEANSING COMPOUND,

The Kennebec Journal says Deputy Sheriff
John O. Page of Vassalboro’, has for a few
days past been camping ou the track of several
housebreakers and thieves, and has at last cap-

house and laundry. The other two contain th
recitation and drawing rooms, cabinet, librar
and laboratory.
The cabinet is already en
riched by many specimens of Natural History
and the laboratory is one of the finest in Net

England, affording every-facility'for
ing the experiments which are a part of

We cleanse

-..._jit_

r—r

CARPET REN< A'ATTNO.

COUNTV.

vi

in Woodstock and pay
the Collector 25 per cent, on the amount collected. Ahraham Lincoln one day when
very
j tired, said, “I wish I was a dog”—and hesitating a moment, he added,—“but why should I;
1 the other dogs would be snarling at me, and
the [constable would snap mo up.”
Mr. Kaulbaek, of Lune .'.lmrgh, Nova Scotia,
has been called to the Senate of Canada, to fill
the place made vacant by the death of Hon. C.
R- Bell. Mr. Kaulbaek served for several
years
before the Union, in the Legislative Assembly
of Nova Scotia, and contested
Lunenburgli for
the Commons, at the last general election. The
new Senator is a Conservative in
politics.
It is stated that Lord Lisgar will take his

It says,

Sie

SPECIAL^ NOTICES.

28

men, preparing
be eaten at 5 O'clock ii thr momirepariug twotnon- .lily meals, it
at lliese ladies did not have much
time t« devote,to literary pursuit!} or the little
vanities of the toilet.
One of the largest and most interesting temperance meetings ever held in Houlton, met at
Cary’s Hall, last Thursday evening. Stjrring
speeches were made bv Revs. Thorndike, Elder
and Porter, Father Bartley, Col. Scott and
Llewellyn Powers, Esq. A series of resolutions in favor of liquor laws, and the suppression of the illegal sale of intoxicating drinks
in that village, were adopted.
HANOOOlt COUNT If.
Winter Harbor is said to have a snow drift
fifteen feet deep. An early spring is expected
there.
Geo. S. Peters, Esq. of Ellsworth, who .lias
been confined to hiw house for the past two
months by sickness, has so far recovered as to
be able to attend to business.
Hon. Eugene Hale has purchased the dwelling-house of Mayor Peck in Ellsworth, situatedon Main street, just above the American
House.
The Ellsworth American says the ice in the bay
probably extends as far down as Sand Island.—
At least from Oak Point, ten miles below the
city, no open water can be seen.
A friend from Deer Isle writes to the Americon, March 28th, “The oldest inhabitant never
saw tbis town in tbe condition it is at present.
There is not a barrel of flour, or a bushel of
meal in this town for sale, and if the cold
weather continues ten days longer many cattle
will die.”

conduct

The Pella (Iowa) Blade nominates Hon. Geo.
F. Hoar of Massachusetts, for Vice-PreBident
on the Republican
ticket. If he were not so

cans, on the

of

is an able man

are

Washington Matters.

Naturally the movement was instantly hailed with great enthusiasm by Democrats all over the country.
But Republi-

Headquarters

is no

Presidential election instead
of an|electorial ticket.

inated.

But the third

Mr. Adams

acceptable

There

box at the last

and it made that declaration the principal basis of the National Convention which it orig-

the

Presidency.

Republicans who might object
| to supporting a gentleman for the Presidency
who deposited a grocery receipt in the ballot
but there

of the St. Louis Democrat and the author of
one or more free-trade books.
It declared
itself favorable to a tariff for revenue only,

to

the

doubt but what

ly withdrawn from the Democratic alliance of
1870, as is already proved by the fact that
they took part in the proceedings of the late
regular Republican convention which sent
Grant delegates to Philadelphia The Jefferson City Convention was, in effect, a freetrade convention, its originator, sponsor and
leading spirit being W. M. Grosveuor, editor

^

down

to the rascals!

large-

Brown have

help put

A Rosc-tmted View of tli" Agricultural College—
Natural Science anil the Mechanic AriaBuildings and Equipments—Firtii-prosjiectun

cooking- tor

JH'

J. untU farther

building I
THE
mch 13-2w

Mozzn Club

are

poet,

notice._aprblu

oued

For Sale,
now

occupy at No 11 Preble »
kL. F. HOYT.

Removal.
|\ elENNESS hm* removed
DU.St.,K.Portia,
d, Alt*, office bount
▲.
M.. and 4 to

P. M.

id No. 4
from
0026-9114

Hn>»iJ
to 11
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TICE PRESS.
FRIDAY MORNING, APRIL 5,

1872.

Our New Custom House.

To the Editor of the Press:
The Collector in his interesting address
Monday evening, speaking of the erection
the present building, said—

Advertisement* To-Day.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Removal—W. S. Dyer.
Copper Paint—C. E. Folsom & Co.
The Best Paper—Mnnn & Co.
New Now York Butter—A. L. Millett.
New Molasses—Smith, Gage & Co.
Vermont Cheese—Smith, Gage & Co.
Sheriff's Notice—E. N. Perry.
G. A. R—Monthly Meeting.
Notice—Samuel Chase.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Carpet Renovating—Office 1C Market Square.
Duponco’s Golden Pills.
Air Treatment—Dr. Mace, Cahoon Block.
Elegant Flowers, Ribbons, &c, at Mrs. Welch’s.
Superior Coart.
BEFORE JUDGE

Thursday.—In the
cision
The
out

was

of

Varney

vs.

Baxter, de-

plaintiff.

for the

cases

caw

LANE.

assigned for to-day were disposed of with-

trial.

a

The

Muprcinc Judicial Court.
following decisions have been received from

the Law Court:
ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
Samuel P. Burnell vs. DeForest Weld et als. Exceptions sustained.
Reuben Willey vs.
Nichols. Exceptions
overruled. Declaration adjudged good.
Ammon Platt et al. vs. Retlah I>. Jones. Exceptions sustained.
YORK COUNTY.
Christopher Hussey vs. James P. Allen. Motion
overruled. Judgment on the verdict.
Horace Bod well, Adui’r, vs. Alvah Runnells. Defendant defaulted. Damages to be assesed bv the
Judge at nisi prius.
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tastefully decorated with booths, where
pretty Misses dispensed flowers, told fortunes
and did a fair postal business in opposition to

representation

Uncle Sam.

The floor was brightened with
charming little girls—and some large ones—in
picturesque fancy costumes, anxious to dispose
of their boquets and fruits; tables of elegant
needlework occupied one side of the apartment, while the stage curtain occasionally rose
to display nicely arranged tahleux of scenes
from Dickens anil Goethe, humorous concerts
and pictures from artists. Reception Hail was
made an attractive refreshment room, aud if
the audience was not large it was happy.
Sewing Machines.—We don’t know much
about sewing machines of humau invention,but
we sat for half an hour the other day aud examined the construction of the Florence machine and saw it perform a wonderful variety of
more than we eve1- dreamed that au inauimate and harmless-looking piece of machinery could ever be made to do. The man that
sells them got us liewildered with his talk about
felling aud hemming and back-stitching and
tucking and all sort of tiling, hut when he
reduced a rent in a piece of woolen cloth we

work;

portant circumstance in reference to the change
of plan and purchase of additional laud for the

site,

he has fallen into
an error in
regard to the influence of the tire on
the action of Congress.
In 1864, plans and specifications for the
present

and I

am sure

admit that it was “darned
obliged
We don’t want to draw comparisons
good.”
between sewing machines, but if you want to
see one that seems to lie the
perfection of huwere

building,

as recommended
by Judge Clifford
and Gov. Washburn, on that part of the present site thou owned by the United States, had
been made, proposals invited by the govern-

The Portland Water

Company yesterday

be-

ingenuity, call on Mr.' Dyer at No. 172
Middle street, and let him show you the Florence, and you will lie pleased with it.

ment, bids received, opened aud decided on,
and nothing remained, I believe, but the settlement of some minor points, to delay the completion of thejeontraet for a Custom House of
the same length as the present noble building,

Mr.

Emerson, whose wonderful performances were briefly noticed in the Press yesterday, will give a free seance at the Library room
of Mechanics' Hall this (Friday) evening, and
also on Monday evening, the tickets to lie limited and obtained only at the office of the Preble
House. After which, at the earnest solicitation
of a large umber of our citizens, lie will perform his remarkable feats at Fluent Hall, when
an admission fee will be charged.

but of

passengers yesterday.
The Kossini Club are to give
evening of the 17th inst.

a

concert

on

the

According to a statement made hy an officer
of the steamship Hibernian, there is good reason to suspect that one of the New York voucher thieves sa led from Portland with his booty
on that vessel on her last outward voyage.
Messrs. \V. H. Jennings & Co., of Detroit,
Wisconsin,

are about to remove to this city and
into the business of wholesale flour receivers. Jennings & Co. are a strong firm owning two flour mills, one in Detroit and the other at Lapierre.

enter

Radishes,

dandilion greens, rareripes and cuin the market.
The Portland Cadets will give their exhibition drill in their elegant new uniforms at City
Hall on the 15th inst., when they will display
their proficiency in the skirmish drill, bayonet
exercise and fancy drill.
A cargo of raw sugar arrived yesterday for
the Forest City Sugar Refinery.
It is said that a petition is to be put in circulation to have the city liquor agency closed.
cumbers

are

Members of Portland Division No. 95, Sons of
Temperance, are reminded that their regular
meetiug, this evening, is suspended on account
of the Reform Meeting at City Hall.
The dramatic company which produced
Daly’s
sensational drama, “Divorce,” will return to
this city on the 17th, and put the play on the
at Music Hall.
Sheriff Perry has given 264
the past four days.

stage again

warnings

within

Hotel Arrivals.— C. A. Fiske, Jr., Cambridge, Mass,; J. A. Ripley and W. W. Ripley,

Lawrence, Mass.,
Taylor, North Wayne,
W. A. Shapleigh, Boston, Philip Beeves, New
York, Otis W. Roberts and wife, Marblehead,
Mass., George A. Perkins and George F. Johnson of Nahant,
Mass., are at the Preble House.
Dr. Oliver of Toronto, J. F. Winship and
party of Halifax, E. G. Harlow of Dixfield, W.
J. F.

Wentworth of Kittery, are at the Falmouth
Hotel.
James Neill of Philadelphia, F. Walcott of
North Conway, E. A. Chapman and R. B. Harris of Boston are at the St. Julian.
H. Q. Smith of New York, «. s. Sabm of
Boston, Job Hathaway of Fall River and Jas.
Butler of Halifax, are at the United States

Hotel._
Boston & Maine Injunction Case.—This
is a bill in equity filed in behalf of Andrew J.

Nealley

et

als.,

owners

town of Berwick,
liswtstn Jtr

over
n <-»

passes, to obtain an
building of the road

of certain lands in the
which the extension of

Rail mod

a a

injunction
as

located

to

nmr

luo'ifori

prevent the

over

the land of

the complainants.
It is claimed on the part of the complainants
that the charter of the Boston & Maine Railroad, which authorizes the building of the road
“from some convenient point on its present
road in Berwick or South Berwick, in this
State, thence through the towns of South Berwick, North Berwick if necessary, Wells, Keu-

nebunk, Kenncbunkport, Biddeford, Saco,
Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth to some convenient point in the city of Portland,” does not
authorize the present location of the road,
which is from a point on the road in Berwick
and from thence extends through the town of
Berwick, North Berwick, and other towns to
Portland, leaving out entirely the town of
South Berwick as mentioned in their charter.
They further claim that the present location is
a palpable deviation from the route authorized
by the charter, and is therefore void, and the
road as constructed by the defendant corporation is a nuisance to the complainants.
After the case for the complainants was out,
Judge Walton suggested that, inasmuch as this
was a very important matter to all parties, and
any decision he might make at tliis hearing
would not be conclusive upon either party, it
might be advisable to make up the case and report it directly to the full Court for a speedy
decision. To this the complainants acceded,
but the counsel for the road asked for time to

confer, and the hearing

adjourned

until 9
o’clock Friday morning, at which time the defendants will elect whether they will proceed
upon the question of a temporary injunction or
report the case directly to the full Court.
was

Villa and Miner.—This favorite company
greeted witli a large audience at Music
Hall last evening, and the performance was excellent in every respect. In the popular farce
of “Family Jars,” Mr. C. H. Clarke, was received with great applause, and his impersonation of Delph, was as funny as any of his efforts of previous years.
In the burlesque of
“Clorinda,” Miss Agnes Wallace, beamed upon the audience with all the grace and
dashing
abandon of her genius, and won all hearts by
her performance. Mr. Sam Villa as tbe gushing Clorinda. kept the audience in the best of
humor, and his rendering of the character could
was

possibly have been excelled. It would lie
useless to allude to the other characters in dedetail, as they were all sustained by the members of the company with credit to themselves
and to the entire satisfaction of the audience.—
not

The burlesque was interspersed with good vo
cal music, and it was well put upon the stage.
This evening, Robertson’s celebrated comedy of

Caste, will be presented, with

a

powerful

dis-

tribution of characters.
The Temperance Meeting To-night.—Let
there be a full gathering at City Hall to-night
to show to the world that the cause of temper,
ance is not dead in Portland, but that her citi-

willing to confer with those
inaugurate measures that will

from
work
a genuine reform, and put an effectual stop tc
the sale and usa of intoxicating liquors. Wf
remember when the Washingtonian movement
swept over the State in 1842 and the following
vears. and
thousands of inebriates were sei
upon tlieir feet again and made to feel thai
they were men—that their self-respect wai
roused and encouraged. If that movement dii
all that was to be done at that time, and al
were saved that could be by moral suasion, ant

zens

are

abroad and

law became necessary as a more potent reform
and save al
er, let us go back and begin again,
of the present geaeration that eau be saved ii 1
that way—and there is material enough fo
years of labor by this agency.
Board

of

Trade.—The regular monthly

of the Managers of the Board o
Trade was held yesterday. Four names wen
proposed for membership of the Board. Thi
nomination of William Curtis as member o
the Board of Manufactures was confirmed.—
The recent
of business men at thi

meeting

gathering

Custom House was a
topic of conversation ant
the desire expressed that
such
coult
be

meetings

frequent in future as they tend t(
great interest in the
progress of the cits
and enkindle kindly
feelings among our bus!
more

create

ness men.

The concert anil festival at the Congress
street M. E. church last night made a very
pleasant occasion for a respectable-sized audience.
A very flue musical programine was
performed by Mrs. Merrill, Miss Strout, and
Messrs. Hudson and Watts, with Mrs. Eva
S. Jones as accompanist ou the organ aud
piano. This society are struggling hard to relieve themselves from a very pressing debt, aud
we bespeak for them, when next
they arrange

built, commanding light and air on all sides.
This, however, involved the extinction of the
title of two proprietors, and the purchase of
two lots with brick stores and other buildings
thereon. Mr. Lynch brought the -matter to the
attention of the Board of Trade at a meeting
called to consider the subject, and urged the
be

importance of obtaining the

an

whole square, and

jikssks. x uner

proceeding
cessfully when an unexpected difficulty came
near defeating the
whole scheme.
Messrs.
Brown, Jose and others, proprietors of Richardson’s Wharf, conceived the idea of obtaining for the United States a square lot farther

wealthy young gentleman
Brooklyn, engaged with his father in the mercantile business in that city. Miss Achesou is
professionally known as Mile. He Verona, and she has
been “one of the charming beauties” in the
spectacle of “Lalla Rookh” at the Grand Opera House.
“She specially distinguished herself,” says one paper, “in the ‘Cashmere ballet’ as a young woman of a beautiful
though
somewhat ample form in tights and breeches,
being the second from the right, looking at
the stage in the ballet spoken of.” Mr. Sher-

Architect

came from Washington to examine
the lot and arrange about the plans.
Mr. Lynch, however, persevered in his
original scheme with such success, that he

finally

subscription of $10,000 from our citizens, which was paid, and Congress thereupon
a

appears to have been smitten after the
popular in story-books. He first saw
the lady on Wednesday evening two weeks
ago, and, we read, “has been a constant visitor to the Grand Opera House every night
since, occupying a proscenium box, and sending to the beauty the most costly baskets of
flowers.” The lady, we are told further, “resides with her widow ed mother, whose
only
support she has been for the past two vears,
and it is creditable to Mr. Sherman that upon
making just inquiry concerning the young lady’s reputation, and being satisfied on that
score, he sought to visit her humble home,
which request was modestly granted. There
giving renewed expression of his love, he was
formally accepted as a suitor.” The bridal
trip will comprise a journey to San Francisco
by rail, thence to Panama, Jamaica, St.
Thomas, Rio Janeiro and return to New
York. The couple have a strong prejudice to
labor against on account of the step they have
taken; but if they are true to themselves they
can easily laugh it down. And it
yet remain's
to be tested which has been the most fortunate in the selection of a partner.
The fact
that the lady has supported her widowed
man

manner

appropriated $25,000 more, making the $35,000 to which the Collector refers. This sum
sufficed to buy all the required land, complet-

ing

the square now covered by the new custom
house.
This settled the question of the size and
general features of the building; all which was assured before the fire. The deeds were
given to
be sure, in August, or September I860—al-

though the

bonds were taken long before, ft
is therefore clear that the citizens of Portland
the fire for the fine proportions of the new custom house, but the influence of Senator Fessenden in
securing the
adoption of enlarged plans and liberal appropriations, the efforts of Mr. Lynch, the zeal
and enere-v of the Bonn! of
»v... 1:1—
to

ality of wealthy and public-spirited gentlemen
of the city, who gave $10,000 for this laudable
purpose.

Congress has indeed dealt generously with
Portland in the matter; but it is also true that
i—-T
our citizens have deserved ell the*
ceived.
VINTUX

»vfv

llaaafutim.

Yesterday I was in the Harness Factory of
Mr. Dunn, and was Tgrcatly interested and
pleased with the establishment. It has grown
up from very small beginnings to its present
large proportions. Mr. Dunn’s success has
arisen from the care and fidelity with which all

r--

aL-a

r-K

»Ou*t

The British House of Commons have elected
Bonbain Carter chairman of the committee of
the whole house, in place of Mr. Dobson, re-

signed.

_

tns(

his work is executed; nothing is suffered to go
out of his shop, unless it is exactly what it is
represented to be—perfect in ..material and

Kl.l,t>KOIS NOTICES*.

Ladies wishing to see the large White
Azalia in full bloom, are invited to call at my

Greenhouse.

workmanship, according to its class. His harnesses are of every variety, from the
light,
jaunty and elegant gig harness to the firm’
work
heavy
harness, fitted for the heaviest
horses in constant, hardest drag; in all of them

Albert Dirwanger, Florist."
.Corner of North and Montreal Sts., Man joy
Hill.
aprtth-jjt

BIDDEFORD AND

_MATTERS.
EKidrirford

bonds new banks may be located with all the
The Reformers carried the whole ticket at
powers and privileges, etc., of the older banks, ! the Newton election. The Democrats were
and the Comptroller of the
shall call
successful
at Flushing.
Currency
in for detraction their circulation.
BanksguilCongressman Roosevelt's mansion at Flusbty of such neglect, or any banking house fail
was
burned
lug
last nigbt. Loss *10,000.
>ng to return circulating notes within thirty
Robert Seymour of
missing
days of call, shall forfeit 10 per cent, thereof to six weeks, has re turned Williamsburg,
home. He reports that
he retained from the interest due on bonds held
he was drugged, shipped as a sailor for a whalby the Treasurer, and circulation so called in ing voyage, and with three companions, who
he awarded to new banks.
The Secretary is
refused to remain aboard, put ashore in a small
authorized to provide for registering and transboat at tile mouth of Chesapeake Bay.
fer of bonds of 1870. in Loudon, and payment
The Brooklyn health officials have
there of interest thereon Section 3 of the act forty cases of small pox in oue block. disixjvered
of 1870, is struck out, and provision made inProfessor of Music, C. Hatch Smith, was
stead that the payment of any bonds authorizpainfully wounded ill Cumberland street, Brooked after expiration of said several terms of
ten,
lyn, to-day, by a Hhot from a supposed air gun,
fifteen and thirty years, shall he made in probably intended for
► painter at work close
amounts to be determined from time to time by
by. Boss painters have m a body requested the
the Secretary at his discretion, upon public noto
Mayor protect workingmen against the striktice, iuterest thereon to cease three months af- ers.
ter such notice’.
I. Hutchinson died in Brooklyn to-day, aged
10b.
POSTMASTER GENERAL’S ACTION ENDORSED.
The Post Office Committee to-day reported
A BK AMI AN.
the evidence taken upon the matter of the contracts recently made by the Post Office Department for
transportation of mails, and says the
course pursued oy the Postmaster General was
INDIAN OUTRAGE REPORTED.
not only justified
by the circumstances and by
law, but was eminently wise and prudent.

SACC
_

.Vanieipal

JUDGE

.TJ LLKILSON'.

Thursday.-—James Gillen,

canny Scotchman
who had ta’en a “wee bit drappie" too much, and ii
consequence had become decidedly “fou" was brought
a

before bis Honor and fined $3 and costs.
The new saw and grist mill near th Biddeford depot, owned by W. H. & L. G. Hanson
was put in operation some four weeks ago. The
motive power of the mill is supplied by a steam
engine of 100 horse power. At present only
one set of burr stones is running, capable o1
300 bushels of fine, or 500 of coarse
The saw is at present stopped on account of the breaking of the strap and framework. A shingle machine is to he put in next
week. The mill is three stories iu height, two
of them only being used by the proprietors.—
The third will be found valuable for many
manufacturing purposes requiring power, aud

producing
meal.

THE PRESIDENT TO ATTEND MU.
BILEE.

will be rented. The Messrs. Hanson are euterpriziug and valuable citizens. We wish them
abundant success in their new location.

Elegant Flowers and Ribbons, and Bonnets
and Hats in latest shapes, at Mrs. Welch's.

but the best stock is used, put together in
the most faithful manner.
Mr. Dunn has built up a trade that extends

We make

largely over the country,

an

old carpet look

new

liesides

cleaning it thoroughly.
Office, 16 Market Square.

and his harnesses
are
known as “The Portland Harness,” as
Kimball’s carriages are, by the name of the
city where they are made: and like the Kimballs, he has been annoyed by makers elsewhere, who turn out inferior goods, and label
them by his trade mark, availing

All persons who are working for the 1’ortland table of the Homcepathic Hospital Fair,
and those who propose making contributions

it, are requested to send the articles to Mrs.
Dr. Burr, on, or before April 8th.
apr3-tf
to

themselves,

of his well earned reputation for
excellent and faithful work.
Mr. Dunu’s establishment is now twice as
large as it was two years ago, employing twice
the number of hands, among them
many females ; to whom he furnishes employment well
suited to their ability. In reply to my question, he said nothing prevents the enlargement
of his factory but the want of more
capital.
He is constantly increasing his production as
his means expand, and will continue to do so.

If you

afflicted with dyspepsia, rheumaor any chronic disease call on
Dr. Mace, in Cahoon Block, and try his system
of treatment.
are

OILMORE*8 JU-

Nine Hunters Murdered.

Mayor Gaston

and a delegation of the Boston
c*ty goyernment, together with P. S. Gilmore
and a committee representing the
great International peace jubilee, w’aitca on the President
to-day and invited him to attend. The President eutered into a pleasant conversation with
the
party, stating he never heard so much music as when he visited Boston to attend the
last
jubilee, and he would with great pleasure attend the next. The delegation retired much
pleased with their interview.

Steamboat Company.—At the auuual meeting of the Saco, Biddeford and Boston Steamboat Company, |the following officers were
elected: President, R. K. C. Hartley; Secretary
and Treasurer, F. A. Day; Directors, F. A.
Day, Charles Hardy, Geo. F. Calcf, John N.

Little Rock, April 4.—Fort Smith Era of
Saturday says U. ©. Deputy Marshal Peav re
had brought m three persons from Indian Co.
charged with murder. He also reports that
while at Cedar Grove, in south-western Kansas
he learned that of eleven men, who sometime
previous gone out on a buffalo hunt, only two
returned, the remainder having been killed by
a party of
Ossage Indians, who set upon them
just after they had gone into camp and were off
their guard.
Of the«e who escaped, oue managed to jump on his horse, an auimal of superior speed, while the other
feigned death and
ay motionless on the ground till the Iudians
had left.
The Indians plundered the camp and
earned off everything they could.

Anthoine, Charles Hill.

XLIId CONOR ESS- -SECON D SESSION.

The steamer Enterprise run by this Company
between Biddeford aud Saco and Boston, is at
present undergoing a thorough course of repairs. A new boiler is being put in, aud the
the l»oat otherwise put in prime order prepara-

SENATE.

Washington, April 4.—Monday

ed for the consideration of bills from the assignJudic-

tory to commencing its trips.

iary

Hardy Machine Company.—At a meeting
of the Hardy Machine Company, Biddeford,
the following officern were elected: President,
Rishwortli Jordan; Treasurer, Charles Hardy;

Day.

The capital stock of this Company is
A dividend of four per cent, was declarer! last January.

$75,000.

iv

vuv

yesterday,

in

uijuui

frequent

uiuuciuiu

vwi-

aim

the sheriff and his deputies.—
Their visits were iu a business way, however,
and they left their hosts iu deep concern. To
sell or not to sell seems to be the question, and
were

promptly auswered in the
powers that be.
oue

negative by

the

Biddeford, has been discontinued for the
present, as the earth is procured at the distance
of nearly a mile, the present muddy state of
the track renders carting impracticable.
street,

Real Estate Change.—Albert K.
Cleaves,
Esq., has purchased the house and lot

formerly

Hill street.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MAINK.
PROFESSOR UPHASI.

[Special by International Line.l
4.—The funeral of Prof.
I pham was attended by a large number of not-

Brunswick, April

ed men from different parts of the
State,among
whom were Chief Justice Shepley and his
son,
Hon. Geo. F. Shepley, now Circuit
Gen.

Judge,

Chamberlain,

President of Bowdoin College,
Hou. C. J. Gilmau and many others.
Prof. Upkam leaves a wife and live
adopted
children.
His remains, under escort of an
immense uriu’Kssinn wi-m tuimn tn
oiii.i

churchyard and
Tiut

there deposited.
«—■»—»

loss ot’ this great

—-r

man

■■..■!
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■■:
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tall,

Hbv

ctavu

was

ARMS

large.

INVESTIGATION.

were

Relative to Hanks.
Wail Transportation Contracts

Endorsed.

The President to Attend the Jubilee.

tism, lead-poison

NAVAL

INQUIRY.
|

The growing popularity of Dupouco’s GoldPills speak volumes in their favor.

FAST

Boston, April 4.—Business has been

I.UQ

oauui

uvm

UIC

auur|M*ro

who

appointed.

agreed

sus-

were

one

enjoyable holidays|of the year in Massachusetts.
SUICIDE.

Sphingfeld, April 4.—S. O. Holman, a printer, fifty years of age, belonging in Athol, committed suicide to-day by jumping beneath a
train on the Athol and Enfield railroad
Greenwich. He was probably insane.

at

JfKW JERSEY.
THE CINCINNATI MOVEMENT.

Philadelphia, April 4.—A mass meeting
will be held the 11th of April in Camden, N.
J., to elect delegates to the Cincinnati Convention. Jas. M. Scovell heads the movement iu
New Jersey. Ex-Gov. Newell, Chas. P. Smith,
John S. Mitchell, John Hazlett and other leading Republicans will go the convention.
PE^SYLVANIA.
4.—A fire this evening
destroyed the extensive stables of the Knickerbocker Ice Company, on Americau street, and
two frame buildings.
There were thirty-nine
horses and mules in the stable at the time and
five
were
rescued.
only
Thirty new ice wagons
were also burned.
The ice house and office of
the compauy were saved.
THE CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE.

The Executive Committee of the Centennial
Commission have concluded their labors in this
city. The next meeting will be held in Washington. The committee has prepared an act to
be presented to the councils providing means
for carrying on the Exposition. They propose
forming a joint stock company, national in its
character, capital to be $10,000,000 and shares
$10. Shares are to be proportioned among the
different States according to their population,
States to have one hundred days to dispose of
the stock.
TAMER DEAD.
who was almost torn to

HON

Whittle,

^
He

a

lion at

was

accident.

prey

pieces

Obeyn’s Menagerie,

training the beast

INCREASE OF

at

died to-day.
the time of the

THE PRICE OF IRON.

Pittsburg, April

4.—At a meeting of the
manufacturers to-day, all sizes of iron
increased in price three-tenths of a cent
per pound and nails twenty-five cents per keg.
iron

were

UTAH.
VARIOUS MATTERS.

Salt Lake, Aiiril 4.—The Eureka
Mining
Company’s mines at Tintre are reported to lie
sold to English parties $720,000; also Wyoming
mines, in the same district, for $125,000.
Eighty persons, a majority of whom are Mormons, publish a call for a Democratic Convention Monday to organize a territorial central

committee and for other business.
A delegation of merchants and mine
opposed to_ the admission of Utah as
leave for Washington Saturday.

Adopted.

owners
a

State

STAR.

Detroit, April 4.—Prof. Watson, of Aim
Arbor, reports the discovery last night in the
constellation of Virgo of a new planet It
shines like a star of the eleventh magnitude.
Its position is right ascension 200 degrees 55
minutes delineation. It is moving slowly West
in light ascension and North in declination.
.NIKTBOKOI.OOICAI..
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.

War

to.

Dep’t,

THE

VAST

Office Chief Sional )
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
April 5 (1.00 A. M.) I
The barometer will continue falling Friday
from Lower Missouri to the upper Lakef and
extend its influence southeast over the Ohio
Valley and to the Middle States, with easterly
to southerly winds.
Clear weather will continue over the New England and Middle States.
weather
with easterly winds
Partially cloudy
will prevail over the Southern States very gen-

The reading of the bill by sections bad not
been completed when, at half-past 4, by prior
order, the previous question commenced to op-
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OPERA

*
SAM. B. VILLA.,
The Reiguiug Star of
Burlesques
AGNES WALLACE,
Peerless
The
Comedtnene.
Together with Twenty Brilliant Artists, who will
appear each evening in their famous ami unparallelled Buries*nies. Comedies and Farces, and also, GKO.
W. FLORENCE’S Celebrate*! Orchestra.
For further particulars, see our mammoth posters
and programmes. Entire change of programme each

evening.

Doors oj»en at 7 o’clock. Curtain rises at 8 o’clock
Pricos as usual.
Reserved Seats for sale at Box Office, commencing
Saturday, March 30.

ADDITIONAL.
Mr. C. II. CLARKE, the Great Versatile Comedian
has been engaged, and will also appear each evening.
mchdO—9a

Railroad* and Mtcamboai*.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk, 44 curs
lumber. 2 do bay, 2 do laths, 3 do starch, 1 do paj»er,
1 do pulp. 1 do spars, 1 do potatoes, 1 do bark, 1 do
cattle, 2 do material, 1 do wheels, 3 do sundries; for
Lower Provinces—700 bbls flour, 1 car sundries; for
Allan steamers—2 cars potash, 8 do provisions, 1 do
cotton.

Grand Reform Rally.

Steamer Forest City from Boston—20 cases of
shoes, 20 do and 20 bales domestics, 10 bbls whiskey,
9 bdls shovels, 20 bbls flour, 50 casks nails, 391 hides,
20 bales oakum, 20 pigs tin, 10 tes lard, 25 bbls pork,
100 shooks, 48 boiler tubes, 152 boxes oranges, 80 bdls
iron, 24 crowbars, 10 hhds molasses,2 do hams, 50 qtls
tish, 200 bags corn, 100 pkgs to order. For Canada
and up country—7 lulls rubber
springs, 30 bales wool,
5 do cotton, 9 do waste, 73 bdls leather. 10 boxes
tin,
50 pkgs to order.

A Grand Ten^franee Rally, under the
the Reform Clubs of Augusta, Gardiner
will be held at

CITY

Steamer Franconi a from New York—10 hhds
molasses, 100 do sugar, 8 do tobacco, 6 do glassware,
4 casks skins, 7 do bleaching powder, 105 bales
rag*,
50 do cotton pickings, 2 do burlaps, 39 bags
shoddy,
250 do seed, 120 guano, 10 do annotri, 10 do rice, 80
rolls leather. 20 car wheels, 166 bdls railroad chairs,
12 do car springs, 13 do steel, 00 do
paper hangings, 70
bbls glassware, 15 do lamp black, 100 boxes tobacco,
25 do peaches, 250 do raisins, 50 do starch, 25 do
cheese, 50 do window glass, 30 do hard wart*, 50 do !
drugs, 150 half chests tea, 7 tes tobacco, 4 casks white I
lead, 19 hopiters, 23 pkgs household goods, 4 pianos, 6
rocking horses, 200 pkgs sundries.
New Y#rk Mto<*k and flanuf .Vlarket.
New York, April A—Morning.—Gold 110$. Money
at 7 per cent. Sterling Exchange, long, 109f, do short,
llOJ. Stocks heavy. Southern State Stocks dull.
The following are the forenoon quotations ofitfouthern securities:
Tenuessee 0’s, new.. C6£ •
Virginia 6*s, new. 36
Missouri 6’». 951
Louisiana 6’s, old. 55
i
Louisiana 6’s, new. 55
Alabama 3’s. 60
'Z’o

ni.fKB'N

AND COMEDY TROUPE.

Receipt* by

auspices of
Bath,

and

HALL,

Friday Evening, April 5th.
The exercises will cousist of short stirring speeches
and music. It is a movement to promote temperance
without regard to sect, party or creed.

Let there be
April

Grand Kali;.

a

4-dtd

DAYCIYG.
MK. GEK will close liis afternoon
it Social Party, at

Class in Dancing

by giving them

Army

unit

Ha,, Union Hull

FRIDAY EVENING, April Otfc.
Music by Chandler's Band.
ntc30dlw

Portland

Fraternity

UO

North Carolina 6’s, new. 20
South Carolina 6’s, new... 38
New York, April 4.—Evening—Money stringent
at 1-32 @ i i*er eent. per day, closing at 3-16 (a> \ jH.*r
cent. Sterling Exchange unsettled ut 109 @ 10‘Ji.—
Gobi firmer early, but closed with the advance lost
and dull at 110 ^ 110$; loans at 6 per cent, to 1-16 i*er
day. The clearances to-day were $19,000,000; TreasGovernments strong.
ury disbursement $215,000.
State bonds dull and steady. Speculation on the
Stock Exchange was marked by an unsettled feeling
and lower prices in the earlier dealings. There were
further considerable sales of long Stocks and the decline ranged trom * to
Erie declined
per cent.
from 64 to
01j|. The general large decline of the past
few davs is the natural result of a large distribution
of stock to weak hands. NedHy all cliques and large
holders have shifted their load on to outside speculators brought into the market by the Erie excitement.
In ttio afternoon Wabash suddenly run up to 801,
which had a tendeucy to check the downward movement and cause an advance of £ to 1 per cent, in the
list. Afterwards Wabash reacted to 751, and
tie balance of the list off again. It is reported that
Drew lost the control of the road and can onlv regain
it by buying back the stock sold within the past ten
days, variously estimated at from 30,000 to 40,0«u
shares. The .Stock Exchange has given the
Reading
road till Wednesday to register stock here, and will
strike it from the list if it neglects to comply. The
advance In the rate of discount by the Bunk of Eng-

ENTERTAINMENT !
j
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HALL.
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Jarley’s Wax Figures,
AMD
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Home Talent.

Commence at 8 o’clock.
Tickets 25 cents, 0 for $1.00.

ajdtd

Promenade Concert !
For the benefit of

Mr. J. M.

MULLALY,

—BY THE—

PORTLAND

BAND!

AT

CITY
WEDNENDA1

the clesiog quotations of Gov-

ernment securities:
United States coupon 6's, 1881.113J
United Sta tes 5-20*s
United States 5-20’s 1864.112}
United States 5-20’s 1865, old. 113*
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.Ill}
United States 5-20’s 1867.113
United States 5-20’s 1868.113
United States 10-40’s., coupon.losj

MECHANICS'

T-V

land to-day is insignificant, and probably done with a
view *o check reckless sjieculutioii hi the other shares
on the London Stock Exchange.
There was a rei»ort
on the street that English contestants for control had
compromised matters.

The following

AT

NATUBUAV KYENITO,

general

S

E

HALL,
VENINCi, April

lOtk.

Choice concert selections from 8 to 9 o’clock.
Tickets 50 cents; 3 for $1.00.
Dancing to commence St 9 o’ctock.
Music by the Full Band, assisted
by all the orchestral talent of the city, making sin orchestra of 25
performers.
up ltd

P. Y. M. C. A.

Currency 6’s.1151

New 5’s.1095
The Treasury sold a million Gobi at 110 20-100 Co;
110 23-100.

ENTERTAINMENT

The following were the closing quotations of
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 74
Pacific Mall. 63

—AT—

N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated.
98
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated sop 92
Erie.. 62
Erie preferred. 80
Harlem.
112$
Harlem preferred.125
...

CITY HALL,
Thui-sda)

Reading.115^

Evening;,

The Ancient

Michigan Central.11C
Lake Shore A Michigan Southern. 1*6}

April

11th.

Harmony Society,

With full orchestra, will rentier seme of the beet
Illinois Central.J33
“Ye Okl Folks” Anthems and Ononises, also choice
Cleveland & Pittsburg. «rj}
solos
and duets by the following talented vocalists*—
Chicago A North Western. 82*
CbiriHae* X- Northwestern jirdi-rp*^. pn
Mrm. Vfrrrill, Him Ada Cary. Him Mirant,
cnieago s 'jock Island.i jjvj
-Ur*.
Brown, Hio« Ayers, .flesurw.
Milwauke e 6t. Paul.
Milwaukie A
Paul preferred.
Walts, Mtackbridge, Thomn.
Pittsburgh bof- Wayne. 96/
and Hudson.
The following were the quotations for Pacific RailA Chorus of 200 Masters and Misses under the diroad securities:
rection of Mr. Fitch will also render some line pieces.
Central Pacific bonds.lUU I
rickets 35cents or four for $1; to be had at the
Union Pacific do. 915
usual places and at the door.
Union Pacific stock. '&■
Dsors open at 6.45; eoncert 7.45
ap4dtd
Union Pacific land grants. Ml* !

62?

|

Union Pacific income bonds. 86\

D«M«itic Vlarketn.
New York, April 4—Evening.—Cotton 4c
lower;
sales 1382 bales; Middling uplands 23}c.
Flour Is a
shade firmer; sales 9300 bbls; State 6 35 ® 7 50;
round hoop Ohio 7 00 @810; Western 6 35 @8 50;
Southern 7 25 @ 10 25. Wheat lc better for Spring;
Winter unchanged; sales 59,000 bush; No l Spring
1 58 @ 1 60; No 2 do 1 50 @ 1 55 in store; Whiter Red
Western 1 70 @ 1 75; White Michigan 1 76 @ 1 80.—
Corn a shade better; sales 83,000 bush; Mixed Western 72}@7c3 afloat, and 69}c instore.
Oats dull;
sales 24,000 bush; Ohio 54c; Western 53 @ 55c. Beef
steady. Pork—uew mess 12 85 @ 13 00. Lard steady
at 8} @ 8}c. Butter dull. Whiskey quiet at 88c for
Western free. Rice quiet at 8} @ 9}c. Sugar quiet;
Muscovado 8$ @ 94c; refining 8} @ 81c. Coffee quiet;
Rio 17} @ 20}c in Gold. Molasses dull; New Orleans

@68c.

Naval

Stores—Spirits Turpentine

firm at

89} @ 70c; Rosin unchanged at 3 12 @ 3 25 for strained. Petroleum quiet; crude 12} @ 12}c; refined 22k.
Tallow unchanged at 8} @ 9c.

Freights

to

AUCTION SALES.
A Desirable Residence lor Sale at
Auction.
On Tuesday, April 9,
3 o’clock P. M., if not previously disposed of,
we

AT

shall sell the House No. 16 BrainhaJi St., the
residence of F. G. Patterson, containing 7
rooms,
room.
Parlor finished in black walnut,
marble mantel; hall aud parlor frescoed, house heated by furnace, good cellar, brick cistern 17 hhds. capacity. Lot 50x63. Terms cash, or cne-balf cash,
balance
mortgage on term of years at 7J per cent.
A deposit of $100 retpiired at time or sale.
For further particulars apply on the premises, or to
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
April 4-dtd.
Argus and Advertiser copy.

bathing

Liverpool unchanged.

Administrator's Salt*.

Chicago, April 4.—Flour dull and unchanged.— I
to a license from the Hon. J. A.
M heat fairly active; No 2
Spring 1 21} @ 1 22. Corn
Watermen, Judge of Probate, within acd for
active at 38}c for No 2 Mixed. Oats
sales No I the County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public aucfirmer;
2 at 3lc. Rye quiet; No 2 at 7Ue. Bariev
firmer; No i tion, on TUESDAY, April 9th, 18.2, at ten o’clock A.
2 Spring at 31e. Whiskey steadv. Provisions weak
M.. at the store recently occupied oy John Carteu,
at an advance. Mess Pork at, 11 40. Lard at 8 121.
No. 42 Middle street, the stock in said store consist
Dry salted Meats—loose shoulders 3 75 @ 3 80 » ewt.
of a general assormeut of
ing
Boots, Shoes and RubLive Hogs dull and easier at 4 00 @ 4 40 for light to
bers, together with Shop Fixtures, Tools, Machinery,
choice. Cattle dull at 3 40@ 6 45.
K. McDONALD, Administrator.
Receipts—2,800 bbls flour, 5,500 bush wheat, 40,000
"A,, KV * * °
bush com, 5,500 bush oats, 2,000 bush barley, 6,500
ApriU-M

PURSUANT

hogs.

Shipments—2,800 bbls flour, 10,000 bush wheat, 36,000 bush com, 14,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush rye, 7,000
bush barley, 5,000 hogs.

j

HOYT,

WHEELER & BRADLEY
AUCTIONKERS,

IV*. »# FKDKRAI. NTHEKT, RONTON.
Will

commence

the

Anction business in Boston, and

hold Regular Sales of

Foreign
■ery,

nuU D*mr»ti.- Dry
nllllFnury Ci**d«, Ha.icry, CSIave.,
Huts nnd

Cap.,

every Tuesday and Friday during the

voar.

Also, every Thursday, sale of B**la aud Nbors,
adapted to the New England Trade, Including a large
aesortment of New Y*rk City .Hade liosd*.
The

attention

of dealers

Is

called

to the above

sales, which will be peremptory for cash.
Boston, March 1st, 1872.
mrteodlm
it. K. HUNT,

Commission Merchant and .Auctioneer
318 Congress St., will sell every evening a large
assortment of Staple ami Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day In lots to suit
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
escription of g«>ods. Consignments not limited.
dtf
February 11, 1868.

NO
Surchascrs

BURNETT’S

STANDARD FLAVORING

EXTRACTS!

FOR FLATORINO

filwda

Myrup*, Ire frrnma, t’uMardii, Plea,
Blnar nangr, Jellies, Mourn,

Heups, Uravieo,

etc.

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which
are used In flavoring the various compounds prepared
for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly .free .from
the poisonous oils and acids »chick enter into the
composition of many if the factitious fruit favors
They are not only true to their
now in the market.
from fruits of the best qualnames, but are prepared
that a small quantity
ity, and so highly concentrated
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, aud are pronounced unriralled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the t otted States
and Canada.
They are ueatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger.
They are the best
aud cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their .Stamford quantity and quality trill be strictly
maintained.

]

It is necessary in

some cases

’Burnett’s Superior

siring

for persons de-

Flavoring

Ex-

tracts,-to insist upon obtaining them In order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, hecaus
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT A CO.,
Sole Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by first-class Grocers ami Druggists
gen-

erally._

dc3sye»:

I’ll ds von Gssd.'i-DR
“■■y Mr
LANGLEY’S ROOT AND UEltB BITTERS. No
drugs, no poisons, nothing deleterious, nothing but
healthy roots and herbs, such as Sarsaparilla, wild
Cherry, Yellow Dock, Prickly Ash, Thoroughwort.
Mandrake, Rhubarb, Dandelion, Ac., so compoRRdad
as to reach the fountains of disease, and absolutely
cure all Humors, Liver and Billions Disease s, .hum
dice. Dysnetsda. Costiveness, Scrofula, and all difficult lea arising tr om a disease^ stomach or impnre
blood. Twenty years of unrivalled nucces* has proved
GEO. C
them to be the best medicine iu the world.
GOODWIN & CO., Bouton, and all druggists,

■

j

A

COMIC

Clear

f oreign Imports.
BAM FAX. NS. Steamer Carlotta-1 cask merchandise to H & A Allan; 6 pkgs do to Eastern Express Co; and goods for Canada, New York and Bo«ton.
SAGUA. Brig Laura B—396 hhds, 100 boxes sugar
to order.

w

--

the old favorites,

Clear

FINANCIAL AND OONflERflAL.

FOREIGN-.

Secretary

of

VILLA

iSf 4?^48i€-

j

Attraction*.

Clear

Fair

clear
Clear

\\ ahhinoton, April A—Gen. Ingalls testified
Cincinnati, April 4.—Pork dull and firm at 12 00.
to-day before the Senate Arms Committee that erate.
Lard dull and unchanged at 84 @
the
8|e. Bulk Meats
statement of Chambruu that he
apro-eodlw&wlt
(Ingalls)
Mr. Wood moved to recommit the bill. Negshoulders 4c; clear rib sides 6)c; clear sides 6
dull;
boasted of his influence with the
@
i Sc less offered. Bacon dnll and firm; shouldgovernment,
atived.
See the fine and large assortment of new
was a falsehood.
He didn’t see Remington
ers 4}c; shies 6} @ 7e.
Live Hogs dull at 3 90 @ 4 30;
Without further progress, the House adreceipts 1500. Whiskey steady at 84c.
style linen imitation hair good, just received at three times during the Franco-German war; journed.
was barely acquainted with
him, and was not
Toledo, April 4.—Flour firm and in fair demand.
The
2t
Newark, New Jersey, is the great harness Mrs. W. L. Snell’s, 337 Congress St.
shipping bill comines up to-morrow as
connected witli the Remingtons as stated
Wheat firm; Michigan. 1 69} @ 1 69}; Amber do 1 59};
by unfinished business.
No 2 Red 1 56; No 3 do 1 52. Corn firm and in fair
makiug city of the country, as Portland is now
on the information of Dana of
Chambrun,
the
From the Easy Expectoration, increased reerally.
demand at 47}c for high Mixed; Yellow 48e; Miclii- i
New York Sun.
becoming a great carriage making city. Like
NEW YORE..
cloudiness is proba°ath flU?ady 5 No 2 at 38}c; Michigan
Probabilities—Increasing
spirator}’ power of the lungs, and the removal
Gen. Franklin, Vice President of the Colt
shoe makiug and carriage making, harness
north
and
ble
west
of
Ohio
with
NO STOCK CALLS TO-DAY.
Valley
possiof irritation, manifest from cessation of cough
Manufacturing Company, of Hartford, was
weather
over the northwest.
bly
threatening
a
number
of
Charleston,
making employs great
hands in
April 4.-Cotton Is qoiet; Middling
sworn.
He said he was told by
April 4.—The stock hoard voted
and other alarming symptoms, after using FellVmitney that to New York,
uplands at 22c.
of Camden, N. J., got $10,000 from
both calls of stocks to-morrow in reproportion to the value of the goods. The cost low’s
Markley
adjoufn
Compound Syrup of Hvpophosphites it is him for arranging the sale by the Navv
Savannah, April 4.—Cotton firm; Middling upof them is largely in the work put into them,
Depart- spect to Professor Morse.
lands 22c.
clear that the formation of tuberculous matter
ment to Pouitney & Grenble of
10,000 rifles
THIEVES.
and the business is therefore of greatMomle, April 4.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands
impor- is not only stopped, but that already deposited’ heretofore spokeu of. Witness testified about
Two river thieves and two private watchmen
tance in building up a city.
A great flouring
nine Ratlin guns. He had no interview with
is beiug carried away.
on pier 35
were arrested this forenoon while
mar30-dedlw&wlt
New Orleans, April 4.—^Cotton in fair demand;
either Remington or Smoot or
SPAIN.
mill, may employ a large capital, and perhaps
Squires in DeThe latter were hired to
Middling uplands 22}c.
cember, 1870, ou that subject. Guns were turn- robbing property.
make a great deal of money; but in proportion
ELECTION RETURNS.
protect.
Editoiha^ Notices are so common that it is ed over to the Colt Company
from Watqrvliet
Kuropeau .Varkels*
THE VOUCHER THIEVES.
to the amount of its business, it employs but a
almost impossible for an editor to express his
Madrid, April 4.—Official returns of election
Arsenal, and the Colt Company received inLondon, April 4—1.30 P. M.—Consol* 92} for monfor Cortes show of electoral colleges chosen, the
slrnetibns from the Remingtons'to alter them
Mary Conway, principal witness against the
honest opinion of the merits of any article
and
account.
very few hands, and consequently will not coney
I voucher thieves, states that she was offered
ministerialists have 3554 presidents and 13,95*;
The company accordingly made alterations
without being suspected of interested motives.
tribute very much to render a city populous,
and
Liverpool. April 4—1.30 P. M.—Cotton firm; sale«
secretaries and coalitionists, 19,32 presidents and
$1000 to absent herself from the city when the
improvements aud sent ttic guns to the Rem15,000 bales, of which 5000 were for export and specuThis
and to increase its general trade.
7484 secretaries.
fact, however, shall not deter us from ingtons iu New York. WitDess said he had di- trial came off.
lation. Breadstuff* quiet.
JAIL DELIVERY.
We have now, already, well established here,
(MEXICO.
saying what we think of a new addition to the rect correspondence with Gen. Dyer, and unLondon, April 4—3.00 P. M.—The bullion in the
derstood these nine Gatlin guns at Waterveliet
It is stated that the result of the decision in
Bank of England lias decreased £477,000 during the
the shoe makiug and harness making business,
Materia Medica to] which our attention has
the revolution
week.
wore to be
the Court of Appeals nullifying the acts of the
turned over to the Colt Company
both of .them under the management of men
been recently directed.
We refer to Dr. »T.
Matamoras, April 4.—Gen. Cortina, after
and the company iu return were to
London, April 4—5 P. M.—Consols closed at 92}
give the late court of special sessions will be to release
his defeat at llaqucria, succeeded in evading
for money and account.
thoroughly competent to conduct them. The Walker’s California Vinegar Hitters, a I nitod States other Gatlin guns of a better some 400 crimiuals from prison.
the revolutionists and reached headquarters at
American securities—IT. S. 3-20’s 1862, 92}; do 1865
A LECTURE ON JOURNALILM.
expenses of these establishments are now very
remedy which is making its way into more quality. This arrangenteut was carried into
Reynosa yesterday with ten men.
old, 91; do 1867, 93}; U. S. 10-40’s, 89}.
effect. Adjourned.
Whilelaw Reid, managing editor of the New
nearly the same as they would be if they were families just now than all the other advertised
Quiroga is reported to have reviewed his
Paris, April 4.—Routes closed at oor aoc.
SOUTH CAROLINA ELECTION CASE.
York Tribune, delivered this evening au able
troops at Camaigo and marched toward Lindoing twice or three times more business, and medicines put together There seems to he no
Liverpool, April 4—5.00 lO M.—Cotton closi-d
ares to join the
said to be gathering there
lecture ou “journalism’’ before a large and apThe
case of Bowen against Delarge, was artroops
Middling uplands 111; do Orleans ll}d; sales
quiet;
adding a thousand to the population of the question about the potency of its tonic and al- gued
before the (Committee on Elections,
preciative audience at the University of New to advance on this city, leaving a small garri- 15,000 bales, including 5,000 bales for speculation and
to-day
city, requiring two hundred more dwelling terative properties, while it possesses the great and a motion made by Delarge's counsel to dis- York. In reference to libel suits against news- son in Camargo.
export. Lard 40s 3d.
The Matamoras authorities have captured
Antwerp, April 4.—Petroleum 43}f.
houses, and paying out a greatly increased sum negative recommendation of containing neither miss Bowen’s contest upon the ground that he papers,Reid said he considered every verdict for
had no case, he having been elected to and occulibel tairly obtained against a newspaper a over a hundred head of stolen Texas cattle
in wages.
alcohol nor mineral poison.
That it is a sjiewhich
were
crossed
and
into
a
benefit
to’
also
Mexico,
being
respectable journalism. He
pied seat iu the Legislature of South Carolina
DM. tlOKME,
vnv».iuru u. cuilim
cific for Indigestion, Billiousness, Constipation I
111111,0, n UUiCll Illlli Ur O
pending the contest. The committee will con- stated that great newspapers were those which caught six thieves, who are lodged in jail.
On the Treatment q/‘ Throat and Lutuj Disrates ty
machine shop, requires a very
GBEAT BRITAIN.
sought news rather than advertisements. News
large outlay of j and many complaints of nervous origin, we sider this novel and itit ntiAgfinii
Medicated Inhalation.
will bring circulation and circulation will comcapital in buildings and machinery, at the very 1 have reason to know; and we are assured on
DISRAELI ON AMERICAN CLAIMS.
THE NAVY INVESTIGATION.
In an early French translation of the immortal
pel business men to advertise. There should,
start, and i£ the enterprise should not succeed,
rnummtt
time
4.—In
his
last
iu\i^urum
London, April
speech
The examination of Shock was continued
uight in
iic uiougut, ne a
complete uivuae netween uie Manchester, Disraeli, said that it was impossi- Galen, is found a passage reasoning on the Inutility
there is so much dead
regulating and purifying medicine, it lias no this evening before the Investigation Commit- editorial and publication departments.
capital planted, which
of ad ministering medicines through the stomach for
ble for America to recede from her position in
cannot lie utilized.
tee.
Witness
said
in
In the shoe
MMMLAUVE.
It is stated that its ingredients, (obtho cure of Pulmonary Disease*.
regard to Roaehe’s conmaking and : equal.
to questions to be presented to the Genregard
tracts for engines, that if fourteen and a halt
“Consider.” said he, “how
4.
harness business, it is not so, no dead
Albaiiy,
April
many parts or members,
eva board,
lie concluded by expressing belief
capital if | tained from the wilds of California,) are new knots an hour could he secured, he thought they
the medication ha* to pas* through before it reaches
The Assembly appointed a committee of six
]
that
the
necessary, every dollar is active, and i£ the ento the medical world; and its extraordinary efrecord
of
ministerial
the
luna*.
First,
it
enters
the
mouth
r,a.u...
incompetence
were
as
to attend the funeral of Prof. Morse.
good as could be made.
j
would be sealed by the ultimate aeknowledg- ! the a*sophagus and ihto the stomach, then into tlie
Mr. Bartlett asked the witness a question
terprise should not succeed, there will he verj j fects certainly warrant the conclusion that it is
Senator Johnson caused great excitement in
and
from
intestines,
theuec
ment
or
claims,
me
me
ah
tar as the
penetrates
about the tools purchased of Roach, when a
principle ot tnmrect
the Senate this forenoon by the announcement
little or no lass. One or two hundred thousand I a compound of agents hitherto unknowu.
If
veins which are contained in the meseutarv which
results whereof must be fraught with utmost
discussion rose as to its
veins carry it to the concave
admissibility, as the of the names of Senators whom he charged, danger to Kuglaud.
dollars added to these several establishment,
of the liver, and
portion
popularity is any criterion, there can be no doubt charge was not
were under the influence of Vanderbilt to defrom thence to the convex; thence it is carried to the
among those made by the Sun.
now in successful operation, would give
of the efficiency of the Vinegar Bitters, for
cm
\ cm cava, ami from that to the
The enacting
Secretary Robeson said the contract for tools feat pro rata freight bills.
heart.
No doubt
medicine thus administered will
ploymeut to more hands and increase the pop j the saleof the article is immense and continu- was made long liefore he came into office. To clause of the bill was stricken out.
MINOR TBLK«RA!NM.
mingle in each of the
parts above mentioned with humor, and undergo
1
further proceedings he hsid called for the prices
ulation of the city, more than ten million!
MORSE.
OF
PROF.
ally increasing.
FUNERAL
aprl-lwf
Steamships Italy, from New York, and Ba- some transformation or alteration, dependent on the
paid for tools purchased from Roach.
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Philadelphia, April
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DAY.

to-day in observance of the annual Fast.
pended
Weather bright and spring-like. Some of the
opened and all the theatres
churches^
filled. Fast day has become
of the most

Mr. Cox suggested that Mr. Conger draw up
a carefully prepared amendment that would
guard sailors from land sharks.
Mr. Wood offered au amendment providing a
penalty of not over $1000 against a ship captain
that takes on board a drunken sailor. Agreed to.
Mr. Wood also offered an amendment to
strike from the -tith section the last four lines,
which allow fees to the commissioner for hearing and deciding cases in dispute.
Mr. Butler, ot Massachusetts, said it was intended to have an additional section, providing
that all fees be paid into the treasury and the
commissioners be paid salaries.
Mr. Wood would object to their being salaried
officers, and pressed his amendment, which was

Important Bill of Secretary Bontweli

The

HAMACHDIKTm

a

Weather Re pert,
April 4, |J r. M.

I

1

n.wvvtwl.i

Congressmen Sargent, Houghton and Coughlan were denounced and burned in
effigy in the
7th ward last night for their connection with
the Verba Buena scheme.

Mr. W. H. Roberts suggested au ameudrueut
the appointment of shipping commissioners to the Governors of States and
reducing
the schedule of fees.
Mr. Conger was willing to allow amendments
to be offered, but said the schedule of fees had
been prepared by the New York Chamber of
Commerce.
Mr. Wood offered an amendment to
except
regular steamship lines from the operation of
this law.
Mr. Conger explained that it was sufficiently
provided for in other sections of the bill.
Mr. Hale moved an amendment to allow the
duties of shipping commissioners to be
performed by masters of vessels in port where no
such commissioners or collectors of customs

WASHINGTON.

THE

BURNED IN EFFIGY.

giving

Prof. Upliam’s life, iu which he gave many details respecting the history of the college. The
the church

In San Diego county springs which were
wholly or partly dried up by earthquake fifteen
years since have broken out afresh.

upon him in the dens aud cellars of New York
city and other large ports.

Fiske of Bath, counducted the services.
Professor Packard reao a discriminating sketch of

sit

San Fkancisco, April 4.—Advices from Lone
Pine to Friday last state that earthquake shocks
still continue, although with less violence.
Four more deaths of injured parties are
reported. Owen’s lake has risen four feet and Owen’s
river shruuken to half its usual size. A creek
is running where there was dry land formerly.
While one family of five were being buried,‘a
shock filled the graves with earth and sunk the
ground on which the burying party were stand-

nraa^iiilu

its

Bki'nswick, April 4.—The funeral ceremony
of the Late Prof. Thomas C. Upham took place
this affccruoou.
The students of the college
aud the meiical school accompanied the remains from the railroad station to the church.
Rev. Mr. Byington of Brunswick, and Rev. Di-

EARTHQUAKE.

Lake Nuuk—River Dried lip—etc.

Mr. Conger, who reported the bill, defended
principles and details. Tlie bill was in the
iuterest of morality and Christianity, and to

is mourned by many.

[By Associated Pres*.]

attendance

THE

HOUSE.
Concurrent resolutions were adopted declaring that Congress heard of the death of Prof.
Morse with profound regrets, whose distinguished and various abilities contributed more
than others to-the development aud progress of
practical arts aud his purity of private life,
loftiness of scientific aim aud resolute faith in
truth render it-cminently proper that Representatives and Senators should solemnly testify
to his worth and greatness.
The steamboat bill was considered and passed.
A bill amending the currency act was introduced and referred.
The House took up the bill reserving public
lands for actual settlers only. Various amendments and modifications were suggested, hut
without action the bill went over.
The report on the Alabama contested election
ease, declaring Hadley, the sitting member, entitled to the seat, was agreed to.
The bill for the appointment of
shipping
commissioners in the interest of sailors ana
commerce was taken up.
Mr. Wood argued against the bill, regarding
it impracticable of execution, aud really in the
interest of those hostile to sailors, aud as imHe
posing unjust burdens on shipowners.
suggested leaving the appointment of commisin
sioners
Philadelphia, Boston, Baltimore and
such large parts to the Chambers of Commerce
of these cities or Governors of States.
Mr. Butler suggested boards of underwriters.
Mr. Wood said the underwriters had only a
pecuniary interest in the matter, looking to the
protection of property. He wanted more than
that. He wanted to look to the protection of
sailors. He suggested the recommittal of the

The F.lien Simpson Steam Fire
Engine Company of Biddeford, arrived home yesterday
looking finely, and in excellent spirits. We
understand that their visit to Lewiston as is
apt
to lie the case, was most enjoyable.

OF

CAVaKFORNYA.

bill to incorporate
the Catholic Total Abstinence Union of America.
The House bill providing for labor commission was discussed and went over at the expiration of the morning hour.
The attempt to bring up the Indian appropriation bill was lost, 18 to 25.
The bill giving assent to Congress to supscription of the District of Columbia to stock of
the Piedmont & Potomac Railroad was considered and passed.
Executive session adjourned.

A two-story wooden house is iu process ol
construction by Mr. Thomas Cole, on Cutts
street, Biddeford. It is to he a four tenement
house and will probably be occupied
by our Cali, dian neighbors.

FUNERAL SERVICES

mav

Wyoming.
Mr. Wilsmi introducea

New Bridge.—It is proposed to build a new
bridge to Gooch Island, the wooden pier as well
as the whole
structure of the present bridge
beiug in a sadly decayed condition. Proposals
for building a stone pier for the same, have
been requested.

on

U. S. Deputy Marshal Baeroauie in Wedneswith nine prisoners, seven of whom were
to be connected with the
hanging of
Finnte at Perryville early in March.
Deputy
Marshal Willard is expected in with four more
persons implicated in same affair.

day

supposed

ships of not less than 2000 tons, when owned by
the United States citizens may, within three
years, • be registred for foreigu trade, that all
ship-stores and coal to be used in Americau
vessels on voyages from the United States to
foreign countries, may be taken from bond and
disposed for such purposes, duty free, and that
all vessels herein before mentioned may be
taken by the government for naval service in
time of danger after due inspection and appraisement, regulations for which minutelv
provided in the Dill.
Mr. Morton from the Committee on Elections
reported with amendment, the House bill relating to evidence on contested cases.
Mr. Anthony from the Naval Committee reported without amendment the bill for the relief of officers and crew of United States ship

Operations Suspended.—The grading of
the B. & M. Railroad extension, north of Main

Andrews, Esq.,

Committee.

Trt^snrv

School Meeting.—The voters of School
District No. 4 of Biddeford, will meet at
City
Hall on Saturday, at 2 o’clock, p.
m., to take
into consideration the matter of enlarging the
school room accommodations.

owned by James

ALLEGED MURDERER.

Sroy

Directors, Charles Hardy, Richard M. Chapman, Rishwortli Jordan, Luther Bryant, Geo.
H. Adams, James G. Garland, Frederick A.

Official Callers.—The luost

was

Mr. Corbett from the Committee on Commerce
reported a bill to promote shipbuilding
commercial interests in the United States. It
desfor the payment of drawbacks,equal to
uties paid on timber, metals and all other articles which may be imported and used iu the
construction or equipments of vessels of all
kinds built in the United States and England
exclusively, in trade with foreign countries and
American materials used in the construction
of such vessels. The Secretary of the Treasury
is to
pay a bounty equivalent to duties imposed
on similar materials or articles of
foreign manufacture when imported.
The bill further provides for American vessels registered in foreign countries since January 1st, 1881, may, witnin two years from enactment, be registered as American vessels under such regulations as the Secretary of the

__

none

dishonestly,

---j

worthy of Mr. Sherman, any more than the
pleasant fact of the latter’s' wealth is an assurance of his worthiness in other particulars.

_

very

at

of

up Commercial street, between Centre and
Cross streets, and went so far as not only to secure the title but to obtain the cession of the
State sovereignty, whereupon the Government

indebted

isrotners

“As Opera-House Romance—A dancing sprite captured from Lalla Rookh's train
—Millionaire’s and artists the guests at the
bridal”—these are announcements in recent
New York papers in connection with the
marriage, billed for Sunday, of Ruth Aeheson
and Richard Sherman, the latter a very

Having accomplished this object, Mr. L.
started a subscription for the purchase of the
lands and buildings, which was
suc-

not

generous

a

iagonta s mage,
have bougtit out G. A. Lovejoy, grocer, and
have moved into his store and the store formerly occupied by them, has been let to A. Winslow for a meat market.

needs of Portland.
The result was a memorial to Mr. Fessenden,
then Secretary of the
Treasury, to suspend ac
tion until arrangements could be made for the
purchase of the balance of the square, and a
vote requesting Mr.
Lynch to proceed to Washington and confer personally with the Secretary in regard to the adoption of new plans for
the building.

are

entertainment for the public,

patronage.

securing the erection of a building of architectural proportions and suitable to the future

obtained

to

man

only about half its width, which would
have been out of proportion and unsuitable.
This small building was to have cost about
$100,000, and.would have had no light in the
municipal Court.
northeast side.
BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.
Just at this point, Hon. John Lynch—who at
Thursday.—Michael Kine and John Craven, for
that time had been elected to Congress hut had
the larceny of wood from the Grand Trunk Railway
not taken his seat—originated the idea of seyard, pleaded guilty to the charge and were lined $2
curing for the United States the entire lot cnand one half costs each.
I closed between the four streets, so that a buildBrief Jotting*.
mg oi suuaoie size ana perfect symmetry coma
gan paying the eighth coupon of their bonds at
the office of Head & Perkins in Boston.
Liquor-selling in Portland is now acknowledged to be Perry-lous business.
A standing joke on our Westbrook horse cafs
—“There’s lots of roou
There were 70 deaths in Portland in the
month of March.
Steamer Carlotta, from Halifax, brought 160

!

was

of the situation t<
Mr. Chase, Secretary of the Treasury, by Judg<
Clifford and himself, in 1864, he recomuiendei
the erection of a new Custom House upon tin
part of the present site then owned by tin
United States, aud Congress made an appropri
Afterwards the plan of tin
tiou towards it.
building was changed, aud tiiat upon which ii
was finally erected was adopted—additions
land having been purchased therefor at a cosi
of $35,000. It is perhaps not improbable tliai
the fact of the great fire in 1866 had somethin*
to do with the readiness witli which the appro:
priations were made by Congress. There wai
a deep and pervading sympathy for Portland
and tne thought that the appropriations foi
the Custom House and Post Office would give
employment to needy aud destitute men, and
would help the city to tide over the shoal of it;
affliction, no doubt had its influence with members of Congress, as a similar thought lias recently had in the ease of dismantled Chicago.
It became the people of Portland, he throught,
to recognize this
fact, and acknowledge tin
practical
friendship and sympathy tiiat bad
been extended by the
government.'’
The Collector has, I think, forgotten one im-

Upon

CITY AND VICINITY.

The D. F. J’s.—We don't like cabalistic titwe
can’t understand them; but
every ono could unuerstand aud appreciate their
beautiful entertainment last night. City Hall

tles—because

Graphite

sn

|
|

oodl6w

,e-7

MOUSE'S ‘TTKUINKI TONIC” i* prepared
expressly for strengthening the system. Imparting
tone and vitality to the varloue organs, removing
such weaknesses and complaint* as tend to under
which cause a great
mine the constitution and
mkldeodsnJm
amount of suffering If neglected.
DU.

—

THE TRESS.

EDUCATIONAL.

FAMILY

SA VINOS BANK

His Wife’s Mother
wild seashore,
He stood on his head on the
^
And danced on bis band*
In all his emotions, as never
A madly hilarious grig.

REAL ESTATE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

AT

which left the bay
An<l why? In that vessel
Hia mother-in-law had sailed
To a tropical country some distance away,
Where tigers and ser)>cnts prevailed.

NEW

A

I Geo. R, Ivovts & Co.’s

building

in Making Change.
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...

Life Insurance

Company,

Thereupon the German lady handed him a
fifty-cent stamp. He took the stamp between
his teeth, and counted out a handful of
jennies into the woman’s lap. She counted
them very carefully, and then looked
up into

-OF

No. 257

Hoiiat-a,

B. F. BEEKMAN, President.

Desirable

BOARD OF DIRECTORS:
Darius R. Manga in,
William H. Lyon,
Thos. Christy,
Wm. A. Wheelock,
B. F. Beekman,
Geo. S. Moulton,
Peter Gilsey,
Lewis J. Phillips,
Barnet L. Solomon,
Dan’l S. Appleton.
A. A. Valentine,
Jesse Seligman,

Lewis May,
Samuel Schiller,
R. W. Adams,
Wash’nA. Roebling,
Wm. H. Wallace,
Solomon Locb,
John T. Conover,
Daniel D. Badger,
Wm. M. Wilson,
R. S. Middleton,
P. Frankenheimer,
Chas. B. Wade.

some

Taxes.—The Lit-

annuity

for the

•_-1

tUC

war, worked the forfeiture of the enormous
quantity of about three million acres of

land,

or

one-seventh part of the whole State,
through the non-payment of taxes. During
the past few weeks the State Auditor has
been engaged in selling these lands.
Only
about one-third of them could find
purchasers,
and that on an average, at the small
price of
the amount of taxes
imposed. The unsold
lands are now being re-offered for sale, with
the prospect that the amount
disposed of,
added to that sold at the
original sale, will not
exceed one-haif of the whole three million
Thus the State will have gotten, after
driving many of the people into bankruptcy
because they could not meet the onerous taxes levied
by unconscionable law-makers,
about half the taxes it demanded. The Auditor1 s office is now being flooded with
petitions from all manner of
persons, praying the
donation to them of the unsold lands. Under
the law as it stands, every
man, woman, and I
child is entitled, upon proper
application, to
160 acres of lands.

Valuable

j

Fifteen annual
appear
payments are [required on this
plan to purchase a paid-up life
policy. Each yearly payment is
less than the preceding one, the decrease being at the rate of four
per
cent, compound interest. As an
example: 'at the age of 25 the
first payment on a policy for
at

once.

$10,000 would be $373; the second,
$358 10; the third, $313 20; the
fourth, $328 30; the fifth, $313 40,
the sixth, $298 40; each subsequent
payment decreasing in the same
ratio until the fifteenth yenr, when
last payment would be but

the

$16410, a sum much below the ordinal’} whole-life rates. The total

A Singular Case.—The medical men
(says the Chicago Times) are somewhat mystified over one of those strange acts of nature
which are sometimes brought to light.
Quitp
recently a Miss Hoag died suddenly in Evans-

ceive a paid-up policy for $10,000.
On the ordinary plan, to secure a

ton,

paid-up policy

of the payments made amount to
$4,028 90, and at the end of the fifteenth year the insured would re-

for

$10,000 by fif-

teen annual payments, a
25 years of age would

person
pay to the
Company in the aggregate $4,851—
a saving at once in favor of the
new method of $822 10.
The new plan ha?, however, other and greater
advantages. At the
close of the sixteenth policy
year,
and every year thereafter
during
life, the Company will pay to the

policy-holder such an annuity
the entire surplus accumulated

as

at

compound interest will warrant.

Conservative estimates in regard
to future rates of
interest, mortality, lapses, and expenses, show that
this annuity will average about
five per cent, on
the aggregate
amount of

The Atlanta Sun is
tilting against Websters Dictionary, because it has the word
“copperhead” and not the words “scalawag”
and “carpet-bagger” in the last edition. The

paid by

the fifteen premiums

the insured to the Com-

pany.
Thus iu the

above mentioned, estimating the annuity at five
Sun says: “No fair-minded
scholarly man per cent, only, a person 25 years ot
would permit his son or daughter to go to a
age, having in fifteen years paid to
school where the last edition of Webster’s Die
tionary is in use.” Thus the Southemers- the Company the sum of $4,023 90,
continue their never ending warfare
against would receive at the end of the sixdictionaries, although, judging by the way teenth
year, and at the end of every
they have complained, they have had enough
of scalawags and
without year thereafter during life, a sum
carpet-baggers
wanting them in the dictionaries too.
iu cash amounting to $201 45. The
policy-holder’s right to this annubracing atmosphere of Northern
Vermont is occasionally apt to
ity the Company will purchase at
upset some
people s mental equilibrium. A story is told auy time after the full fifteen payof a youthful member of the bar at St
ments have been made.
A1
bans who plunged into a
glowing exordium
Should the insured through misin presenting his case, in which he declared
fortune be compelled to stop paythat “When we look back upon the untrodden paths of the future, we behold the foot- ment before the fifteenth
year, a
prints of an Almighty hand.
paid-up policy will be given, after
three aunual payments have been
made, for as many fifteenths of the
sum insured as
yearly payments
rush for it) ou DIO LEWIS* last aml^greatest work.
have been made, ail
arrangement
perfectly equitable and just. Ou
OUR
such paid-up
policies, however,
iir, Mr Jolly Friend’s Secret.
the annuity payment commences
It is by odds the most taklnv anil salable book in the i
at :he end of the sixteenth
“«*“•
•
on a
viumy important subject. 2 It Is
year
by America s most popular writer on health. 3 It is,
after the first payment made to the
for the iirice, the largest and handsomest
book ever
will by subscription.
Agents, the people are eager Company, and will be based upon
for such a book, and will
urge you to tiring it to them,
the amount paid for such policies.
free.
Geo Maclean, Publisher.
ter™*i
A-c.,
•islm
f?r
3
School
st,, Boston, Mass.
ap2fiw
case

Property for

WITHIN six minutes walk of the Portland
& ltochester It. It. Depot, and
formerly occupied by C. L. Patridge, consisting of a good
House, Barn, Wood-house and Out-buildings, all in
good repair, with a good supply of soft and hard wawater, and containing about four acres of choice land
with about 80 choice grafted and
bearing apple trees.
Also Pear, Cherry and small fruit, such as
grapes,
currents, goosberries, &c.
Also another house and lot ou said street; lot 125x125
with
some
feet,
bearing apples trees, small fruits. &c.
Both of which will be sold
if applied for
soon.
Terms easy. For further information inquire
of
JOHN CLOUDMAN.
mcnztKUw>»w4w-wl3
Saccarappa, Me.

®

!

KKNiiRDyig dehlock orarinitW.

-The proprietor, lias, by the assistance
Chemists
22U5JP™!inPhysicians and
"lilizing the medicinal
i.rmlwii1

iio ci,”J**n«l In the
h\

uml ll.
obtain*

a v.

iis SWto S®
applied
nlatism, Croup,
a

feVh

pany, ami prove in every way
ment in a Savings Bank, for the

equal to an investprotection and supamount of the policy paid

Pah,1"!,^ f”r R1">“the Back, Chest
'Hies'
Salt Rheum, Scurvy,Stonumh,
SorcsTYlce?!’
or

Bunions, Soro Corns, Krost

ap2t4w

port of old ago, while the
at death may relieve a destitute
or add to
comforts already jiossessod.
The Company is also prepared to Issue policies

flunilff

Bites’

Cldlblaius, Sore Broasts and Nipples’
Ringworms, Clintlng, and Skin Diseases of an Inflammatory nature.
IV. IV. IV1I1PPK,

Portland,

UlKill

Me.

the

MRS. DINSMORE’S

tontine savings

This is

truly

tt.uKb, Croup, Asthma and Colds.
tb° Me,“C'11
"*°Ul^
I‘r<*'lucc any-

JKJgSg*’

THY
dc23<liX;w

w.12

WANTED,

Company In all parts of

i

AUG.
UKNKHAI.

IT!

:im

S3

to
the

H.

honestly

* p

UAINK,

Porllnnrt.

no28

Streets.
HOOPER & BXTVRfpVHl rvu
Exchange Street.
L. F. HO FT, No. 11 Preble Street.

holstering

For Discuses of the Throat and Lungs,
gsuch ns Coughs, Colds,Whooping Cough,

FOB

j

of mankind
dence
become household

done to order.

DEANE, No. 89 Federal Si.
kind, of Cphol. . ring and Repairing
to order.

«

ABNER LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

Hanufi.it urers of Trunks, Valises and

Carpet-Bags.

suffering,

JOHNSON, 171 Riddle and

116 Federal Streets.

SYMPTOMS

OF DYSPEPSIA
ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CON-

N. E.

timely

SHALL

And sold by druggists
decl8-d&wevery3owly

& KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

Street.

PROPRIETOR

Plumbers.

CORN SYRUP.
Having discovered that an inferior Syrup is being
sold throughout the State, branded “Corn Syrup,”
we beg to notify the trade generally
that, the only
genuiue article is branded as follows:
££88

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

PRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
ALL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
NEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE

Silver nnd Plated
ABNER

OF

AND

WHOLESALE

Street.

PERKINS &

CO.,

This brand is protected by Letters Patent, and the
Syrup is for sale by all the Wholesale Grocers in
Portland.
EMERY & FURBISH.
mcli27
Portland, March 25th, 1872.

mch3

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

PHILLIPS A CO..
PORTLAND, ME.

MW&S

t

W. P.

w3m

I.

AMBROSE MERRILL, Na. 139 Mid-

OFFICE OF

dle Street.

wlO

J. W. Ac H. H.
& Union Sts.

HASTINGS,

MCDUFFEE.Cor.

Middle

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

MELODEONS
&

SALES-

ROOM,

State

144 1-2

—

EXCHANGE

ST. !

Received the HIGHEST j
PREMIUMS in the New :

England

and State Fairs in

All InNlruiumtM Warranted*

Price lists sent by mail.

Will sell to be paid for in Install■neats.
Jalso

1

|

McPhail’s Pianos,

Remember 144
-m
_'vl7

Southern
for

Ship Stuft,

1-3

m

the United

*

<tc20 eiKi&wtf

Pine Lumber.
the

canto

iSar

short notice, by

filled at

A

:

KELSEY,

1G1 Commerc ial Mired,

T>8 YCHOMANCT,

or son.
may fiwotnate

Foreign Specie and Coupon*.

BUY

AND

terest.

answered.
Social attention to package* received by expre*'.-.
eod3m
Ja»30

«mHK Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
A have leased tlielr Docks and other piojiery In
Caiie Eliiahetli to .laiuos K. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during said
time the Company will not be t»ai>«iBible for uny
debts contracted In their name or on their account,
unless authorised or approved bv the President of
CIIAS. A. LA St BARD,
the company.
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1B71
jmiot;

Notice to the Undertakers of the
Mc.

CHARMING,’'

I How either sox
and gain the love
>nd affections of any person they choose, instantly,
I'his simple mental acquirement all can ]>osrcss. free
hv mail, for 25 cents, together with a
marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, iVc. A
oueor exciting book.
100.000 sold. Address T. WUliBiu A Co.. Pub’s. Phllu.
ap2t4w

City of Portland.

1
’j

Ayer’s

KKI.L

ALSO, FOR MALE
European and North American First MobrOAGK R. It. Bonds, t> per cent iu Gold, at 90 and in-

hereby given
NOTICK
the City Ordinances in
returns to the

making

will Imj strictly

April, 1872.
mar29dlw

the requirements o
regard to Undertakers
Sui>erlntendcnt of Burials,
that

is

enforced

on

TO ITS

and after the lirst dav of

above is an engraving of a Si earn Boiler containing 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
new principle, namely.fAaf of
stopping the vertical
means or two horizoncirculition, accomplished
tal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of
water.
The smoke and heated gases pass first through tlie
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second
comiKirtmcnt,
thence again descending they pass
through the tubes
in the thin!
By this operation, the
compartment.
smoke, and licatea gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in contact with giadually decreasing temperatures ol
water.
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse

GOULD.

Superintendent

of

Burials.

Hair

ADVANCING
sickness, care,

We will guarantee that this boiler will sliew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government Bonds.
The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water Is allowed
to come in contact with tlie
heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
Wo would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followlug facts, that while
running this
bollerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which In itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei

intensely

before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
call.

W. T. BROWN & CO.. General Agents,
dc!8
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.

yearn,

disap-

pointment, and hereditary predisposition, ull

turn the hair gray;
either of them disposers
it to fall off prematurely, and either effect is
unsightly and unpleasant to behold.
Dr.
AYER’S consummate
skill has produced an
antidote for these deformities which has won
gratitude for him from
multitudes of women
and men. His HAIR
VIGOR sometimes reproduces lost hair; and always
restores to Ruled and gray hair its natural color, with
the gloss and fVeshness of youth. The comparatively
few bald ami gray heads, that we now see, are those
who have not yet discovered the virtues of AYER’S
HAIR VIGOR for renewing the hair. The fresh and
youthful hair we see on older heads is often the product of his art. If you are disfigured, or made okl
austere and
by gray hair, restore its
color, and with it your features to their original softness and agreeable
expression.
As an elegant
dressing lor beautifying the Hair, it
has no superior.

PREPARED BY
I)R. J. C. AYER & CO.,
LOWELL, MASS..
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
And sold all round the world,

deefi

Gig Saw

£‘‘•301 Loug Wnarf. Boston, ac 3

T"*

p.m

Ptne street Whirl, PblUiW.
Jion
al 111 .i. in.
pbia.
Inaiiranee one ball the rate ol aali

-AX

iJWDALI.’S MILLS,

BVBANDAl.L. ANDREWS*,
Lite ol the Gardiner Hotel.tbe Maine
Hotel at Damarbeottu, aud Columbian House, Bath.
kM1 A Rood Livery Stable is connected witk the
«.

__mrM.iM

I'oal

bv

the

W,L»'"SKLL

WK

I.CWF,

C'ar^o T

aTUA.flBK,
BROKEN,

lOAI.611'

NT©VK nnil CHEwTNUT
on health.
By tb» car?o at the Tory tones" raarke" nrice
The world-wide reputation of the author, anti the
Lvered on board at
ot ►hipmeot, and will
large sale of all his previous works, cannot fail to se- j| care vessel* t» tru.«noit ti e same when denlr*! procure an immense demand for his latest and best.
GEO. MACLEAN, Publisher.
w-L
.1 School St., Boston.
mch4|4w

j

Hard and WhitePine Timber

Made Rapidly with Stencil ami Key
Check Outfits. Catalogues, sample'
particulars free. S. M. S|»encer, Brattlebomchl6t4w
X

and full
ro, Vt.

j

O' band and sawed to dimensions.
BARD FINE PLANK,
HARD FINE FLOORINCi AND
MTKP.
BOARDS, lor aale by

WICKES’

STETSON

ECLECTI

C

|

!

ELIAS HOWE

Sow

intended lor use iu ordinary kerosene lamps,
wherever good light uml perfect security from accident are required. It is prepared carefully at the
is

RIVER OIL

And cannot be

equalled
..j

Patterns of Garments

WORKS,
for

PL’JMM-B *

■.<__

prime bbls. by

98 Indin 8trert, BoMon,
Orn’l Ag'tn for New England.
J.J. CHENERf,
Agon! far Portland.

'

j

Jl* |/Wi

to

4w

$200 PER MONTH.

Success sure.
100 Ageuts now Wanted.
1st. New and Beautiful Man of U. S. & World, two
maps in one, size of each 40x00 inches. Best ever published for agents. What people have long needed.
2d. New Map of New England, colored in townships
states and counties,for 1872. Large scale.
No good
agent can fall of clearing $5 to $15 i*»r day on t hese two
Maps and our Rapid Selling Pictures. Apply tor
terms at onoe to D. D. GUERNSEY,
Pub. Concord.
N. H. or Box 3827, Boston.
aplt4w

•Pll/l/

ina; Machines

ANDBUTTKRICK’S

■Mlf
Furnished in cans, cases, and

POPE,

Whait'and.ltuck. Drat, corner of E street.
wraumliy_Q«ee. 10 State s ..Hostim.

O I X !

HUDSON

I7l

WILDEB;

Middle81.. UpRtalra.

FISHERMEN !
TWINES
M'Jf.

AND

NETTING,

MAX V t'ACTHK D fl
P. HOOPER ,e

SdimI lor price-liM.
teU

sorts.

Bnllim.rr,

.114.

.11,

mfipJmaSSmsftjp

HEALTH

Dealers and purchasers of Fruit and Ornamental
Trees and Plants will find their Interest in examining
our largely increased and unequalled stock, which is
1
The moat
popular medicine f.r nervous trouble® superior in quality, with many Novelties, selected in
(the source ol all other ailments,) is
i Europe, by itersonal inspection, last fall. Send for a
DODD’S NKBVINE. and Invlgorater
For sale by all druggists. Price One Dollar
Catalogue.
W. C. STRONG & CO.,
aplttw
Brighton, Mass., and No 4 Beacon St., Boston,
mchll

Cj -BURNHAMS
Upw Turbine is in
general

throughout the U. S. A
rix *“<*• >» ««*1 by thcUovem™cn‘ ln the Patent
Ottlce.
WMhtngtou, D. C. It* aimpllcity of construction ami tho
power it transmits renders ifci
1he best water wheel ever invent®.!.
Pamphlet free. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

Hw

MWJfcF

rns®

H
r

M

k

£

aplltdvv

r

AGENTS WANTED FOR

“JUKH s.'T

For

Bsauty of Poliah. Saving Labor, Ctaarx

llnoaa,Ourability

A.

Cheapness, Unequaleu.

ax war* or WQUTMLKsa ixitationh UUlJ„
names. but re^-mbllng our* in »h:ip« ami color of wrac
l*.to idedlo4ittA.lv*.
THK Rtaixe si x polish ix Brut, ft*
Stove«Uair--*
um>. at twelve cent* ptr pmind-twentvflve and urr
P«h;ih! boxes, "t heaper than any other Duik Poliah !• r

uytl* tn*c.

rut risim; at x u xnu
rtxm.-\ SharpenUr
oth w art Icles
Elio
Tllk
Kl»!\" HI % Ma« k LKAH LI IIHK \TUtt.fbrpurpo*^
KormJo*.
bearing* nnd n.arhlneni. La-t* *Jx tin»<*« ruling *»w'i
alone.
box- s»5eentn ;.. r. ■. Trylt.

*!?**•

inosTpopuiar

?MH._awdwih.

MORSE BROS., Prop'ra., Canton, Maes*
jan_*7d\ w-l2w
ws

For Sale.

For

salr.

IT and Confectionery Store for sale at a hargain. as the Proprietor is going west. Inquire at
office.
mchTtf

FRIT
th

a

Fairfield house,

Phyaical Life Of

dcod&eowd-woow-ly

\ ?OOD Gate Saw, nearly new. Enquire or ad-rm-drsis LITTLEFIELD* WILSON. Cor. York
aud Maple st.
ja.lltf

wUy*B*turdn

/**■£>*«»"

WOMAN

vouthfui

ugly,

pori evd/j W.dn

»«■ by the Penn. K K. and Soon
by connecting lines to; warded Iree ol coin in 1
salon.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS
Kor Freight or
Passage apply to
WIIITNKV A SANlPstON,
A|«.a,
JngS-ly
to L.ag Whorl, B«n.«,

Still outsells any book in the market. It is
thoroughly established as the only reputable work on the oclicate subjects of which its treats.
Nearly Ready! A new book from the pen of DIO
LEWIS, America’s most popular lecturer and writer

Vigor, j

NATURAL VITALITY AND COLOR,

Line.
4

? «»T8B*oh

Interest. See that the book you get is by Rev. J. F. |
Richmond. 5 years a City Missionerv. A work worth I
having and not a Seusation book. 200 Engravings.
Agents sell 40 a day. E. B. TREAT, Pub. 805 Broadmch4t4w
way, N. Y.

fob26

West.
SAMUEL D. TEBBKTS.

by

a

JAMES S.

Steamship

A 42J? XrrpCIWW** for the “Bright side of
A\T£J^I
L ^New York/* a Library of Information pertaining to its institutions and Objects of

BARTLETT Me CO

wants to go

rv

PHILADELPHIA

age’s H

WANTED.—Agents

OF TRAINS.

THE

power.

Through
given to South and West.
Fine Passenger accoramocationa.
P»ce Including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk *12.50
..
time
48 hours; to Baltimore
815, time 65 honrs
Norfolk. 48 hours. To Baltimore, 65 hour,
ror further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
w
Juncatf_ M Central Wharf, Boston.

IB o a T o

for our new 16 (Age paper the
Contributor. Thirteen departments, religious
and secular. Rev. A. B. Earle writes for it. $1.00 a
year; a $2.00 premium to each subscriber. For
Agents’ terms, address James H. Earle, Bostou,
Mass.
mch!6t4w

FOR RESTORING GRAY HAIR

I
j

pL“crates

f-

SPRING VALE.

I

Gold,

*oke R. R. to ail points iu North and South
Carolina
S Ohio RRU>

delicate aiitl reOp«Ui|
iranoDuf KCimlae k'arlua
Colofne Water, aad la
IndlitpcuMuble to
•*1

FOR SALE!

owner

Lavrenev"

s

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
S^F'Sleoping Gars ou all night train*.
The Company are uot responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate ot
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.
oc26islw-ostf

_Jan31

William

tel»2Gt-lw

The

of this Line sail from

of Central Wharf, Boston.
Tnewiavs and Saturdays at 4j\m.
NORFOLK and BALTIMORE
end

“George Jppold."
William Kennedy.’
“McClellan
Capt.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Waahlngton byJ
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfblk to Petersburg and
A'uAmW, by river or rail: and by tbe Va. & Tenn.
in Virginia, Tennessee, Ala1 bamamn Georgia ; ami over the Seaboard
ami Boa-

disorders of Liver and Stomach, Headache, Dvsic. Sold everywhere at 26 cent*.
mr4t3m

AGENT*!!!

tf

lJlyA§tMWforSteamships:—

!

t

Steamships

.TP

11 iXlbiilY'V

a BW- f a' ut’lrril Reiuotir lor a. caseofl
in Head," (’atari\ or B
VA
B
vM
»
\
$|s | Ctetfki,which he canuot cure. B
|y f hold by Druggists at 60 cts. J

BLANCHARD’S,

As the

City, State. County and United State* Bonds.
AGKNTS FOR THE MALE OF
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, ami Minnesota
First Mortgage R. It Bonds. 7 per cent in Go»«i.

,',<SL
d

certainty. Send for
Concord, N. H.

B|Bb f'.'ilUNJ

Agent

Norfolk And Baltimore and Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

*

■ BVDo* proprietor of Dr.

A. R. STUBBS,
1st 25th then os

mchl3

]ei>sla,

Do not be deceived by “Old reliable office,” or
“best routes’’ advertised by other parties, but call at
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster Hall,or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance. Baggage chocked through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H.
oppo. Preble House,
No. 262 Congress street, Portland, Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
Bangor, Me.

Bostou.

—

NOTICE.

Exchange St.

Southern Pino, by

Ilf

Cure

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!!

We draw Exchange ou Man FrauciHCo,
Montreal, Ml. John, ami Halifax, and Buy
and Sell on Commission Stock* and B mils in Boston and New Yoik.
inquiries by mail promptly

have the Agency for this State for the
CELEBRATED

ho leading instrument manufacture!
States.

American ami

Street,
DEALERS

Northern 1'actfic It. R. Bonds, 7 3-10 in
and Um U. S. Funded Loan.

|

i

BANKERS,

j

mchl6t4w

tebbet¥ house,

—AND—

MANUFACTORY

A
lo »150 i»er mouth cleared with
terms at once to D. I. Guernsey,

OR EAT WEST.

i-^—i

STOWE & UOWJVER,

ORGANS

Pike,

o’clock, p. nt.

__

From^Montreal,

R.

AND

list

300 Agents Wanted Now
Liam Thread. 4k
*t'I! our Sewlu*
Piclarn. EveryMilk,
family will bny them. *75

Railway

Montreal aud the West, at 1.10 P. M.
Accommodation for South Pari* and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris ami Lewiston, at 8.15 A. M.
Quebec, Gorham ami Baugor, at

E. L1BBV, 17 1-3 Union Street, np
stairs.

Brunswick,

V.,

via the

30, 1B71.

afttr MONDAY, March
*?u
the Steamer New England,
the Steamer
5,a*>t-1K- F,ekl- •“**
Cant S. H.

J-^th,

ii~ri

leave Railroad Wharf, toot ol
State St., every Monday and Thursday, at 0.00 i>. m
1< r Eastport an«l St John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Don't be deceived by worthier* imitation*.
Got
only Wells’s Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 cts iier
box.
JOHN 0. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N.
Sole agent for the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by DrumixtH. Prlfe 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
Portland, Me.

novll-dtf

au.l after Monday, Oct.
will run as follow*:

ARRANGEMENT

>

CuliM.

Or any other point in the

—ti

X r >iMi

d

fllHESE TABLKTS present the Acid incombinu_I_ tion with other efficient remedies, in a popular
form, tor the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved ami statements
are constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

P.

IST1.

?“r“:!???|Trmii8

CO.

Jeha, Digby

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

Pw €«uglifl, Coldii nnd HoarwiiciM.

dai-

A*RKA.ISr GriONlEIlVT.

Ml.

Wiadaeraad Halifax.

WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

Pasaeuger train at 7.30 A. M. for !
South Paris, aiul intermediate .station*. 1
Mail train stopping at all stations) for Islaud j
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,

Stair Builder.

BY

■

CALIFORNIA,

m

Schools.

FOB SALK BY ACI.
DRCGOISTS,

*

j

ENGLISH find FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Congress Street.

“White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia.”

Publishers,

and

Broadway,
parties having business ; someday*.
Connecting at Eastport with steamer QUEEN for
chances, or wanting agents, please send us your cirSt. Andrews and Calais, and with N. B & C. Railculars or address.
inchg.VMw't
way for Woodstock and Houlton.
MONTH to sell our Universal Cement
til?
Connecting at St. John with the Steamer EM
t
Combination Tunnel, Button Hole CutPRESS for Digby ami
Annapolis, thence by rail to
ter, and other articles. Saco Novelty Co., Saco, Me.
Windsor and Halifax and with the E. & N. A. Railmar25tlw
way fur Sheiliac and intermediate stations.
SPP“Fieight received on days of sailing until 4

-FOR-

WINTER

Ware.

LOWELL, 301 Congress

Trunk

ALTERATION

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.
R. PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
Ware Repaired.

GLOOM AND DE-

cents.
11 M. WHITE & CO.,
New York City. Also,

$5.00 SAVED
Grand

Calais

SPKIJTG

ceipt of 28

MERRITT, Superintendent, Boston,
PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,

By purchasing ticket'

JOHN POBTEOU8, Agent.

INTERNATIONALJSTEA NNHIP
■ia,tperl,

ALL

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

GEO. R. DAVIS Ac Co.. No. 301 1-9 Congress Street.

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,

Arrangement, NTnr. 13,

Commercial Street. Portland.

Scotia

or

Wanted.

scpt25dtf_

•

Street.

Wharf,
BhplUtf

*Accommodation.
IFast Express.

333

Baii'ai,_Nov8

Atlantic

FISK.

W.

junltdlyr

P. FEENF, Cor. Cumberland and Franklin Sts.

CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
COUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
CONSUMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

May 9-dtf

partial) wanting to get into business, send for
the CANVASSING AGENTS' MANUAL. Published monthly, containing the address ot business
Mu throughout the country, wanting agents, with
a description of their business.
Sent by mail on re-

&

M., t3.45

JAMES

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, Haymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway streot.

Dr. Jourdain's CouMilting Office,
Ol Hancock Street, Boh ton. Ham.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, Ac.

n.»

URINARY ORGANS.
Jt is strengthening aud nourishing. Like nutritious food taken into the stomach, it assimilates and
diffuses itself through the circulation, giving vigor
WISELY UNI
and health.
It regulates the bowels, quiets the nerves, acts diThe favorite Steamship CAR
rectly on the secretive organs, and, by its powerful
LOTT A will leave Galt's Wb.tn
Tonic and restoring effects, produces health v and
SATURDAY
ever}
vigorous action to the whole system.
>at
4 P. M. for Halifax direct
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, IS Platt Street, New York.
close connections with the
making
v-,
•Sole Agent for the United States.
I Nova Scotia Railway, for Windsor, Truro N.-w
Price One Dollar i»er Bottle. Send for Circular.
Glasgow and Ptctou.
mch25
4w
t
Returning will leave Dominion Wharf. Halifax very Tuesday, at 4 V. M.
LIFE
OF
Cabin jMessage with State Room.
*7 ou
For further information
apply to L. BILLINGS

the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. M. Spriugtteld Route aud Sound
Steamers for New York aud the South. 3.30t P. M
ralu with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
I3B^*Freight trains between Portland and Boston

jvith

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtures arranged and set up in the best manner.
Jobbing promptly attended to.

*

every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P M
Tli« THriwi uml R’ruin-imln
__i.v
accommodations for passengers, making this the most
convenient ami comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
(taxis forwarded to and from Montreal
Quelxc
Halifax, St. John, and all part* of Maine. Shipper*
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers ax
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf, Portland
.1. F. AMES, Pier 38, E. R„ New York.

York,

of the

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood,
full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, lie:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cent*. Address,

DAVIS Ac CO., No. 80 Riddle Street.
LARSON, 133 Riddle St., cor. Cron.

Galf. Wharf. Ported,

magnates. All about JOS1E MANSFIELD the tire,,
aud KDWABO 8. 8TOKK8, the assassin, octavo of over 300pages, profusely Illustrated.
Ageuia
Wanted. Send fl (hr outfit, and secure territory at
once.
Circulars free. UNION PUBLISHING CO.,
Philadelphia, Chicago or Cincinnati.
mch23Hw

Trains leave P. S. & P. B. H. StaPortland, for Boston, *6.15, *9.1Q
M., 3.3«t, 3.46*, P. M. Ketitmhir
JK.30 A. M., *12.15, *3. P. M
-“—*7-30,
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester and Concord, N. H., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, 6.16* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M
Lowell, 6.13*. 9.10* A. M., 3.30J, 3.46* P. M.
Milton and Union, 9.10* A. M. 3.301, 3.46* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives in Boston In
time to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New

HAS

Photographers.

PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
TASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.

the world.

Steamers Dirigo and Franco*, u
will, until farther notice, run v

TAMMANY FRAUDS.

__

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

GEO. L. LOTHROP As CO., No. 133 Exchange Street.

J. H.

all round

Winter

ARRANGEMENT.

NEW

BiugraphicH of Vanderbilt, Drew, Gould aud other IS K.

F. CHASE,
P. S. & P. R. R.

Sapt.

Steamship Co

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

HOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Dr. K. J. JOURD AI.Y,

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

A. S.

use.

PREPARED BY
DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL. MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,

St.

Organ and Mclodeon Manufacturers.

TRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED
FOOD, USUALLY SOON AFTER
EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY
FOOD
FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.

HEADACHE,

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 Congress

Passenger trains leave Portland

nottf

Child Again !

a

Brilliant Pen Pictures of the
SIGHTS AND SENSATIONS of NEW YORK.

Mail train.

Ayer’s

marvellous cures, which have won for it a confidence
in its virtues, never equalled by any other medicine.
It still makes the moat effectual cures of Couqhs,
Colds, Consumption, that can bo made My medical
skill. Indeed,, the Cherry Pectoral has
really
robbed these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a
great extent, and given a feeling of immunity from
their fatal effects, which is well founded, if the remedy be taken in season. Every family should have it
in their closet for the ready and prompt relief of its
members. Sickness,
and even life is saved
by this timely protection, Tlie prudent should not
neglect it, and the wise will not. Kcep.it by you for
the protection it affords in sudden attacks, and by ts

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

DURAN At

long

lic about forty years, by a
long contiiined series oi

SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block’
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

DYSPEPSIA.

icpuuuum
so
as

taint'd it

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

Specialty

I
I

for Portsmouth and Boston, (Sun:"fftsfsffffll'y.
w' lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. t6.15 A.

Cherry Pectoral. It
has boon known to the pub-

F.

J.

<

TExpress.
PuUtuan Sleeping < 2tr Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.15, 9.10 A. 51., and
3.30,3.45 P. M.
trains from Portlaud, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
I Passengers ticketed through by cither route.

ui mum-

Maine

■

ow

5

CYBCM HTVRDIVANT,
General Agent.
ap2tf

Portlaml, Mar. 25, 1872.

for

Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M., 710.40 A.
M., t2.38 P. M., 13.30 P. M., *10.10 P. M.
•Pullman sleeping car express train,
t Accommodation train.

THE FEW Compositions
which have won the confiand
words
i;
among not only oue but
many nations, must have
extraordinary virtues. Per!haps no one ever secured so i

Up-

DAVID W.

chances for safe investment in trade in Portland.
For further particulars call on the premises, No 32
St. Lawrence street, of
J. J. OILBERT.
1*. S—All who have demands against me will present them for payment, and persons owing me will
mchlOtf
please call and settle.

White’s

—4

Steamer

KIITI.VIO* O.

For mrtber particulars inquire of Ross & Sturdivant, 17'J Commercial street, or

SCESSES, and will remove all Iobstru ctioan of the
LIVER, SPLEEN, INTESTINES, UTERINE d

5.20 P. M.

Ayer’sCherry Pectoral

OF

landings.

1

is a perfect remedy for all diseases of the BLOOD.
ORGANIC WEAKNESS. G LANDU LOUS TUMORS. DROPS ¥, SCROFULA, INTERNAL AB-

ARRANGEMENT.

M., 73.30

CITY

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

Leave Boston for Portland at t7J0 A. M., 78.30 A.
M., tl2.15 P. M., 73.00 P. M., *8.00 P. M.
Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A. M.. returning
6 at

eodly

Furniture and Upholstering.
All

Cas«o,

Commencing Hominy, Noy’r 13th, 18T1.

59.10

j
!

Long
successfully used in its native country, as a
Powerful Tonic, and Potent Purilier ot the Blood, it
Is found even to exceed the anticipations founded on
Its great reputation. According to the medical and
seientiiic iieriodicals of Loudon and Paris, it
jtossesses
tile Most Powerful Toxic properties known to
Materia Medica.

Porter,

PORTLAND, SACO,

P.

and Machias.

TRIP PER WEEK.

JURUBEBA!

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

A.

Apl. 20

ami

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick, Parsonsflcld,
daily.
WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
Portland, Dec. 15,1871.
decl6-tc

-““M.,

Bay

Spring Arrangeinem.

Riglis the weary and exhausted one, as the languor
and latitude of spring comrs upon lilm. Come and
receive vigor ami strength from the wonderful South
American Tonic

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington, daily.
At Ceutre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newlield, Parsonsfleld and Ossipec, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

i
f

ONE

THE

The favorite

Sat.

Wed. April 24

jRUSSIA,

Oh, Would I Were

Limington, daily.

■-a.

Penobscot

jn2dly

■

WINTER

FOB

Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for £1
and upwards. For Freight and Cabin
passage apply
at the Company's Office 80 state Street. For steerage passage, at 99 State si reet, Boston.
JAMES ALEXANDER, Aural.

1

R.

On ami after Monday, December,
18,
1 1 passenger trains leave Portlaud
Rochester and intermediate stations
r-wsc
-"“at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M., making
dlrectconnection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston
Maine and Eastern Railroads. Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Wlnnipiseogee
lhtilroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Fall?} and Conway Railroad tor Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
7.30 A. M„ and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Wlnnipiseogee, and Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Conway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco ltlver at 5.30 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham, Standish, and No.

everywhere.

Furniture and House Furnishing Goods.
BENJ. ADAMS, cor. Exchange and Fed-

or

April8-dlw_Portland,

FORD,

AOR1VT FOB

M W

tho

State,

Kxrhnngr Ml.,

»l)3-d-eodcStw

represent

lUlf ITBIUUIC nuxctt

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

ON

RYAN
AGENTS

best Medicine
yet offered to the
Public fur the euro of

the

HDAUVjn*!

CALABRIA,

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derry to
Boston or New York, $34 CURRENCY.
Passengers hooked to all parts of tllo United States.

Winter Arrangement.

EASTERN AND

L. BILLING*, Agent

moh30tf

CAPT.C. KILBY,
Passage Money,Including foro from Boston to N York, ! will leave (until further notice) Railroad Wharf, PortCabin, $80,$100,$ 130gold—accordingto accommodaland, every Friday evening, at ten o'clock, for Rnrktion. Steerage, $30 Currency. Tickets to Paris, $15
1-ind, Camden, Belfast, Castlne, Deer laic, Sedgwick
Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms : So. West Harbor, (Mt. Desert,) Millbrtdge, .Jonesport
*y Passengers enbark at Cunard Wbarf, Jersey i and Maehiasport, as the Ice will permit.
City.
Returning will leave Mnehlasport overy Tuesday
morning, at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named

_______

A Standard Preparation, eudorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or iemale, Irritation
or Inflammation of Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudy
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontlnuence of Urine, ChronUCatarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
Urino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Medjein

WALTER COREY As CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

To Lease.
account of poor health, my house and store,
heated throughout by steam with very little expense. Also, the stock which was bought before the
late rise. It is one of the liest and most desirable

For Sale

mm

COUGH AN1> CROUP BALSAM !

T

Bit. W. It. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free SI.

mwo Houses, No. 99 State street, and the one in
JL the rear, on Vernon Court, together with the lot
on which they stand.
Enquire of A. E. STEVENS & CO., 146 and 148
Commercial st.
Possession given immediately,
mli2-dtt

ORDERS

mill all approved plans
„f I)M!nrBnce>i

Clonk,

eral

dollar of (ircmiums paid by the insured to the Com-

and
bc

VOIAU

FOR SALE OX STATE STREET.

age of profit must be entirely satisfactory, while in
case of long life, the annuity will soon repay every

Oil, Pitch

Tree,

Velvet

India St.

Dentists.

cheap

DIGESTION;

believed to be the most favorable
plan to the insured ever introduced—for in the event
of death within the fifteen-year period, the percent-

SYMONDS,

dyed and finished.

JAVA, Wod. April 10.
CHINA, Wed. April .17.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

BICHU

Dye-House.
F.

Saccarappa Village, Saco Street.

Agents, Quick Isasss

The above is

Sale

Cork Har.

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NEW YORK.

J* HAMILTON, Superintendent-.
Portlaud, November 8, 1871.
uoytf

EXTRACT

Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY Ac MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite Park.

Queenstown,

Cabin, $80 Cold. Steerage, $80 Currency

Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

lip

Middle Street#

at

M.

leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
M. Fare $1.50. Freight taken at

Boston.

Brownfield for Denmark and Bridgton, daily.
Fryeburg for Lovell, daily.
The 8.45 A. M. train from No.
Conway, arrives in
Portland in season for early afternoon train for Boston and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North Conway can take the Portland steamers arriving in Boston early the next morning.

the country, with full directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
nll8G5d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Porllard,

Returning
<lays at 5 P.

OLYMPUS. Tues. Apl 23. 1IECLA, Tues., May 14.
SIBERIA, Tues., April 30 PALM YRA, Tues.May 2t
EP"Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

At
At

Sent to any part of

Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
SAWYER Ac CO., Bleachers, No. 131

-IS-

relief and

The plan.is simple, easily understood, and the advantages it offers

Book Binders.

JOSEPH HOBSON.
meh2deod&w4w W10

Saco, Me., March 1st, 1872.

daily.

AX 7 O’CLOCK

DIRECT BISOM BOSTON
PAlfrHIA, Sat., April 8, TRIPOLI, Tburs. Mav 2.
PALMYRA. Sat., Apl IS. SAMARIA, Tiioh. Mav 7.

“Od after Monday, Nov. 13th, and
further uotice, trains will run as

VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham,
ami
Raymond
Naplot*, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falla and

Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivallod in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
-ertain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find t invaluable in all cases of obsttuetions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
I with perfect safety at all times.

WB, A. RUINCY, Boom 11, Printer’,
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL Ac 8HACKFOBD, No. 33 Plnm
Street.

R.

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EMCIPTLIo

LINE

Steamers appointed to sail

mOF8.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and
Brldgton, dallv.

special accommodation.

8treet.

8

are

DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at Ids rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOCrO Ac BREED,No.99 Middle

buildings

the age of thirty who

TO THE LADIES.

Repairing.
Bakers.

w“J

of

Eclectic medical Infirmary.

H.

W. C. COBB, No. 19 Pearl St.

The buildings consist of a large two story modern
built Brick house; a barn 38x72. clapbourded and
painted; and a sthble 24x36. all in good repair.
b© house is weli located for summer boarders.
be sold at a great bargain before the first of
!
April,
Also for 6ale the Capt. Sylvanus
Higgins farm in
| Cape Elizrbeth; contains about one hundred and
thirty acres, partly covered with a heavy growth of
wood and timber; comfortable
and cut®*
I
about thirty tons of bay; three miles from Portland,
| and one and a haif from Cape Elizabeth Depot. Will
be sold low if applied for soon, otherwise will be loased for the coming year.

men

,“r:?TV??l????|until

—

kinds of Machines fo

All

many

OGDENSBURG

ATLANTIC WHARF, Portland,

SAILING FOR LIVERPOOL.

Calling

A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains with
passeuger car
attached.

by

Middle St. Ad-

tarm.

|

support of old age, combining, at
a low rate of premium, the benefits of the Savings
Bank and
the high-priced Endowment and
Whole Life policies.

Hay’s.

!

have prepared, and now offer to
the public, a new method of insurance, which limits the amount ot
the payments to a small and cer- !
tain sum, and provides a hand-

(Arkansas) Gazette says:
Outrageous taxes imposed up»n the people
of Arkansas, at a time when
they had not re/tmrnwwl

Country Residence,

THE

j

tle Rock

H.

are

&

l' X A RI)

CITY,

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

MAIL STEAMER*

f-ir^'-^^Tollowa:
^

SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I cau warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
urinary organs.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr. can
do so
writing, iu a plain manner, a description of
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be
forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portland.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

Y:

Agency for Sewing Machines.
DYER, No. 138 Middle 8t., orer

sale and to let.

Oliver Dyer farm in Saco, on the Portland
road, three miles from the Post Office and two
old Orchard Bcacli: contains one hundred and
| from
tortv acres, well wooded and
watered; wail adapted
to the raising of market
Vegetables, or for a milk

j

MERCHANTS

n0lt,

j

SECOND STAGE OF

lisher.’ lowest rate!.

W. 8.

oo

found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a tliiu, milkisb hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this dltticulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

vertisements inserted in paper, in Maine
and throughout the country at the pub-

nod

but we are consulted by one or
with the above disease, some ot

PORTLAND
1

troubled with tooflrequeut evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
Oh examining
the urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be

Advertising Agents.
CO., 174 1-9

cure war-

FOREST

Captain

St.

Stages for Guilford, Abbott, Monson and-Moosehead
Lake, leave Dexter at 11.00 a. nt. Connecting with
the Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton.
Calais and St.John, for
$8.00; and to Halifax for
812.00.
J. M. LUNT, General Superintendent.
Augusta, Feb. 14, 1872.
16tf

middle-Aged .yen,
There

ll-d2m__

ATWELL Ac

perfect

a

more young men
whom ar<* jim
mill

Summer Term of ten

address the principal,
ALDEN J. BLETHEN.

or

B?”SOf,7

MONTREAL

md 3.43 P. M.
■Ly Private parties can lie accommodated by upon board.
dying to the
Fare down ami back ‘25 cents, children half
price.
Portland, April 1, 1872.
apl

iV :ik!’

day passes

a

Express (from

STEAMERS

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
I’eaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M., smt 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks' Island 9.15 A. .M.,

<

SEA-UOINti

^lE— .THE SUPERIOR

K X P R K S S,

John), leaves
£• to- Watorvile 9:‘23, Augusta 10:15, BrunsP- m., (remaining at Bruuswtek
-, H1
until
11.45), Arrives at Portland at 1 a. in.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare *5.09. A good line of
htages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. in. train,
nrriviiigat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.09 ». m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. in
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Fare to Portland *5.09: to
Boston *6.50.

the consumption, and by their friends are supposed
I to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and on
ly to correct course of treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

Blue,

BUSINESS DIR ECTOR

FOR SALE !

|
I
The greatest drawback in solicit- !
|
ing Life Insurance has been the
uncertainty of promised dividends
or profits.
In view of this uncertainty, and with a desire to avoid
misrepresentation by agents, the

Life Insurance Co.

organ.

March

Address BOX 1873.

Portland. Novi, two

»TAS. A. TABER, Secretary.

Addressing the astonished woman with
great dignity, the conductor said, “Now, we
will begin over again. Your
fare, rnadame,”
with his hands on his hips.
The lady laughed, and again tendered him
the fifty-cent stamp. He
pocketed it with the
remark. “As counting specie seems to bother you, madauie, I’ll
give you your change in
stamps,” which he did.—W. Y. Paper.

Soint

the country.
Send for catalogues

V'nraitt foi Sale.
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen ol tbieeuty: lien. Geo. F.
Sliepley. Hon. A. YY H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kinygbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan VVehb, Hon. John Lynch,
Lola

1

April 99, 1819.

JERRIS,
Real Estate and Loan Agent

I

I

It has the advantage of an entirely new building,
the most delightful locality and surroundings, and
the finest corps of teachers of any similar school in

House (or Sale.
Five Hundred down, will buy a
(ijfO v/vr« nearly
new, large House, cemented
cellar, hard and soft water; good location.

New York.

Hardly

on

WM. II.

himself again.

to appear that death was not caused from
consumption, but by disease of the heart.
Now comes the strangest part of the discovery. Some seven years ago, a needle was
driven in her side by a sudden
fall, and there
broken off. Drs. J. V. Z.
Blaney and De
Laskie Miller, who were called
in, made a
thorough examination, and both came to the
conclusion that a piece of the needle was in
her heart, and that it would soon prove fatal.
Subsequently Dr. Maine, of Evanston, called
in, and he too expressed himself of the same
opinion. The post-mortemexamination proved the truth of these opinions, for the broken
was found imbedded in the heart of the
eceased. The piece taken out was about
one inch and one-eighth in
length. It is a
wonder how life could have existed after the
steel had forced its way into the life-giving
°

School will open its
THIS
weeks,

_feb!3dtf

and

ranted.

FARMINGTON.MAINE.

Sale or To Let.
No. 04 Green St., recently occupied by
Isaiah Frye &. Son. Apply to GARDNER M.
i PARKER, South Gorham, or to Capt, Geo. W. Parker, Portland.
ar>3tf

_

The woman scooped them into his hands
and he dropped them into his pocket. He
then fished up the fifty-cent
stamp and passed
it to her with the words, “There,
rnadame,
there’s your fifty cents.” In another second
he took a three-cent piece from his vest
pocket, saying, “and there’B your three-cent
piece,” and in five seconds more, “There’s your
two pennies. I don’t know whether
they’re
the two identical pennies you gave me or
not,
but I guess they’ll do.”«
By this time the
troubled expression had left his countenance.

and at the request of her parents a
postmortem examination was made by members
of the medical profession. It was then made

At Little

I Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
i suitable lot of land alone. Iuquire bv mail on the
j premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Corner.
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pennies.”
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Broadway,

youth—treated scientifically

FOR BOSTON.

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,

p.

treatment, in most cases making j
of that antiquated and dangerMercury.

How Many Thousands Can
Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience!
men
troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
Young
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in

Family School for Boys!

For

—

Language.

ABBOTT

PREMISES

matter with you!”
“Yes,” returned the woman, “but I want
five cents more.”
“No, you don’t,” he replied. “The fare’s
six cents, and you’ve
got forty-four cents in
your lap. That’s all right.”
“Well, give me back the five cents that I
gave you before, then,” said the woman with
a touch of asperity.
This apparently dumfounded the conductor. He remembered that the woman had
given him five cents, but the thing had become so intricate he seemed at a loss to know
how to straighten it out.
“I gave you a three-cent
piece and two
cents,” the woman said.
The conductor nodded, but rubbed his head
as though
endeavoring to comprehend and
unravel the whole monetary
mystery. His
face bore a troubled expression. Finally he
got it.
“Well,” he said at last, “give me back those

im^uTviiouiUg

I

|

his face.

--““s,

I

PARI8,

For Peaks’ Island.

Brun-

a.m.

Leaves Port land at 7:00 a.m. Arrives
;c Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
0:00. (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Railroad for Damariseotta, Rockland, &e.) Arrives, at
Augusta 10:30a. m.
No. ‘4. Leave Portland at 1:00 n. m., Lewistou
via Danville 2:50, Read field 3:59, KcnaalPs Mills 5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Rath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for Damariseotta,
Rockland, *&c.); Augusta 4:00, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
P- m., connecting with train on E. & N. A. Railway,
for Oldtow n and Mattawamkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:15, Bath
7:10 aud Augusta 8:15 p. m.
No. IO. Leaves Portland at 8:05 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville,
arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p.m. train from Boston.

Have Confidence,

PROF.

For Sale.
TI1HE Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
Located at Morrill’s Corner, Deering,
Portion.!, lwar U R. station, and t.erm2J
in us of Portland ami Forest Avenue Horse R. It; one
of the best locations in the place.
The lot contains
1J acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, W|th L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and

I

“Haven’t you made a mistake ?” she asked.
“Just hand the pennies back here, then,”
the conductor said, holding out his double
hands.
The German woman took up her dress
with one hand, and ladled out the
pennies
with the other. The conductor then counted
them over, and threw them back into her
lap,
saying: “That’s all right—forty-four cents,
and six for your fare is
fifty. What’s the

12:30

No. lO.

All who have committed au excess of
any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of maturer years,
SEEK FOR SOME ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration tliat may follow
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the whole
system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow : do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house in thexity. are
prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical and practical knowledge of the
French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown, J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one p. bi. to three o’clock p. bi., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or iu writing P. O.
Box 1866.
febl9
oc4dly

with it.
j —I-miles
from

|

Morazain,

Teacher of the French

j
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Property for Sale.

undersigned offers for sale the ‘‘New
Hampshire House,” situated in the pleasant
and prosperouXcity of Dover, N. H.
The
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; delightfully located, with fine shade trees and
5 grounds, and has excellent stabling.
Will be sold with or without furniture.
A. TUCKER,
Inquire of, or address,
Conductor on B. & M. R. R.
jalOeodtf

—BY THE—

vuv

fob

Jules Ch. L.

Brokers.

The

the three-cent

State

^Mortgage

sep24tt

Hotel

The German woman gave him a three-cent
piece and t »o pennies. The conductor put

“I want another cent, madame.”
“I gave you five cents,” she replied.
“Ever since the 4th avenue railroad has
existed the fere on this line has been six
cents,” returned the conductor, proudly.
“Well,” answered the woman, “I haven’t
got another cent.” After some hesitation,
she added, “Have you any change ?”
“I can change" anything, madame, from
twenty-five cents up to an eleven dollar bill,”

Augusta,) at

ifax.

of
sues
an indiscriminate use
sus weapon, the

I

K. PAVIS At CO.,

Real Estate A

Presented to the Public

piece in his vest pocket and
dropped the pennies in a side pocket of his
overcoat. Then turning to the lady he said:

via

2:25, Augusta 4:00, Watenille 5:00. Arrives
ui Bangor 7:30 a. in.
Connecting with E. & N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Halswick

Academy!

system

STEAMERS.

Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor, No.

li, (night express

j

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

GEO.

A German woman soon signalled the car,
With
and the conductor sprung the bell.
gravity he walked up to the woman after she
was seated and held out his hand for her fere.

a

Train* From Portland.

SPRING

with loans.

——..m=

STEAMERS.

Frak’a Island Mleaaiboal t ampauy.
STEAMER

INSURANCE j

LIFE

i odated

Selling

Rooms,

Devoting

Portland

$20,000

*

chalky ledge,

peal

was

Medical

Boarding and Day School
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he sent
And many a jubilant
O’er the waves which had made him free,
Then cut a last caper ecstatic, and went.
Turning somersaults, homeward to tea.

RAILROAD.

Arrangement of Trains,
Commencing Fob. ID.
1872.

At Westbrook, six miles from Portland, near the I
Caution to the Public.
I Saccarappa Station on the P. & R. R., and but ten j
FOR BOYS !
! minutes walk from the Ogdcnsburg R. R„ a Double j
livery intelligent and thinking person must kuow
*
I
Dwelling House, 13 finished rooms, sunny and airy,
that remedies handed sut for general use should have
with Sebago Water, a good Stable and yard room, as
No. 45 Danforth Street, Portland, Maine.
their efficacy established by well-tested
Address the owner,
seen in the above cut,
experience in
| the hands of a regularly-educated physician, whose
Rev. EDWARD P. THWING,
Trinitv Term will begin on Tuesday, April 2.
studies tit him for all the duties he must
6 Smith St., Portland.
For admission apply to
preparatory
ap7tf
j
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with i»oor nostrums
Rev. DANIEL F. SMITH, Rector.
mch30d3w
and cure-alls, puri»orting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
Tbe unfortunate should be particular in
selecting
Trniu* Due nt Portland.
his physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertiB ULLETTS.
ble fact, that many syphilitic patients are made misNo. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45,
erable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. ArTERM begins March 18th, 187*.
Will
from inex]>erienced physicians in general
continue 14 weeks.
to Loan III
practice; rives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
for it is a point
conceded by the best syphilgenerally
N*. 3. Loaves Bangor at 8:10 a. m., Dexter 8:15,
Terms, 91,00 per week.
ograpliers, that the study and management of these
\Y*‘ are prepared to loan money In nunii
should engross the whole time of those who i Skowhegan 9:40, Waterville 10:45, Augusta 11:45,
plaiuts
n'"*™
more
:35, Bath t :0o, Readfleld 11 :lu, Lewiston
jyTwoor three
from $iOO to any amount desired, on drat
evening pupils can be at- would be competent and successful in their treatment ! 12:50.
Arrives at Portland ‘2:55 p. m.
tended to.
and ours. The inexperienced general practitioner, I
j claaiN mortgage* in Portland, Cape Elizato
MISSETTAA.FII ES.
Apply
Leaves Augusta at 3 p. in., Bath5, BruusHaving neither opportunity nor time to make him- !
beth, Westbrook. or Peering. Partiea de- marl6eod3w
k 5:25, Itowiston (via
Principal, 11 Elm Street.
s: lt acquainted with their
Dauville) 5. Arrives at
pathology, commonly pur- , ;V'
Portland 6:45
Miron* of
m.
can alno be nccomra*
one

METHOD

be,

He’d borne the old lady through thick and thin
Till she’d lectured him out of breath;
Aud now, as he gazed at the ship she was in,
lie howled for her violent death—

Richard

MAINE CENTRAL

I! 18

Dr. H. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private diseases, whether
arising from
impute connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the met heal profession, be feels warranted in GuauAN TEEING A Cl'BE IN ALL
CAKES, Whether of loll''

AUGUSTINE’S

For she of the specs and the curled false front,
And the black alpaca robe,
Must pick out a sailor to Fuller the brunt
Of her next daily trial of Job.

_:

AT

No. 172 Cumberland Street,
he can be consulted
privately, and with
WHERE
the utmost confidence
by the afflicted, at all
| hours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 9 P. M.

Accommodations

And up to his collar in debt.

□mu

WILLOWS,

POUND

BE

and facilities
strictly firstclass. Superior advantages in Modem Languages
and Music.
|
Spring Term commences April 2d, 1872.
I
For Circulars address the Principal.
; standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
MISS L. G. BELCHER.
| the dregs of disease from the system, and making
March 21-eod & w4w*
° a
] perfect aud permanent cure.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to
the
ST.
fact of his long-standing and well-earned
reputation?
tarnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and success.

now he might look for a
quiet life.
And even he nappy yet.
Though owning no end of neuralgicai wife,

Difficulty

THE

FARMINGTON, MAINE.

Oh.

Till over the azure horizon’s e ge
The bark had retired from view,
When he leaped to the crest of the
And pranceu like a kangaroo.

CAN

Private

INSURANCE.

He knew she had gone to recruit her health,
And doctor her rasping cough,
But wagered himself a profusion of wealth
That something would carry her oft’.

already

SCHOOL

U

RAILROADS.

DR. J. B. HUGHES

FOR GIRLS,

betore,

He watched while the vessel cut the sea,
And bumpishly upi*sd and downed,
she qualmish could
And thought if
Me’d consider the edifice crowned!

MEDICAL.

or Fancy Job l*rinti®jf
to
\ an luge to call cm Wv.M
Marks, at the Daily Press JobPrinttng Office. Kx
sbange Street. Port laud

in want of Plain
THOSE
will find it
their tui

-

